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ABSTRACT 

Title: The Problem of the Ages: Prostitution in the Philadelphia Imagination, 1880-1940 

Candidates Name: James H. Adams 

Degree: Doctor of Philosophy 

Temple University, 2009 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Mark Haller 

 
 An ever-present figure throughout much of the nineteenth century, the prostitute 

existed in a state divorced from “traditional” womanhood as a shadowy yet “necessary” evil, 

and was largely seen as a static element of the city.  The archetypes of the “endangered 

maiden” and the “fallen woman” were discursive creations evolving from an inchoate form to a 

more sharply defined state that were designed to explain the prostitute’s continued existence 

despite the moral objections voiced by religious and social reformers.  These archetypes 

functioned in an agrarian/proto-industrial society; however, under pressures of urbanization, 

industrialization, and population mobility, these archetypes were gradually supplanted by 

sharper, more emotionally loaded archetypes such as the “White Slave” and the trope of the 

“Vice Syndicate” to explain the prostitute.  In this manner Progressive-Era social and moral 

reformers could interpret prostitution in general and the prostitute in particular within the 

framework of their understanding of a contentious social environment. 

In moving away from a religious framework towards a more scientific interpretation, the 

concept of prostitution evolved from a moral failing to a status analogous to a disease that 

infected the social body of the state.  However, because the White Slave and the Vice Syndicate 

were discursive creations based upon anecdotal interpretations of prostitution as a predatory 

economic system, their nebulous nature encouraged a crisis mentality that could not survive a 

concrete examination of their “problem.”  Realities of race, class, and gender, as well as the 

fluid nature of the urban environment as well as non-moral concerns rendered the new 
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archetypes and tropes slippery, and applicable to any reform-oriented argument.  By the later 

years of the Progressive Era anti-vice discourse ceased to advocate moral arguments calling for 

the rescue of the prostitute and instead became a vehicle to articulate non-moral concerns 

such as political reform, social order, and female economic suffrage.  After the First World War, 

the archetype of the White Slave collapsed in the face of women’s suffrage and sexual agency, 

and the prostitute once more reverted to a state analogous to pre-Progressive cultural 

interpretations of prostitution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

From the earliest days of colonial America until present, the prostitute has been a 

shadowy figure existing discursively in a state removed from the wider, “respectable” society.  

A cause for concern to those advocating moral, legal, and/or social cohesiveness, she existed in 

an inchoate state in which her presence was acknowledged but seldom accepted, a distasteful 

yet inevitable feature of western civilization.  Throughout the whole of the nineteenth century 

prostitution was a system that was simultaneously vilified yet grudgingly accepted as 

“necessary” for the social health of the community; the prostitute provided a safety valve for 

male sexual passions that allowed upstanding, moral women to exist in a state of chastity and 

purity.  The goal of anti-prostitution reformers in the nineteenth century was not to eliminate 

prostitution but rather to reform the prostitute, uplifting her in a manner similar to the civilizing 

of “uncivilized” peoples.  Women could fall from a state of purity, but exposure to middle-class 

morality and religious education provided an avenue away from dissolution. 

The dawn of the Progressive Era changed this paradigm.  Seemingly overnight, 

prostitutes evolved from tragic figures in need of rescue to disease-carrying menaces to the 

body politic.  Simultaneously, the view that prostitution existed as a necessary evil that in some 

vague, inchoate way benefitted society shifted to a belief that the trade was an immoral, 

predatory system designed to profit corrupt capitalists at the expense of women’s purity.  The 

urban spaces of the United States became pits of vice and shame that threatened the whole of 

American society.  Faced with such a threat, Progressives reacted in the only way they knew – 

by standing vigilant against prostitutes and tirelessly campaigning for their elimination from the 

public space.  In their opinion, reforming the prostitute was less important than eliminating her 
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influence upon the social well being of the nation.  Their unceasing campaign against urban 

sexual degeneracy seemed to bear fruit; by 1920 the prostitute had indeed vanished from the 

public space, reduced to a shadowy nether-world further outside of society than ever before. 

Most studies of prostitution during the Progressive Era follow this similar historiographic 

arc; regarded with grudging toleration in the nineteenth century, the prostitute was 

“discovered” by the Progressives who, after 1900, worked to banish her from society, and 

whose tireless efforts resulted in the end of urban red-light districts by the end of the First 

World War.  Yet did the Progressives actually accomplish a feat that had eluded religious 

reformers for hundreds of years?  This dissertation argues that they did not.  Focusing on 

Philadelphia and the surrounding counties, it will argue that proponents of moral reform based 

their understanding of prostitution upon cultural archetypes and tropes of race, class, and 

gender that they created to categorized individuals, and these tropes in turn shaped reformers’ 

perceptions of urban social conditions.  Concepts of prostitution and the urban “Tenderloin” 

(vice district) as understood by Progressives were actually a culturally discursive creation 

mobilized by reformers not only to curb vice but to impose a Progressive world view on an 

urban space4 that seemed to be the inverse of their ideal society.  The Progressive-Era 

reformers of the Delaware Valley looked to Philadelphia’s suburban communities, and saw only 

wholesome, moral, domestic, heterosocial bliss; conversely, when they cast their gaze upon the 

city itself, they perceived only decay, corruption, deviance, and commercialized vice.  Driven by 

fears of working class sociability, of interracial marriages and sexual encounters, women’s 

sexual agency, machine politics, class inequity, and social unrest, reformers created a discourse 

on prostitution designed to inculcate middle-class “American” values in the foreign-born 
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immigrant and the urban working class.  But in truth these reformers saw only what they 

wanted to see, based upon their simplistic interpretations of the city.  The urban space was 

much more complicated than their simple cultural constructs could conceive, and as much as 

the prostitute was a temporal concern because of her literal existence, she was as much an 

artificial creation designed to address modernity; in the words of Timothy J. Gilfoyle, “because 

the ‘whore’ was also a metaphor, commercial sex was transformed into a vehicle by which 

elites and middle classes articulated their social boundaries, problems, fears, agendas, and 

visions.”1 

Evolving from nineteenth-century Protestant morality, campaigns against prostitution in 

the city may have grown from a desire to create a social paradise of Protestant morality within 

the Delaware Valley, but ultimately the Progressive anti-prostitution campaign in Philadelphia 

generated only a discursive shift rather than dramatic change.  Two decades of effort 

accomplished a deconstruction of the Progressive conception of prostitution.  Ultimately, the 

Delaware Valley prostitute was not eliminated through the efforts of reformers, but rather 

through shifts in national culture as the Roaring Twenties ushered in new conceptions of 

sexuality, corruption, degeneracy, and women’s agency.  Indeed, the 1920’s image of the 

Flapper did more to render the prostitute invisible than legions of Progressive reformers ever 

did.  Contrary to the Progressive view, the sexual deviant was not driven from the city.  Instead 

she went underground; by 1940 occupying shadowy, liminal world in which exposure and arrest 

were very real threats and only anonymity and discretion allowed her to stay one step ahead of 

                                                           
1
 Timothy J. Gilfoyle, “Prostitutes in History: From Parables of Pornography to Metaphors of Modernity,” American 

Historical Review 104.1 (February 1999), 138-139 
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the law.  The prostitute was not eliminated from either Philadelphian urban space or the 

Delaware Valley; rather, only the public perception of her existence was eliminated. 

Rather than examining the roots and responses to immorality within the traditional axes 

of race, class, and gender, this work argues that campaigns against immorality were a result of 

a desire upon the part of twentieth-century reformers to create a social paradise of Protestant 

morality.  Central to this campaign was the Progressive cultural perception of the prostitute and 

prostitution.  Building upon nineteenth-century interpretations of race, class and gender, 

reformers constructed a cultural conception of prostitution that corresponded poorly to the 

realities of the trade.  By examining press accounts and reformer texts in contrast to court cases 

and what Delaware Valley reformers actually accomplished, we can gain an understanding of 

just how Progressives interpreted the prostitute and prostitution.  But anti-vice campaigns did 

not exist in a vacuum; indeed, in the words of Paul Boyer, “some historians have drawn sharp 

distinctions between progressivism’s various facets, opposing the economic and political 

reforms to those that were explicitly moralistic.  Such an approach… does violence to the 

powerful moral thrust underlying all these reforms.”2  Progressive reformers were not merely 

one-issue wonders; they believed in attacking the nation’s problems holistically.  Within this 

context of Progressive activism, it becomes easy to understand the slippery nature of anti-

prostitution campaigns, and why the actions and ultimate goals of many reformers seem 

disconnected from any reality of prostitution. 

 Chapter one examines the nature of vice in the city of Philadelphia as well as the 

surrounding counties on a discursive level.  The region’s Progressive reformers believed that 

                                                           
2
 Paul Boyer, Urban Masses and Moral Order in America, 1820-1920 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 

1978), 197 
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vice in the city was commercialized, and that its coarsening effect led to a greater acceptance of 

sexually deviant actions.  The public periodicals of the day backed up their arguments.  These 

same periodicals presented the suburban counties as peaceful havens far removed from the 

vice and degeneracy of the city; the truth was far more insidious.  Immorality as defined by the 

reformers was based upon cultural archetypes of the pure “American Maiden” (chaste, pure, 

moral American women) and the “Fallen Woman” (the prostitute) existed symbiotically as a 

way of interpreting female sexual agency in Victorian America.  These simplistic classifications 

and their purported interactions in public spaces further allowed reformers to interpret 

geographic spaces within the city as “moral” or “immoral.”  These interpretations evolved 

discursively based upon perceived actions and imagined inhabitants until the concept of the 

“Tenderloin” as a site of social, racial, and gendered sexual danger was created.  Debates over 

the role of women in the public space and the “morality” of the city created a discursive echo 

chamber in which the reportage of immorality became disconnected from the reality, allowing 

the reformers to believe their own hyperbole. 

 Chapter two examines the first systematic attempt to eliminate commercialized vice in 

the Philadelphia urban core.  Upon the election of Rudolph Blankenburg to mayor in 1911, 

reform elements in the Delaware Valley pursued legislation designed to stamp out prostitution 

and immorality within the urban core free from interference from the Republican machine that 

had governed the city for almost eighty years.  Based upon reformers’ understanding of 

prostitution, the discursive archetype of the “White Slave” (the prostitute was an unwilling 

participant in immorality) and the trope of the “Vice Syndicate” (prostitution operated in a 

manner similar to the Trusts) evolved to explain the continuing existence of the prostitute in 
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the city in the face of continuing campaigns to suppress the trade.  Reformers believed in a 

connection among a corrupt municipal government, shadowy trans-jurisdictional vice systems 

and sexual immorality.  By moving their cultural interpretations of the prostitute to this 

extreme, the reformers could, in alliance with the press, link prostitution in the city with a wide 

variety of Progressive concerns, such as economic inequality, municipal corruption, unrestricted 

immigration, and working-class homo- and hetero-sociability.  But these interpretations came 

under increasing fire when Progressive anti-vice campaigns seemed to have little effect on 

deviance in the city.  Arguments promoting the urgent need for reform were further weakened 

when the reality of prostitution frequently failed to live up to the rhetoric used; when 

“rescued” White Slaves were brought into the light, they were frequently observed to be (and 

interpreted as) little more than Fallen Women.  The hysteria over White Slavery may have 

granted reformers both the authenticity and the imperative to attack prostitution, but once 

revealed to be illusory Philadelphia’s anti-vice campaigns lost much of their energy. 

 The third chapter explores the intersection between prostitution and race, examining 

Progressive interpretations of the status of Delaware Valley blacks in light of the culturally 

created sexual archetypes and tropes.  Prior to the Second Great Migration of African-

Americans during and after the First World War, Philadelphia could boast the largest, most 

economically diverse black community north of the Mason-Dixon Line, and unlike in other 

metropolitan centers the cultural power of this group ensured that white discursive agents in 

the press would not ascribe vice activities to their metropolitan communities.  However, 

Progressive interpretations of prostitution placed immorality and commercialized vice in a 

racialized context, and the Delaware Valley’s white reformers and reporters writing in the 
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mainstream (read white) press looked to African-American communities in Camden, New 

Jersey, and Chester, Pennsylvania to support tropes of non-white prostitution.  Progressive 

beliefs in the inherent value of racial segregation forced anti-prostitution rhetoric to follow a 

specific narrative path that influenced both the way that vice was perceived in the urban space 

as well as which spaces in particular were considered dangerous.  Much as in the same way 

African-Americans were forced to live in a segregated world that disconnected them from 

dominant white society, so too was the “negro prostitute” of the Delaware Valley segregated 

from her white counterparts.  Furthermore, the few Progressive anti-prostitution campaigns 

directed toward the black prostitute were quickly co-opted to maintain the color line and 

further marginalize the region’s black residents. 

 Chapter four examines the displacement of the White Slave archetype and the quiet 

dissolution of Progressive anti-prostitution efforts in the city.  Based upon the belief that 

prostitution could be understood through the work of professional social scientists, 

Philadelphia became one of a number of cities to undertake a study of the trade in its own 

space, using reformers from across the Progressive spectrum to examine the extent of the 

problem.  At the same time, the emotionally-charged archetypes and tropes of prostitution 

continued to be utilized by reformers as vehicles to address numerous social, economic, and 

political problems in Philadelphia.  However, public interest in the White Slave archetype 

proved fleeting – after a brief outcry over the specter of innocent girls being forced into sexual 

slavery, the White Slave and the Vice Syndicate lost much of their power as the public realized 

that the rhetoric frequently failed to match the reality.  Scientific data, while technically correct, 

could not sustain interest in these tropes when presented in the dry, clinical format of a 
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sociological study, and subsequently the reform imperative waned.  In Philadelphia, Progressive 

campaigns to eliminate the prostitute from the city never so much ended as faded away. 

 However, even though the public may have lost interest in the prostitute and 

Philadelphia’s anti-vice reformers lost much of their authority to shape public policy regarding 

individual interactions, the city’s Progressives still wielded enough power to define specific 

spaces in the urban environment as sexually dangerous.  The fifth chapter examines the alliance 

between local reformers and the federal government in eliminating Philadelphia’s urban vice 

district during the First World War.  Representing a collaboration among the forces of moral 

reform, social hygiene, political partisanship, and wartime exigency, the Commission on 

Training Camp Activities was utilized by the Secretary of the Navy during the First World War to 

force prostitutes from the streets.  However, the might of the government was simultaneously 

utilized in an attempt to force other Progressive-Era reforms upon the city that had not been 

successfully accomplished during the previous two decades, most notably to disconnect the 

authority of Philadelphia’s Republican Machine from municipal law enforcement.  During the 

War, archetypes and tropes of prostitution were utilized to spark a panic great enough to allow 

for a symbolic (but in some cases literal) federal takeover of the city, but the distinct lack of any 

profound change in municipal structure, neighborhood makeup, or even the number 

prostitutes themselves indicates that the CTCA and the federal government consciously used 

the rhetoric of prostitution to advance aims besides the elimination of vice.  After the general 

collapse of anti-prostitution reform efforts during the previous twenty years, the inchoate 

nature of prostitution rhetoric became beneficial to urban reformers in their attempt to impose 

a Progressive view of the urban environment upon Philadelphia. 
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 Chapter six demonstrates the return to “normalcy” among those articulating an anti-

prostitution worldview in which the prostitute sank back into obscurity in the public 

consciousness, a state similar to that of the latter decades of the nineteenth century.  For all 

their efforts the Delaware Valley’s moral reformers had actually accomplished very little 

beyond eliminating the most public examples of commercialized sexuality from view in urban 

spaces.  Once again middle-class views of vice were governed by dominant cultural constructs 

of middle-class American society.  Meanwhile, the Flapper and the “New Woman” brought 

sexuality into the public discursive space as never before.  The prostitute may have vanished 

from sexually-dangerous urban spaces (and indeed most examples of such spaces no longer 

existed), but prostitutes were alive and well as revolutions in personal transportation allowed 

both producer and consumer to escape the watchful eye of law enforcement.  After 1920 the 

prostitute was once more an acknowledged yet unspoken factor in American society, existing in 

a shadowy world in which middle-class moral advocates had little sway. 

 During the Progressive Era, prostitution in the United States was considered a social 

problem, one in which required the latest models of social science to combat.  Subsequent 

treatments of prostitution have used a social science framework to explore both the world of 

the prostitute as well as Progressive campaigns to eliminate her presence from society.  

However, by examining prostitution in a cultural light and by returning it to its proper place as a 

singular stream of Progressive discursive thought no greater or lesser than any other, we can 

understand not only the arc of anti-prostitution reform but also the seeming disconnect 

between reformer and subject.  Prostitution did indeed exist, and may have been the “problem 

of the ages;” however, Progressive reformers opted to battle against the idea of prostitution 
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rather than the reality.  Their interpretations have not only governed the way the prostitute has 

been viewed throughout the twentieth century but also the way historians have interpreted the 

institution in which they plied their trade. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SCHOOLS OF VICE OR VIRTUE: THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROSTITUTE AND THE 

TENDERLOIN 

On December 6th, 1880, the tenure of Philadelphia Mayor William S. Stokley was held up 

to the light of day.  With the intent of encouraging good government, an author writing 

anonymously under the penname “Committee of One” conducted an examination of the city’s 

“soundness.”  Republican Stokley received Committee’s grudging respect, who concluded that 

the Mayor had tried to act in an honest and incorruptible manner except for a weakness where 

“often he only secured a host of unreliable allies, who were always ready to make any sacrifice 

for the public weal – when it did not interfere with their own individual interests.”  The Mayor, 

wrote Committee, was “not manifested by passive vigilance, but by brilliantly planned and 

masterly executed aggressive movements, – which, in more modern times, is ideal reform.”  In 

this critic’s opinion, Stokley was an upstanding political operative who tried to do guide the city 

as honestly as possible.1 

“Committee of One” also concluded that Stokley’s tenure as mayor was of immense 

benefit to the city.  Citing conditions in Philadelphia prior to Stokley’s election, Committee 

noted that under the rule of the Mayor’s predecessor, Democrat Daniel Fox, “wrong was 

rampant, vice flourished, riot ruled, lawlessness raged, and crime held high carnival; it was an 

epoch of which memory shudders.”  Gambling halls were everywhere, thieves plied their trade 

without fear of prosecution, elections were little more than farces, and “riots were of frequent 

occurrence and alarming fatality.”  Upon gaining office Stokley utilized creative interpretations 

                                                           
1
 Committee of One, The Report of a Committee of One, on the Official Life and Administrations of the Hon. William 

S. Stokley, Mayor of the City of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, PA: publisher unknown, 1880), 5-12 
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of licensing laws, reorganization of the police, and a combination of negotiation and arrest with 

the leaders of urban mobs to reign in the most chaotic aspects of the industrializing city.2  

Under Stokley’s leadership Philadelphia managed to curb the worst offenses and created a 

social fabric that allowed the city to modernize. 

But to Committee the most troubling aspect of corruption in the city was 

commercialized vice, and it was in this arena that the Stokley reforms ground to a halt.  

According to Committee, prior to 1872 “prostitution was advertised by glare of gas, and crash 

of brass; so shameless were the indecencies publicly practiced in resorts on two of our most 

fashionable streets, that their notoriety became national, and their pernicious example felt in 

every State of the Union.”3  Committee pulled no punches in his opinion of immorality in the 

city: 

There are classes of men – the women are all of one class – in every large 

city, who crave suitable food to satisfy their abnormal, beastial appetites, and 

their patronage, supports what are known as low variety theatres, music halls, 

free concert saloons, and similar resorts of alleged amusement.  Elderly roués, 

fast young men, and the more degraded laboring youth, frequent them; they are 

also rendezvous for the lower orders of criminals and lewd women.  Their 

success depends upon the indecency of their exhibitions, or the facilities 

provided for encouraging illicit sexual intercourse.  Their effect upon the 

community is immoral, vicious, sinful… they are a scourge and a curse to society. 

(Report, 23) 

 

Committee lauded Stokley for his attempts to solve this problem, but noted that the 

Mayor’s efforts were largely ineffective as he was “beset with insurmountable difficulties.”  

Though morally repugnant to many, houses of ill-fame were lawful and until 1879 the Mayor 

                                                           
2
 ibid 13 

 
3
 ibid 13 
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had no discretionary power in licensing them.  Furthermore, the Vice and Immorality 

Committee of Pennsylvania, a group operating under the state government in Harrisburg, 

“greatly neutralized” the power of the Mayor, requiring that opponents of questionable 

facilities file formal affidavits and allowing proprietors the right of appeal in the city courts.  

Additionally, Stokley lacked effective law-enforcement structures that could effectively combat 

commercialized vice in the city; Committee claimed that police testimony in court cases was 

frequently unreliable and had “too much the air of antagonism to democratic principles,” and 

the only time raids took place was when bawdy activities became too flagrant to ignore.  

Finally, Committee noted the role of the powerful city elite in the operations of these house, 

pointing out that “frequently… the elderly roués are men of political influence, or that the 

fathers of fast young men have sufficient respectability to shield their sons from public 

disgrace, or… the pecuniary backers of the managers are politicians of wealth and power.”4  By 

the time Stokley left office in 1881, the city had acknowledged that commercialized vice was a 

problem, but municipal authorities were at a loss on how best to combat said problem. 

Yet the reaction of Committee to the “Vice Problem” of Philadelphia is troubling.  

Though Stokley was metaphorically hamstrung by both the law and political influence in his 

city, he still managed to gain some traction against prostitution through a creative 

interpretation of licensing laws that allowed him to restrict certain select facilities from 

opening, and ensured that those that did open “shrouded the indecency” of their activities 

from public view.  Stokley’s campaign to curb commercialized vice had one significant outcome; 

as a result of his legal wrangling with Harrisburg, perceived responsibility of the spread of 

                                                           
4
 ibid 23-24 
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immorality in the city now rested with the courts.  As Committee triumphantly crowed, “the 

Community may rest assured that hereafter, every indecent resort that shames this city, will 

exist solely because of the interference, and on the responsibility of, the Court of Quarter 

Sessions.”5  Given that it appeared on the surface that Stokley had accomplished far more than 

other metropolitan mayors in combating commercialized vice during a period in which 

regelementation, or the establishment of legal, government-sanctioned vice districts in the 

urban spaces, was under serious consideration, why was his campaign against prostitution 

perceived as largely a failure?  Furthermore, if prostitution was seen as such a threat to 

municipal order, then why didn’t Philadelphia’s subsequent Gilded-Age mayors and city 

councilmen take concrete steps to eliminate houses of ill-fame from the city? 

The answer lies in the confluence of culturally-constructed, gendered archetypes and 

the social geography of the city itself.  Far from being typical, Philadelphia of the Gilded Age and 

early-Progressive Era was an exceptional metropolis when compared to other cities, most 

notably in the areas of housing and the ethnic makeup of the population.  Philadelphians of the 

1880s and ‘90s lived in a city that was primarily white and primarily native; in 1880, foreign-

born immigrants made up only 24 percent of the population, compared to almost 50 percent 

for New York and Chicago.  Likewise, though Philadelphia could boast the largest African-

American community outside of southern cities, black Philadelphians never constituted more 

than four percent of the total population.6  Yet socio-cultural beliefs operating at the national 

level that shaped contemporary understandings into the nature of female sexuality, 

                                                           
5
 ibid 24 

 
6
 Tera W. Hunter, “Working-Class Women in Philadelphia and Atlanta.”  In W.E.B. Du Bois, Race, and the City: The 

Philadelphia Negro and Its Legacy, Michael B. Katz and Thomas J. Sugrue, eds. (Philadelphia, PA: University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 129 
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immigration, the non-white alien “other,” and the operation of vice in the urban space shaped 

local discourse, forcing observers to interpret prostitution through a prism that ignored the 

specific unique factors shaping the city.  Anti-vice activists believed vice was rampant in 

Philadelphia because, it was argued, vice was rampant in other urban spaces… never mind that 

city authorities and moral reformers in the city could hold up few local examples to illustrate 

their claims.  Instead, they utilized archetypical arguments of race, class, and gender to 

illustrate a problem of questionable existence in Philadelphia. 

 

In an 1898 study on the tenements of Boston, William Cole made it clear that such living 

conditions encouraged the development of immoral tendencies.  “There are tenement courts in 

which the dense crowding of the poorest people of all sorts,” he wrote, which resulted “in lack 

of individual or even family privacy, absence of anything like decent standards of living, 

familiarity with debasing sights and sounds, and contact with the vicious and deprave, induces, 

if it does not compel, the development of the worst morbid tendencies.”7  This was a view 

shared by many social scientists and community activists in the latter decades of the nineteenth 

century; in the opinion of many, the urban tenement was a breeding ground for vice and 

immorality, which then spread throughout the urban space to infect the populace. 

But Philadelphia never had a “tenement problem” that plagued other cities during the 

late nineteenth century, and this in turn shaped the way that the city developed as it moved 

into the twentieth.  Instead, the primary form of residence was the rowhouse, a string of homes 

with shared party walls that abutted directly against the sidewalk.  Usually 12 to 22 feet wide, 

                                                           
7
 William I. Cole, “Criminal Tendencies.”  In The City Wilderness: A Settlement Study by Residents and Associates of 

the South End House, Robert A. Woods, ed. (Boston, MA: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1898), 151 
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each sported a brick façade and was attractive to both speculators and working-class residents 

as they were cheap to build, easy to maintain, and provided both ownership opportunities and 

relative privacy to working-class residents that could not be found in other cities.8  Whether 

deservedly or not, Philadelphia had the reputation of a “City of Homes,” and the numbers 

certainly seem to bear this out; in 1880 the city reported over 146,000 individual dwellings, 

more than twice as many as in New York City.  Indeed, in 1888 a study by the University of 

Pennsylvania claimed that “the number of people living in separate houses owned or rented by 

them is greater in Philadelphia than in any other American city…  The tenement house in 

Philadelphia is practically unknown.”9  It seems that the city had avoided a significant problem 

of industrializing America and had managed to strike a balance between private residences and 

a growing industrial infrastructure. 

Both racial and social pressures exerted upon neighborhoods an influence in the way 

they evolved after the Civil War, and with very few exceptions these neighborhoods trended 

towards the homogeneous.  The physical environment (quality of land and residences) of the 

neighborhood influenced residents who initially elected to reside there, determining social 

class, family characteristics, and ethnicity.  Furthermore, these pressures exerted heavy 

constraints upon the nature of population change in these neighborhoods during the latter 

decades of the century, discouraging integration and encouraging homogeneity.  It would be 

incorrect to claim that Philadelphia neighborhoods were completely segregated, as small 

pockets of non-natives and non-whites could be found in every political ward in the city; 
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however, if examined on a smaller scale, most streets trended toward a single ethnic and/or 

racial group.  Indeed, studies of various neighborhoods in Philadelphia such as Strawberry 

Mansion and East Mount Airy indicate that after a short, uncomfortable period of “pluralistic 

equilibrium” during shifts in residents, most neighborhoods returned to a state of exclusivity.10 

Prior to the Great Migration Philadelphia evidenced a large African-American populace, 

but before the First World War the strength of the community was great enough that they 

could articulate an image of moral purity that preempted white attempts to impart immorality 

upon their neighborhoods.  Though small clusters of black neighborhoods could be found 

throughout the city (and indeed, every ward sported at least a minimal African-American 

presence), by far the vast majority of the city’s black residents lived in the Seventh Ward.11  The 

best study that examined the makeup of the black Seventh Ward is W.E.B. Du Bois’s The 

Philadelphia Negro.  Du Bois concluded that the black populace represented a microcosm of 

larger Philadelphia society, noting that there were many “respectable” families living in the 

Ward, and over 47 percent of the African-Americans living in the Ward were of “the great hard-

working laboring class” which he believed was representative of the enclave.  Only 9 percent of 

the Ward’s black residents could be classified as “very poor.”  Still, Du Bois was quick to note 

the marginalized status of the African-American in the city, and believed that economic 

downturns such as the depression of 1893 had a disproportionally severe effect of the residents 

of the Seventh Ward.  Yet even though the city could boast of the largest, most diverse, and 
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culturally empowered black community north of the Mason-Dixon line, the numbers of blacks 

in Philadelphia were not as significant on the formation of the city’s vice discourse as other 

ethnic groups, who were present in much greater numbers and on whose shoulders fears of the 

“alien other” were laid. 12 

Two ethnic groups drove local pressures against immigration in Philadelphia.  The city 

possessed a reputation as a Jewish haven since its colonial days, and immigration throughout 

the nineteenth century allowed the community to expand steadily until the turn of the century, 

when it was the second-largest Jewish enclave in the United States (behind New York City). In 

1875 it was estimated that 12,000 to 15,000 Jews of German descent resided in Philadelphia, 

and most were integrated into “middle-class” professions such as banking, retail, and 

accounting.  During the 1890s most of these “integrated and relatively homogeneous” Jews 

moved to wealthy neighborhoods bordered by North 17th, Broad, Spring Garden, and Diamond 

streets, and such was the power of the city’s Jewish elite that three of their dynastic families 

(the Gimbels, Snellenburgs, and Loebs) founded the Philmont Country Club, an exclusive Jewish 

retreat in the city.13   

However, during the last two decades of the century the number of Jews in the city 

exploded.  Immigration contributed greatly to the growth of Philadelphia’s Jewish residents; 

records indicate that during the last fifteen years of the century 36,390 Jews, mostly Russian 

émigrés fleeing czarist pogroms, settled in the city, and by the turn of the century the number 

of Jews living in Philadelphia surpassed 75,000.  These new arrivals settled in small rowhomes 
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along Fourth and Fifth streets, South of Pine.  Unlike their wealthier brethren they lived in 

squalid conditions, spoke Yiddish, and shared more in common with the Irish émigrés of the 

early nineteenth century than with their settled brothers.  Through the end of the century the 

city’s Jewish elite sought some way to control the Russian Jews, fearing their own loss in status 

in the eyes of their gentile counterparts.  Yet the newcomers settled into their new community 

quickly and began forming their own distinct enclave, founding synagogues with connected 

heders and a Jewish press.  Though some religious leaders criticized trends toward 

secularization, the Russian émigrés began to slowly integrate into Philadelphia society.  By 1900 

both the established elites and the newcomers were working together to promote Jewish 

interests in the city, creating social and cultural networks that promoted Jewish interests while 

not garnering significant anti-Semitic backlash.14 

Besides the Jewish enclave, Philadelphia also sported a thriving Italian community.  

Concentrated in the city’s south wards, Italian émigrés settled in Philadelphia throughout much 

of the nineteenth century, and by 1870 had gelled into a community that was integrated into 

the city’s economy, political structure, and social life while simultaneously existing in a state of 

partial autonomy.  However, it would be incorrect to claim that the Italian-Americans exerted a 

heavy influence on the development of the city in the nineteenth century.  Stefano Luconi 

points out, prior to 1880 there were only 1,656 Italians in Philadelphia, or less than two tenths 

of one percent of the city’s total population, and the majority of these immigrants resided in a 

small South Philadelphia district bordered by Christian, Seventh, Carpenter, and Ninth Streets.  
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It was only during the last two decades of the century the number of Italian immigrants into the 

city grew significantly, rising to 10,023 people by 1890 and 46,648 in 1900 (or 3.5 percent of the 

city’s population).  Indeed, by the turn of the century Philadelphia had become the final 

destination for many Italian immigrants, who frequently landed in New York City and 

completed their journey by train.  Prior to 1870, Italian immigration was seen as a positive force 

and the Italian émigré was not a significant source of vice or corruption; a report on European 

immigration bluntly stated that “the Italian race… possesses certain intellectual and industrial 

qualities which render it acceptable to the American people,” and though there were “40,000 

Italians in the city of New York and 20,000 Italians in Philadelphia… in neither of these cities is 

there an Italian prostitute…  The Italians are well conducted, industrious, and saving.”15  

Frequently hailing from the working class, these newly-arrived Americans helped Philadelphia 

evolve into a manufacturing city and played an important role in the construction and 

transportation industries.16  Still, Italians existed in a state somewhat apart from the rest of the 

city as fears of immigration blossomed in the 1880s, especially as the nature of the immigrant 

shifted from Western European to Southern- and Eastern-Europe. 

The hardening of the “immigration line” and the assumption that many Gilded-Age 

immigrants to the United States were degenerate had a profound impact on the way the urban 

landscape was perceived both by residents and those residing without.  During most of the 

century the urban space, while perceived to have major problems, was not seen to be a lost 
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cause.  White, native-born, middle-class men and women felt that they could reform the 

metropolitan environment through active engagement with the racial, social, and economic 

forces that they believed were degrading social conditions within.  During the last two decades 

of the century the urban park movement led to the creation of public spaces in which the 

populace could recapture the pastoral inspirations of the countryside, philanthropists urged the 

urban poor to adopt middle-class standards and ideals, and attempts to curb radical impulses 

among socially marginalized groups such as workers, feminists, and immigrants led to 

reformers’ engagement with “threatening” groups.17 

 Still, it would be a mistake to assume nativist benefice toward the new arrivals.  

Immigration was seen by many as a serious threat to the fabric of the social American nation.  

One Philadelphian wrote that while they were generally in favor of immigration, most European 

governments were exporting “those undesirable classes whom foreign governments are only 

too glad to get rid of.”18  It was the fear of “degenerate” immigration that guided Philadelphia’s 

racial discourse in the latter decades of the nineteenth century.  Speaking before Congress in 

1887, Dr. Charles S. Hoyt, secretary of the New York Board of Charities, identified Philadelphia 

as a point of entry for “a great deal of bad immigration” and stated that, in his experience, 

many of the undesirables entering the country “find their way very soon in the poor-houses and 

the institutions” of the states.19  There wasn’t a fear of immigration per se, but rather there was 

a desire to implement safeguards to ensure that people of a select quality were allowed to 
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enter.  Madame Mario succinctly summed up shifting attitudes in 1891 when she wrote that 

“the new immigrant law, which provides for the return at the expense of the company of 

‘undesirable’ persons, is a necessary and most wise measure for making the whole new system 

effective.  The United States have given fair warning to Europe.  ‘We will not,’ it says, ‘any 

longer receive your pauper, criminal, dying refuse.  That is our decision.’”20   Lacking another 

scapegoat other than the perennial bogeyman municipal corruption, observers fastened upon 

two groups responsible for the city’s decline; the degenerate immigrant, and the purveyors of 

vice.  It was this latter group, and the threat they posed toward white womanhood, who 

became the preferred targets of anti-vice reform. 

If the racial makeup of Philadelphia was largely white and nativist, in the rural 

communities surrounding the city the situation was even more so.  In certain select counties 

such as Bucks, Montgomery, and Chester, the percentage of African-Americans never rose 

above three percent of the total population, and the vast majority lived on remote farmsteads 

or in segregated, isolated communities.  Conversely, Delaware County and Camden, New Jersey 

boasted a black population proportionally double that of Philadelphia (probably due to the 

growing presence of manufacturing and/or transportation industries), with most residing in the 

cities of Chester and Camden.  Yet with the exception of these two cities, African-Americans did 

not manifest in great numbers in the urban space.  If the census numbers are examined, the 
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trend for the counties surrounding Philadelphia indicates that they were even whiter and more 

nativist than the city itself.21 

The racial makeup of both city and countryside had a profound effect on the 

development of cultural attitudes toward sexuality and the commercialization of vice.22  

Whereas in Philadelphia vice was seen as a rampant and ongoing concern, in rural communities 

sexuality was a subject seldom spoken of in public, and sexual indiscretions were seen as an 

attack on the very fabric of society.  Contrary to the stable, serene facet of suburban life that 

was presented in the newspapers, commercialized vice did exist in the counties surrounding 

Philadelphia as it did in the city itself.  However, instances of prostitution occurring outside the 

urban core were notable events that frequently appeared in their own discrete articles, even if 

opinion pieces decrying the spread of commercialized vice throughout the rural community 

were nowhere to be found.  Indeed, the extent of prostitution in the outlying counties 

surrounding Philadelphia was seldom hinted. Most reports detailing charges for prostitution 

were buried in the back pages of newspapers or frequently a short blurb that provided little 

detail; to the rural inhabitants of the Delaware Valley the prostitute was seen as a threatening 

figure to the local community, one who was to be eliminated from the public space in the 
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quickest and most expedient manner available.  But more importantly, the divergent attitudes 

between rural and urban America led to the development of two separate archetypes to 

explain both sexual indiscretions evidenced in specific instances by particular women and 

commercialized vice as a system. 

The way that the prostitute was perceived in Philadelphia during the Early Republic had 

a direct impact on the evolution of sexualized archetypes later in the century.  Cultural images 

of non-marital female sexuality were reduced to a singular theme in the Early Republic – 

prostitution.  Immediately after the Revolution, premarital sex came to be represented by 

narratives of the innocent woman seduced by a predatory rake.  This archetype continued to 

evolve until the trope reduced all non-marital sexual encounters to prostitution through the 

incorporation of dire financial need.  This evolution had two effects on the interpretation of the 

prostitute later in the century; the trope argued that any non-marital sexuality inevitably led to 

a woman’s downfall, and the lower classes were particularly susceptible to this downward 

slide.23   

These tales of sexualized danger were integral to the social fabric of the nascent nation, 

as Early Republic elites believed that a key factor in the development of a moral polity was the 

moral, virtuous Republican Mother.  It was argued that if the Mother was corrupted by either a 

predatory rake or dire financial need, the civic virtue of the nation itself would be at stake.  

Stemming from America’s agrarian-Republican past, women in the eighteenth and early 
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nineteenth century were seen as the guardians of moral virtue.24  Writing in 1857, Adam G. De 

Gurowski claimed that, unlike her European counterpart, the American woman was not likely to 

violate societal proscriptions against morality and indeed was “a surer guardian of the domestic 

hearth and of its purity.”25  Because the American woman was seen as possessing a higher level 

of morality, it was thought that she was more resistant to the corrupting influences of society.26  

Indeed, the American woman was thought to exist in innocence and morality; as late as 1892, 

one writer opined that “the whole atmosphere of the country tends to preserve the spirit of 

unsuspecting innocence in the American maiden.”27  Some actually argued that studies 

conducted late in the century indicated that the innocence and purity of the American woman 

could overcome the corrupting influence of public labor and “civilize” immigrant women, and 

that the idea that poor wages lead women to supplement their incomes through prostitution 

was unfounded.28 

Granted, most of those holding forth the innocent and moral American Maiden were 

likely only seeing white, agrarian, middle-class females, and were interested in using them as a 

discursive tool to emphasize the morality in the United States as opposed to that found in 
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Europe or among the lower classes.  Nevertheless, the American Maiden existed in the 

nineteenth century as an archetypical figure promoting the best of American female society.  In 

the popular press of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries she was represented by 

the figure of the Gibson Girl, a wholesome, pure, engaged young woman who simultaneously 

expressed her own agency while reinforcing Victorian socio-sexual mores.  The Gibson Girl 

might interact with men in public, but verbal discourse was only as far as such interactions 

went; above all else, she 

embodied sexual restraint.  

But as much as she was 

portrayed as, in the words of 

Lynn D. Gordon, “tall, long-

legged and graceful, with 

upswept hair, faintly pink 

cheeks, a provocative eye, 

and a cool, detached air… a 

modern woman, 

unencumbered by bustles or 

convention,” she also represented an attempt on the part of her creators to reinforce Victorian 

ideas of womanhood by emphasizing her more frivolous pursuits as a means to defuse rising 

Picturesque America, Anywhere in the Mountains. This illustration by 

Charles Dana Gibson showcases the Gibson Girl as engaged in public 

society while maintaining the conventions of Victorian America.  From 

the U.S. Library of Congress. 
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tensions in American society over the growing number of college-educated, publicly-engaged 

young women.29 

However, as the latter decades of the century evidenced radical social and cultural 

upheavals, the American Maiden archetype began to subtly shift.  While retaining her 

innocence, she became a discursive figure to critique the radical changes stemming from the 

Industrial Revolution; as American socio-economic structures evolved throughout the last third 

of the nineteenth century and women became more engaged in the public space, the American 

Maiden retained her innocence, purity, and moral fiber, but these virtues had come under 

attack by the corrupting influences of modern society.  By the turn of the century, the American 

Maiden had evolved into the Endangered Maiden, a moral innocent under attack (usually 

through no fault of her own) by sin; as long as she remained in her (rural) home, protected by 

social systems designed to resist immorality, she would remain safe.  However, if she ventured 

out from under patriarchal protection to brave the dangers of urban society on her own, it was 

likely that she would become consumed. 

Conversely, the figure of the Fallen Woman existed as an archetype to illustrate the 

wages of sin and the ultimate fate of the Endangered Maiden who dared to resist society’s 

conventions.  If the Endangered Maiden braved the sexualized urban space and been 

consumed, she would evolve into the nameless street walker, a figure who represented a living 

part of the degenerate city.  The Fallen Woman had a long and infamous history as a rhetorical 

device throughout the nineteenth century.  The original roots of the archetype can be found in 
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the early decades of the century during the religious revivals and anti-prostitution campaigns of 

the 1830s, when preconceptions regarding women’s sexuality, the roles of women in labor, and 

deeply-held beliefs regarding the trope of seduction and betrayal provided an explanation for 

the prevalence of prostitution in America.30  Through the majority of the century the Fallen 

Woman archetype was a way for evangelicals and social reformers to discuss the role of the 

unwed mother in nineteenth-century America; however, by the latter decades of the century it 

appears that the meaning of the archetype had begun to shift.  With the advent of Social 

Darwinism and the racially-, sexually-, and class-based framework explaining the hierarchical 

nature of western civilization, the Fallen Woman had ceased to be a method of discussing social 

problems and had instead become a base factor in social degeneration.  By the turn of the 

nineteenth century, the archetype of the Fallen Woman had evolved to become a symptom of 

the disease of immorality that was growing within the urban space, and the threat such 

immorality posed to the pure, chaste, moral American Maiden.31 

 The way that these archetypes were utilized in the popular press shaped the way that 

the evolution of moral campaigns against vice throughout the early decades of the twentieth 

century.  When the Fallen Woman was encountered outside of Philadelphia’s urban core, she 

was a cause of corruption, a figure of disease who was to be eliminated from the non-

metropolitan space in the most expedient manner available.  In the Camden Court of Quarter 

Sessions of November 14, 1899, Judge Armstrong heard two cases regarding the operation of 
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two separate brothels.  The first, that of Joseph Anderson, was reported in the Philadelphia 

Public Ledger with few details, only that Anderson was “colored,” that he was convicted, and 

that he was sentenced to a term of two years in the State prison.32  Judge Armstrong expressed 

no strong opinion on the Anderson case; however, he definitely held a strong and very vocal 

opinion regarding Ecuevia Manor, who pled guilty to the same charge as Anderson.  In 

sentencing her, the Judge took the opportunity to explain his distaste for both the defendant 

and her profession.  “If you had given poison to these young people you could not have done 

worse,” Armstrong stated.  “Your home was the worst pest house that I have ever heard of.  I 

am sorry that the law limits me as to the sentence.”  As Manor had already served a term in the 

State prison for a similar offense, Judge Armstrong sentenced her to the maximum of three 

years.33 

It is apparent that whenever instances of commercialized vice came to the attention of 

rural authorities, they took quick steps to eliminate the threat posed by the acts.  By far most 

instances of commercialized vice outside of Philadelphia occurred in the larger outlying towns 

orbiting Philadelphia.  In October 1898, one Julia Stockdale was convicted in a Montgomery 

County courtroom in Norristown of “night walking,” common drunkenness and open lewdness, 

and sentenced to one year and six months in the Montgomery County Jail.34  Five years later, 

Ella and Adam Bair were convicted of keeping a bawdy house in Pottstown in which two 
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prostitutes, “Emma Heimbock and Emma Smith,” plied their trade.35  In 1904 “Mrs. Marie 

Murray and Mrs. Mary Collins” pled guilty to keeping a bawdy house in Oakview Park and were 

sentenced to one year each.36  The same could be said of the city of Chester in Delaware 

County; though no reports detailing specifics exist, the reading public became aware of a small-

scale vice district in the city of Chester, Delaware County.  Referred to as Bethel Court, this 

small, two-block area inhabited primarily by African-Americans was considered the home of 

speakeasies, cocaine fiends, and non-white immorality.  Still, with the exception of this notable 

center of immorality, communities outside Philadelphia’s urban core were perceived as largely 

healthy, relatively moral, and inhabited by residents dedicated to protecting their virtuous way 

of life.  In this exurban environment the Fallen Woman was seen as a corrupting influence that 

was to be eliminated quickly to protect the virtue of the American Maiden. 

 Conversely, in the latter decades of the nineteenth century the city of Philadelphia, like 

most metropolitan sites in the United States, was perceived as being on a downward spiral 

toward becoming a space of sexualized danger.  In many ways this represented an extension of 

separate-spheres ideology, reflecting female domesticity in the home environment against, in 

the words of Peter C. Baldwin, “the rough world of the male-dominated street.”37  By 1900 

various organizations and individual reformers worked to curb the spread of immorality they 

believed was rampant. They claimed that the core of Philadelphia’s immorality could be traced 

back to a section of the city between bordered by Arch, Vine, Eighth, and Broad Streets, 
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commonly (though informally) referred to as the “Tenderloin” district.38  As with most red-light 

districts in urban spaces, the Tenderloin was primarily the home of marginalized racial groups.39  

Chief among these in Philadelphia were the Chinese; indeed, spatially the city’s Chinatown 

stood at the very heart of urban immorality.  As portrayed in the press, Chinatown was a space 

filled with enigmatic people, living secretively, and displaying an alien culture that was 

simultaneously incomprehensible and alluring to white, Christian Americans.40 

In all likelihood, very few middle- and upper-class whites ever actually experienced 

Chinatown and the urban Tenderloin first-hand.  Some of the more adventurous were able to 

experience the district through a Victorian social craze known as “slumming,” in which a guide 

(either a native of the district or an off-duty policeman) was retained to provide a guided tour 

of the area.41  Though nowhere near as popular or as prevalent as in Victorian London, the 
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craze of urban social exploration did enjoy a slight success in the United States during the latter 

decades of the nineteenth century.  Philadelphia’s Chinatown enjoyed such visits; an 

advertisement in the Inquirer of January 18, 1900 offers the services of one Lo-Kai for parties 

“desiring to visit Chinatown, its opium dens, gambling dives, etc.”42  Indeed, Lo-Kai’s services 

seemed to be in high demand in turn-of-the-century Philadelphia, as several Inquirer reporters 

hired him as a guide for their scathing expose of the city’s opium trade.43 

 An “organized,” guided urban social expedition into Philadelphia’s Chinatown served 

merely as a safe way of observing the “dangers” to be found in the urban space, and were only 

one side of the racialized, class-based discourse.  The opposing side featured the dangers to be 

found for the unescorted in the district, especially those awaiting the unsuspecting, middle-

class, non-urban woman.  The lure of the vices of Chinatown, no matter if they be gambling, 

narcotic, or merely social, were always presented within a sexualized framework that 

emphasized the dangers to the virtue of the Endangered Maiden.  On January 25, 1900, 

eighteen-year-old May Bibighaus, described as “pretty,” a former Sunday-school teacher and  

Chinatown missionary, was found unconscious in a furnished room at 1106 Vine Street and 

later died of an opium overdose.44  “Pretty” Belle Harris, “a dark-eyed girl of 19 years” from 

Camden, who was staying with relatives in Fox Chase, was found “at early morning in a Chinese 

den on Race street… on a couch, slumbering, and in a corner, cowering, was a Chinaman,” one 
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Lee Joe.  Belle ended up in the Magdalen Home, sentenced for one year, while Lee was 

 arrested and summarily released.45 

 In the reporting of both cases, no mention of any sexual indiscretion on the part of the 

female “victims” could be found.  However, none was needed; both May and Belle so clearly fit 

the archetype of the Endangered Maiden that the reader would instinctively know what went 

on.  Both women were described as “pretty;” May was a Sunday-school teacher and missionary, 

whereas Belle was described as “the best of girls” whose parents adored her.  However, both 

were found in furnished rooms in Philadelphia’s Tenderloin district, in the company of 

unrelated men, and both in a state in which their virtue could not be defended.  Furthermore, 
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the accompanying illustrations in the Philadelphia Inquirer reinforce the sexualized nature of 

the threat both women faced; in each a bed features prominently in the “scene of the crime” 

which, when coupled with their companions and their helpless state, let the readers infer 

exactly what was intended.  Indeed, it was the space itself that led to the downfall of both 

women, as “Chinatown – with its luring power – a strange, inexplicable but irresistible 

magnetism” drew the innocent into itself and caused their degeneration.46  This became a 

familiar discursive trope in press reports of the late nineteenth- and early-twentieth-centuries 

as reports detailing the American Maiden’s encounter with sin in the big, bad city rose to the 

surface; because of her purity and innocence, she became the Endangered Maiden, a figure 

who had moved out from under the umbrella of patriarchal protection and had been corrupted 

by the sins of the city. 

 Yet the Oriental vices of Chinatown were not the only dangers that Philadelphia’s 

sexualized urban space posed for the Endangered Maiden.  For women who insisted upon 

daring the urban space for whatever reason, most evangelicals and social reformers believed 

that only one fate awaited them, a decent into prostitution.  Throughout most of its existence 

the prostitute was a considered a tenacious and ever present, albeit tasteless, facet of the city’s 

population.  No less than Benjamin Franklin himself, reflecting on his early years in the city, 

noted that he frequently saw women “who by throwing their head to the right or left of 

everyone who passed by them, came out with no other design than to revive the spirit of love 
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in Disappointed Bachelors and expose themselves to sale at the highest bidder.”47  The 

questionable status of the prostitute in the Early Republic rendered her legal status somewhat 

questionable, as opposed to her moral status.  Indeed, John D’Emilio and Estelle Freedman 

claim that, at the opening of the nineteenth century, laws prohibiting prostitution were only 

sporadically enforced, and in Philadelphia it was not even considered a crime.48  Yet as the 

nineteenth century wore on prostitution became more of a cause for concern, and the 

prostitute as a discursive figure featured more prominently in evangelical sermons toward the 

fin-de-siècle. 

But how prevalent were prostitutes in the city?  An 1849 guidebook not only listed a 

number of “Houses of Ill-Fame in Philadelphia,” it contained detailed descriptions of what the 

visitor could expect in a particular establishment, and the anonymous author directly stated 

that “I am positive there are ten thousand and upwards of those frail beings in this our moral 

town.”49  In response to an information request by William Sanger in 1856, then-Mayor Richard 

Vaux claimed that the city hosted 180 houses of prostitution or assignation, and a total of 475 

“public” and 105 “private” prostitutes, out of an approximate population of 600,000.  In 

response, Sanger believed that Mayor Vaux had seriously underestimated the problem in the 

city, stating that while there might not be as many public prostitutes as there were in New York, 
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in Philadelphia the “streets abound in houses of assignation and private houses of 

prostitution.”50  Indeed, over much of the nineteenth century reformers and academics 

believed that official figures undercounted the number of prostitutes that could be found in the 

urban space; in March of 1896, the Reverend Frank M. Goodchild stated that official estimates 

claimed only 1,500 prostitutes throughout the whole of Philadelphia, based on an average of 

300 houses “of ill-fame” sporting five girls per house.  However, he countered this claim by 

avowing that he could “find without difficulty three hundred such houses in the district 

between Sixth and Broad streets and Arch and Green streets,” countering the official figure 

with his own of 5,000 prostitutes.  At the turn of the century W.E.B. Du Bois claimed that he 

had it “on pretty satisfactory evidence” that within the city’s Seventh Ward there were fifty-

three prostitutes, although he acknowledged that “it is probable that this is not half the real 

number” owing to the difficulty of gaining an accurate count.51 

Yet most statistical claims pertaining to the number of prostitutes active in Philadelphia 

must be taken with a grain of salt, especially considering the context in which these claims were 

made.  Dr. J. William White claimed that in 1876 “there were known to the chief of police about 

twelve thousand prostitutes residing in the city and subsisting by their trade.”  During an 1895 

investigation into police corruption, one Eugene Lyons, “a detective who has been investigating 
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houses of prostitution,” stated that “638 houses of ill-fame existed” in thirteen police districts.  

Preaching at the Westminster Presbyterian Church, the Reverend Charles M. Alford claimed in 

1898 that there existed a dozen places on Eleventh and Callowhill Streets inhabited by “lewd 

women,” and claimed that “he had been told on good authority that there were at least 250 

such places in a single police district.”  Later, in 1910 Charles Edward Russell claimed that he 

had it on good authority that there existed 10,000 prostitutes in the city.52  However, if the 

reason for these claims is examined it becomes apparent that the authors were less interested 

in the prostitutes themselves than in the socio-cultural ramifications of their presence in the 

public space.  Dr. White used his statistical number of prostitutes to argue for an adoption of 

regelementation in order to combat the spread of venereal disease.  Eugene Lyons had been 

instructed and paid to look specifically for police corruption.  The Reverend Alford utilized the 

figure of the prostitute to rail against what he perceived as public immorality and the lack of 

police enforcement.  And Russell only spoke about the number of prostitutes in the city as part 

of his indictment of economic necessity and employment opportunities facing women.  In each 

of these examples, the claimant had particular reason to find and illuminate prostitution in 

Philadelphia whether or not they had concrete numbers, and indeed their arguments could 

only be effective if they claimed a massive presence of prostitutes within the city. 

 And who did these social commentators claim were these prostitutes?  The reformers 

noted above may have worked to uncover the exact extent of prostitution within the 
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Philadelphian urban space, but frequently they were more interested in quantitative figures 

rather than qualitative accounts of the people themselves.  Modern researchers have moved 

beyond counting prostitutes in an attempt to uncover who they were, and many have 

concluded that commercialized vice in the nineteenth-century urban space was based on 

shifting conceptions of class.  As the nineteenth century progressed, the lifestyles, job 

opportunities, and economic capabilities became stratified according to the class to which an 

individual belonged.  Working-class youths left school between the ages of twelve and 

fourteen, and could only expect to earn adult wages in labor upon reaching eighteen.  Some 

scholars have argued that it was this lack of income and job opportunities among the female 

portion of this group from which the majority of white prostitutes in Philadelphia came.53 

 This economic argument carries significant weight; indeed, in the neighborhoods of 

Philadelphia’s working-class the prostitute stood as both a cautionary tale for women while 

simultaneously offering an alternative to the drudgery and low pay of nineteenth-century 

female labor.54  A survey by the Philadelphia Vice Commission in 1912 revealed that almost 

sixty percent of the 107 prostitutes they interviewed admitted that they engaged in the trade 

to supplant the meager incomes they received as salesgirls in retail stores, domestic work, or 

other low-wage jobs.55  Some, such as Russell, extended this argument to illustrate not only 

wages but the ephemeral and transitory nature of female employment and the cruel nature of 
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the owners of the city’s businesses.56  Yet these arguments mask the fact that most moral 

reformers who railed against commercialized vice believed that economic factors such as 

employment or wages were secondary to the morally questionable factors luring innocent 

women into prostitution. 

 It is apparent that the figure of the prostitute featured prominently, if obliquely, in 

Philadelphia’s history.  Throughout the nineteenth century, and with ever-increasing frequency 

as the century progressed, legal and moral forces worked to either control the social impacts 

caused by her presence or to eliminate her from the urban space entirely.  Yet Philadelphia 

newspapers cited only infrequent instances when an individual prostitute was arrested, tried, 

and sentenced for plying her trade in the city, and only in the latter decades of the century.  

Indeed, the first press mention of prostitutes was a report in the Philadelphia Inquirer of 

November 27, 1860, when it was noted that Jenny Hunt and Rose Conner , two women 

identified as street walkers, attempted to rob a young German of $500 after he accompanied 

them “to a notorious house on Swanwick street.”57  In fact, only eight individual prostitutes 

were identified in the Inquirer throughout the nineteenth century: besides the aforementioned 

Jenny Hunt and Rose Conner in 1860, only Anna Bell, Annie Hughes, Anna Smith and Lizzie 

Mitchell in 1874, Lilly Bell in 1875, Frankie Roberts in 1888, and Lillie Perkins and Maggie 

Hackney 1891 were ever identified in the Inquirer as either the euphemistic streetwalker or, 

more infrequently, as a prostitute.58  But more importantly, if their places of residence were 
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revealed (an infrequent occurrence), it was probable that they resided in the section of the city 

identified as the Tenderloin. 

Though the individual prostitute may not have truly appeared in public discourse, for 

the majority of readers only the system of prostitution was reported upon directly, and only 

during spasms of suppression that surged and ebbed throughout the century.  One of the more 

potent organizations in Philadelphia campaigning against prostitution as a system was the Law 

and Order Society.  Formally organized on September 6th, 1881, the group represented an 

alliance between prominent social activists and religious authorities throughout the city aimed 

squarely against intemperance and the liquor traffic, although they did admit that the group 

was “hostile to all kinds of unlawful Sunday traffic.”59  In method if not in fact, the Society 

represented the oppressive face of the Gilded Age; not only were their actions aimed toward 

those who sold liquor in violation of Sunday blue laws, but members complained about 

members of their congregations who had the audacity to ride their carriages to the park after 

Sunday services.  One member mentioned a circus company that had “desecrated the Sabbath 

by putting up their tents on that day.”60  It should be noted that the Law and Order Society 

never possessed any formal police powers, but instead worked to ensure politicians, policemen, 

and the public worked in concert to enforce moral laws, including those against commercialized 

vice.  Indeed, during a public investigation of police and municipal corruption in 1895 one 
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witness stated that he had complained to the Society because “it was useless to complain to 

the police.”61 

Yet even though the efforts of the society were specifically geared toward enforcing a 

conservative, Victorian moral code in Philadelphia, they were not interested in reforming the 

prostitute herself.  This can be explained by a shift in the use of the prostitute as a discursive 

instrument of reform.  Given the perception of deteriorating conditions, campaigns dedicated 

to the reformation of the Fallen Woman began to fade as the efforts of reform organizations 

seemed to bear little fruit.  Instead, the focus regarding commercialized vice began to shift from 

the individual transgressor to a critique of the system.  This shift is reflected in the press, and 

indeed the individual prostitute began to fade from public view.  In May 1870, it was reported 

that “during several evenings past large numbers of street walkers have been arrested.”62  In 

contrast to the individual prostitute the nameless “street walker” existed in large numbers; in 

1881 it was reported that 315 women had been arrested, and a further 307 in 1893.63  On the 

eve of the twentieth century and beyond, mass arrests became the norm in the Philadelphian 

urban core as bands of undercover policemen were sent to their particular beat “with 

instructions to arrest every woman known by the officers to be on the streets for an immoral 

purpose.”64  As with the individual prostitute, these raids were centered in the Tenderloin; 
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however, unlike the individual prostitute, the nameless street walker possessed neither a name 

nor a back-story that detailed her descent into vice. 

But more than a mere tool used literarily and culturally, the prostitute emerged in the 

first decade of the twentieth century as a discursive device allowing social critics of all stripes to 

examine the role of women in modern society.  Women (primarily white, middle-class, Christian 

women) had been seen in the eighteenth and for much of the nineteenth centuries as central 

to America’s moral framework, both the guardians and the expressers of the nation’s 

Republican morality.  In certain select cases they were allowed into the public space in 

specifically prescribed roles, but they were to be simultaneously respected and protected.  The 

nineteenth-century prostitute was a woman who had succumbed to corruption and 

degeneracy, and was regarded as someone to be pitied; above all else, it was believed that she 

could become a Christ-like figure who could transcend her sinful ways and regain some 

modicum of respectability in society.  Nineteenth-century evangelicals, social reformers, and 

state authorities publically expressed this belief through the establishment of numerous 

institutions dedicated to the reform of the prostitute, where women wishing to “leave the 

trade” were given refuge, career training, and religious instruction.  In Philadelphia this impulse 

was manifested through several prominent reformatories geared toward the reclamation of the 

prostitute, such as the Midnight Mission on Locust Street, the Howard Institute on Poplar, the 

House of the Good Shepherd on Twenty-Second Street above Walnut, the Rosine Association 

on Germantown Avenue, and a branch of the Magdalen Society at Twenty-first and Race 
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Streets.65  Nineteenth century moralists believed that, no matter what the cause of a woman’s 

downfall, prostitutes could be “redeemed” through the intervention of the moral society.  In 

their opinion, the only hope fallen women had was if reformers did all in their power “to repair 

the injuries which have been done by the base and reckless of our sex.”66  Though they might 

have been prostitutes, moral reformers did not feel that it was necessarily the fault of the 

woman; the downfall of the nineteenth-century prostitute stemmed from gendered social 

forces beyond her control. 

Most reformers in the nineteenth century also regarded prostitution as a “social evil,” a 

distasteful but necessary facet of American society through which aggressive masculine 

sexuality could be expressed.  In their view, men possessed a sexual energy that was aggressive 

and expressive, and prostitution was seen as one result of this inner aggression.  Conversely, 

the sexuality of a woman was thought to be pure of spirit, reserved, internalized, and primarily 

for childbirth (that is, if nineteenth-century medical specialists acknowledge female sexuality 

whatsoever).  Sexual “liberalism” in a woman was seen not only as a betrayal of socio-sexual 

propriety but also as a betrayal of her pure nature, and something to be denied whenever 

possible.  To resolve the contrasting, gendered sexual framework negotiating relations between 

men and women the prostitute was seen as odious yet necessary outlet to provide an outlet for 
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masculine sexual energies.67  This belief into the nature of gendered sexual energies explains 

the bifurcation of the sexual female into Endangered Maidens and Fallen Women; but more 

than that, by utilizing this split social critics could retain their conceptions of female sexuality 

while simultaneously reinforcing their beliefs in social morality.  This belief further influenced 

the way that Philadelphia’s reformatories both viewed the Fallen Woman and guided her 

“reformation.”68 

However, by the turn of the century the sexualized woman had become culturally 

infantilized as someone who must be protected from the corrupting influences of the public 

space.  As in the nineteenth century, some believed that the prostitute met her downfall as a 

result of societal pressures.  Some, such as William D. P. Bliss and Rudolph M. Binder, argued 

that it was environment that lured women (especially school-age girls) into prostitution.  

“When a girl comes from a school or from the store, to the crowded living-room or flat, and 

finds the narrow quarters redolent with the steam of washing and the fumes of cooking she 

must… go on the street for fresh air.  There bad company captures more girls than in any other 

way.”69  However, many social critics were beginning to hold the women themselves complicit 

in their downfall; at the other end of the spectrum from Bliss and Binder was George Frank 

Lydston, who presented the outrageous claim that “women, like children, are much more given 
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to petty crime,” which they expressed by entering prostitution.  In Lydston’s world women 

were “more deceitful than men… although this is the natural result of woman’s relatively weak 

response to the law of self-preservation,” and the root cause of a woman’s entry into 

prostitution was her “weakness for pretty baubles.”70  The woman was no longer merely a 

victim of the pressures of society, but instead was too weak to resist the decadent, 

degenerative pressures of an industrializing, capitalist, socially unstable society. 

After the turn of the century, the discourse on commercialized vice shifted completely.  

No longer were individual prostitutes identified within the pages of metropolitan newspapers; 

rather, prostitution became defined as a system that infected the urban space and which the 

city’s law enforcement organs were failing to combat.   At the urging of the Law and Order 

Society, in 1904 a special grand jury was impaneled by Mayor Weaver to investigate conditions 

within the city.  It was reported that while the Mayor was given credit for his desire to rid the 

city of vice, the grand jury alleged that the Philadelphia police were “grossly delinquent in the 

performance of its duty as to the suppression of crime and resorts of vice and immorality.”71 

This shift in the discourse of morality led to a sharpening of archetypes relating to 

gendered morality, understandings into the nature of commercialized vice, and the paths of 

reform, and is reflected in the way instances of prostitution were reported in the local press.  In 

the rural space, the individual prostitute was relatively uncommon, and someone who was a 

clear and present danger to moral structures within isolated communities.  However, in the 

urban space the individual prostitute had been largely eliminated in favor of the nameless 
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street walker, a figure who could represent the prostitute in a variety of discursive settings, and 

prostitution in general, an immoral system that could be used as a tool of social critique.  More 

importantly, the individual prostitute was of little use to evangelical ministers proselytizing 

against degenerative morality, whereas the faceless street walker could be molded to fit 

whatever moral point they wished to make.  Whether in the pulpit or acting as a discursive 

pundit, the city’s moral authorities preferred to comment on prostitution as a system instead of 

citing individuals or select locales.  The individual prostitute appeared even less in the discourse 

of social scientists, who preferred to utilize a nebulous, ephemeral system of prostitution that 

sported few concrete details and which could be molded to support whatever argument they 

wished to make.   

Moreover, this shift from the individual prostitute to the system of prostitution can  also 

explain why an author such as Franklin K. Fretz, examining the “Furnished Room Problem” in 

Philadelphia, could lump all sexualized females together as prostitutes, whether they were paid 

professionals or not.72  Fretz actually attempted to prove his point through an interesting 

discursive sleight-of-hand.  After a claim that prostitution is rampant, he then complained 

about the intermingling of men and women without supervision, and utilized alarmist 

newspaper reports of “forced” prostitution, mysterious deaths, and interracial mingling to 

support his argument.  In all likelihood Fretz is representative of the reformer and social critic of 

the period; he knew prostitution existed in the city, but because he could not actually see the 

prostitutes themselves he assumed that they must be operating under secrecy, protected by 

corrupt policemen and politicians.  Whether a woman was a prostitute or not was secondary to 
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Fretz’s goal, namely to illustrate what he believed was the greatest threat posed by aggressive 

male sexuality and degenerate racial mingling against unmarried, unmonitored, independent 

females in the urban space. 

This shift in discourse away from the individual prostitute to the system of prostitution 

had a deleterious effect on the city’s reputation.  There existed a perception that other cities 

were moving against organized, commercialized vice within their urban spaces; however, 

Philadelphia was seen as lagging far behind.  Reverend Kerr Boyce Tupper stated that he read 

an article in a Boston newspaper “in which Philadelphia was compared unfavorably with even 

New York in the time of Tweed.”73  Whether deserved or not, many believed that Philadelphia’s 

degenerate reputation would have a profound impact on the city.  “I can see how exaggerated 

statements would hurt our city seriously, both from a moral and a commercial point of view,” 

Tupper further stated.74  Yet many secular commentators were savvy enough to recognize the 

self-serving nature of alarmist discourse.  Some noted the way in which those pointing to the 

city’s degenerate reputation were often ignorant of “the actual conditions of the life around 

them…  They often know less than babes about the conditions with which they undertake to 

deal and about the varied and hidden influences by which those conditions are produced and 

controlled.”75 

By 1910, concern on commercialized vice in Philadelphia had moved steadily away from 

concern over individual sexual immorality and the prostitute herself into a space in which 
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discursive concepts of prostitution, immorality, and commercialized vice were becoming the 

norm.  Whether or not there existed a “vice problem” in the metropolitan space became 

secondary; middle-class readers of the public press came to believe that there existed a 

problem because moral authorities and social scientists told them that it existed.  The 

Tenderloin was quickly becoming more than simply the center of the city’s urban 

entertainment district.  Because of the rise of white-collar industries in Philadelphia, a rather 

large furnished room district had developed several blocks north of the Tenderloin, and 

workers in Center City businesses of both sexes were frequently forced to walk through the 

district both to and from their places of employment.  The sexual opportunities granted to male 

office workers by the prostitutes of the Tenderloin were bad enough, but many social 

commentators believed that the true threat to the city lay in the unmarried, independent 

females living in the city and freely mingling with their male counterparts.76  Given the 

sexualized lure of Chinatown and the Tenderloin, it is no wonder that vice reformers believed 

that the corruption of the red-light district was spreading into the furnished room district, 

where many already considered morals to be loose. 

Moreover, the reader could extrapolate the level of corruption within the city based 

upon the few instances in which they possessed details.  Fear of immorality became a self-

reinforcing system; if the limited number of prostitutes existing in small towns such as 

Pottstown, Norristown, and Chester were seen as corrupting, morally repugnant, and a threat 

to the social order, just how degenerate were conditions in Philadelphia where evangelicals, 

social reformers, and reporters claimed that prostitutes numbered in the tens of thousands?  
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The only comfort to which suburban and rural readers could cling was that immorality was 

largely confined to the urban core due to the difficulty in mobility between the city and the 

countryside.  Outside the city, the prostitute was quickly identified and punished; inside the 

city, her corrupting influence was contained. 

Because of the authority granted them as social commentators, reporters and moral 

reformers painted a discursive picture of prostitution that transcended actual conditions in the 

urban space, and became a cause for concern that was disconnected from reality.  However, 

after 1910, the threat that perceptions of commercialized vice in Philadelphia posed to the 

social fabric of the region became intolerable to one of the most socially-activist and reform-

minded groups in the nation’s history, the Progressives.  Anti-prostitution campaigns sprang, in 

the words of Leslie Fishbein, “from a relatively new assumption, namely that behavior of both 

individuals and society can be controlled and regulated, and from its corollary, a belief in 

human and social perfectibility.”77  Yet as we shall see the campaign against vice in the 

metropolitan space quickly became a power struggle between different groups of reformers, 

who each attempted to impose their own concepts of morality upon the urban landscape as 

they worked to defeat a discursive monster of their own creation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REFORM THROUGH ETERNAL VIGILANCE: THE WHITE SLAVE AND THE VICE COMMISSION 

 On June 8th, 1910, the reading public of Norristown was thrilled by press accounts of a 

criminal trial that reflected all of their beliefs in the archetypes and tropes of commercialized 

vice.  In the Montgomery County Courthouse on that warm day the case of Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania vs. Mrs. Laura Travis commenced.  The prosecution alleged that Mrs. Travis, a 

“married woman of Royersford,” enticed one Ruth Baldwin, “a child of sixteen years, to seek 

the sinuous paths of sin.”  As reported salaciously by the Norristown Daily Herald, Miss Baldwin 

and Mrs. Travis were friends and neighbors, and the defendant told Ruth “that a grander and 

easier life than working in a knitting factory was open to her if she cared to adopt it;” after 

seducing her with visions of sleeping late and lolling “about all day in silk kimonos,” Mrs. Travis 

induced her “victim” to seek the “pictured easy life” at the house of Belle Dietzel in Easton.  

Based upon this complaint, prosecutor H. L. Shomo felt that the charges were serious and valid, 

and attempted to convict Laura Travis of “procuring a female minor for purposes of 

prostitution.”1 

 Yet from the beginning, it appeared that those covering the trial had already decided 

the case for themselves, and were couching their reporting in the familiar cultural archetypes of 

Progressive-Era prostitution.  Ruth filled the role of the Endangered Maiden perfectly, 

described as “a blonde type, with dreamy eyes, and a touch of pink in her cheeks.”  Her clothing 

was described in a way to reinforce the perception of her innocence; it was noted that she was 

“modestly dressed, with an abundance of puffs to help support her wide-spreading hat of white 
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straw.  The pink rose decoration on the turned-up front of her hat added color to her cheeks.  

Her’s was a white embroidery dress, half covered by a pongee coat with black velvet collar.”2 

 Conversely, Mrs. Travis was clearly designated the villainess of the piece, and as such 

her appearance suited the role in which she was cast.  It was reported that she “sat with 

immobile face alongside her counsel.  She wore a blue serge coat suit, with white shirtwaist.  

Her hat of black was devoid of trimming, a simple band of black encircling the crown.”  But it 

wasn’t enough that the reporter emphasized the difference in dress; his characterization was 

meant to remove all sympathy from the defendant.  Indeed, he noted that “she wore eye-

glasses which heightened the cold, calculating appearance of her features.”3 

Initially, it appeared that the archetype constructs were fulfilling their role perfectly; 

Miss Baldwin’s testimony “elicited pity on the part of her auditors, for it was replete with 

revolting details of the depths of crime, which strips woman of her modesty and all that is 

dear.”  Allegedly, Mrs. Travis arranged for one Gertrude Martine of Atlantic City to transport 

the girl to Philadelphia, where Gertrude, Miss Baldwin, and two men identified as Larry and 

Chester Moore (later described as strike-breakers) “retired to a respectable house.”  For several 

weeks Ruth, Gertrude, and the two men lived either there or in another house on Haverford 

Road, until Ruth was “retrieved” by Constable Beideman, “who was sent by her parents.”   The 

cross-examination by Mrs. Travis’s attorney, E. L. Hallman, failed to undermine her testimony, 

and the reporter claimed that “she was equal to every question,” only losing her composure 

when questioned about her relations with local men in Royersford before her move to Easton.  
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Miss Baldwin was emphatic in her denials that she was free with her favors, going so far as to 

snap “I never went with him – I’m not that hard up!”  On the stand Miss Baldwin’s mother 

claimed that Ruth was a good, obedient girl, “a regular attendant at Sunday School and 

Church,” until she met Mrs. Travis and fell under her “evil influence.”  Several other prosecution 

witnesses gave similar testimony, linking Mrs. Travis to a woman of questionable character in 

Easton.  Given the preponderance of evidence against the defendant, it initially appeared that 

the case was open and shut.4 

 However, as soon as the prosecution rested and the defense began, the trope of the 

Endangered Maiden and Progressive-Era prostitution began to break down.  Hallman called 

several witnesses, each of whom testified as to Mrs. Travis’s good character.  By far the key 

testimony for the defense came from Belle Dietzel, who testified that Mrs. Travis’s house was 

not disorderly; that Ruth claimed her own home “was a hell,” as her father was a drunkard and 

her mother was no good; and that on returning from a trip to Philadelphia in April 1909, Ruth 

“fought and cussed her all the way, as she didn’t want to go back” to Royersford.  But it was 

when Mrs. Travis took the stand that the trope of the Endangered Maiden completely 

disintegrated.  The defendant testified that, against the advice of her husband and other 

neighbors who despised the Baldwin family, she had befriended Ruth.  Mrs. Travis indeed knew 

Miss Dietzel, but it was through her dressmaking business where Belle was hired to do the 

housework. Furthermore, Ruth had been in contact with Chester Moore prior to the incident, 

and Chester had sent letters to Ruth through Mrs. Travis; the latter had complained to Ruth 

each time that it was not appropriate, and that she should cease at once.  A letter from Ruth to 
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Mrs. Travis was introduced into evidence, one that was “filled with profane language and with 

complaints of her oppression at home.”  Ruth further threatened suicide if she were forced to 

return to Royersford.  Mrs. Travis had replied that if Miss Baldwin’s life in Royersford was so 

bleak, she should flee the state as Constable Beideman was searching for her.5 

 The following day the jury took only minutes to return their verdict: Mrs. Travis was not 

guilty of attempting to procure a female minor for purposes of prostitution, and the costs of the 

case were placed on Ruth’s mother.6  Even though both the prosecution and the reporters had 

attempted to couch the case in an archetypal framework, the testimony of the case indicates 

that this framework did not conform to reality.  Initially during Commonwealth vs. Mrs. Laura 

Travis, Miss Baldwin stood as the Endangered Maiden and both Mrs. Travis and Belle Dietzel 

were Fallen Women.  However, Ruth was in truth incorrigible whereas Laura Travis and Belle 

were relatively decent and law abiding (if somewhat naïve) women.  More than that, as soon as 

it was revealed that both the defendant’s and her accuser’s roles should have been reversed, 

the actors involved in the case moved outside their  familiar roles and the press was no longer 

able to make sense of the case.  No apologies were given, no justice called for; once the actors 

moved beyond their traditional archetypes, they no longer fit into the trope of White Slavery 

and thus their story vanished from the public eye. 

The facts of the case provide insight into the shifting archetypes and tropes that shaped 

anti-vice reform in Progressive Era Pennsylvania.  Whereas throughout most of the nineteenth 

century prostitution was seen as a necessary evil that was largely the bailiwick of individuals, by 
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the first decade of the twentieth century the trope was evolving.  Partially as a conscious effort 

on the part of anti-vice reformers, partially as a result of Progressive obsession with municipal 

corruption and conspiratorial business practices, both the Endangered Maiden and the Fallen 

Woman archetypes were becoming integral to the interpretation and discussion of twentieth-

century America.  But of greater impact was the shift in the trope of prostitution.  By 1910, the 

sexualized urban space no longer acted as the primary lure that enticed Endangered Maidens 

into vice; instead, American anti-vice activists argued that the threat posed by active, organized 

systems of prostitution was far greater to society as a whole rather than an individual’s morals.  

Prior to 1900 anti-vice reformers had largely failed in their attempts to eliminate vice in the 

public space, but by the second decade of the twentieth century the archetype of the White 

Slave and the trope of the Vice Syndicate would empower them to pursue prostitutes, pimps, 

and panderers in ways previously unavailable.  Additionally, the isolated, contained nature of 

sexual danger in specific urban districts gave anti-vice reformers a particular battlefield in which 

to both search for and battle against perceived networks of vice while maintaining the fiction of 

a moral, united polity.  The archetype of White Slavery ultimately led to near-continuous 

assaults on urban red-light districts, and fundamentally reshaped the way that both the 

prostitute plied her trade and the forces of reform worked to restrict her activities prior to the 

First World War.  But more importantly, belief in the existence of the White Slave allowed 

municipal reformers to link prostitution and corruption among public officials in Philadelphia, 

and allowed them to simultaneously attack both commercialized vice and the Republican 

Machine in the city. 
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By the end of the first decade of the new century, the tide had turned against those who 

advocated the segregated regulation of commercialized vice in the United States.  As part of a 

wider attempt to completely reshape society in an attempt to alleviate its most egregious 

inequities, prostitution was no longer considered a distasteful yet necessary “social evil.” Public 

opinion had shifted from one of resigned tolerance toward the institution to a very vocal 

attitude that stressed elimination of the urban vice districts and reformation of the Fallen 

Woman.  After 1900, prostitution was no longer seen as the solitary habit of the morally weak 

individual.  Instead, Progressive reformers came to believe that the prostitute existed in a 

complicated intersection of gender disparity, economic need, urbanization, and rampant 

capitalism.  Moreover, they had become aware of the connections between prostitution and 

other, more “acceptable,” vices such as liquor and gambling.  Across the nation, public figures 

such as George Kibbe Turner, Jane Addams, and Emma Goldman agitated for the complete 

elimination of commercialized vice.7  Yet these reformers struggled to articulate the severity of 

the problem in a decaying Victorian society that simultaneously frowned on public discussions 

of sexuality and not considering prostitution a serious threat.  The archetype of the Endangered 

Maiden, while possessing a modicum of influence in the public discursive space, had largely 

failed to curb the spread of prostitution, and seemingly everywhere the educated middle-class 
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looked they observed working-class, immigrant, and non-white women selling their virtue.  For 

decades reformers had pointed to prostitution as a major factor in the decay of society, yet for 

all of their work vice was perceived to be as extensive as ever.  However, a shift in the paradigm 

regarding the nature of prostitution would provide them with new weapons in their war.   

Throughout much of the early nineteenth century the archetype of the White Slave had 

a specific place in American sociocultural discourse, existing at the intersection between labor 

agitation, class formation, and racial identity.  Initially coined prior to the Civil War, it reflected 

the belief among labor agitators that certain white, domestic workers lived in a state in which 

they were not properly recompensed for their labors, and indeed were in an economic state 

resembling the bondage of blacks in the South; essentially, they claimed that white wage 

laborers were literally “white slaves.”  This particular trope gained considerable power in 

national dialogues after the War, when both workers and capitalists tried to reconcile 

republican ideals of labor, independence, and free institutions, with the realities of the 

emerging wage-labor system.  After the turn of the century the white slave, though on the 

wane as part of the nation’s cultural framework, was still occasionally articulated and was 

deployed by some Marxist labor writers in the decades prior to the Russian Revolution.8  

Utilized in this context, the phrase made occasional appearances in the Philadelphia press.  In 

1902 opinion articles appeared in Philadelphia newspapers arguing that players for the 

Philadelphia Athletics played baseball under a system of “white slavery” in which they were 
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paid a pittance for their services.9  As late as 1905 sympathetic reporters referred to working-

class “victims” of union-enforced labor throughout the nation as white slaves, “unable to lift a 

hand to better [themselves] or to do the needful things, without first obtaining permission from 

some haughty, ignorant and abusive tyrant of some labor union.”10 

However, both the term “White Slave” and the archetype’s meaning in America’s 

cultural framework were in a period of flux during the last few decades of the nineteenth 

century stemming from the shifting nature of the American Maiden.  To explain one avenue 

white nativist women became prostitutes, American moral reformers argued the existence of 

an organized, international traffic in women for purposes of prostitution.11  Numerous studies 

into the nature of nineteenth-century prostitution have noted that these sensational tales of 

forced sexual exploitation frequently obscured the realities of prostitution and the individual 

lives of prostitutes as analyses of the personal statements provided to reformers indicate that 

most women entered the profession for their own reasons, primarily inter-familial conflict or 

economic concerns. Historian Ruth Rosen, in her study of prostitution, attempts to address the 

slippery nature of the subject and evidence.  Instead of presenting prostitution as an either/or 

proposition, Rosen defines the reasons for entering the trade as a “continuum along which 

varying degrees of force were used to bring a woman into prostitution and keep her there.”  At 

one end of this continuum was white slavery, whereas at the other end were more routine and 

casual forms of prostitution in which the trade was more attractive than other potential 
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survival methods.  Between the two extremes existed forms of prostitution in which a woman 

was not completely a passive victim nor an actor free to choose her own destiny.12  

Several studies have concluded that there was a “traffic in women” of sorts among 

Chinese immigrants in Western communities (especially San Francisco), and it is from this traffic 

that the basic framework of forced sexual exploitation stemmed.  This framework heavily 

influenced the development of the White Slave trope by linking non-white prostitution with 

alien cultures, illegal business practices, and immigration.13  Though the evidence supports the 

claim that there existed forced prostitution in select non-white, non-western communities 

throughout the nineteenth century, it is safe to state that there was no organized traffic in 

white, Anglo-Saxon women, either domestically or foreign born, into Eastern urban spaces in 

the United States.  Given the concern over the rise of trusts during the end of the nineteenth 

century, it is natural that reformers relied on a trope detailing a fictional “Vice Trust” to explain 

the seemingly explosive growth of commercialized prostitution in the urban spaces.  

Simultaneously, the trope existed in synergy with a White Slave archetype that was largely a 

creation of social purists designed to emphasize the evils of openly tolerated prostitution and 

to explain why the perceived number of prostitutes seemed to be on the rise when speeches on 

public morality and the dangers of sexual license resonated with their audience.14 
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Three faces of the threat prostitution posed towards domestic purity.  Left – Illustration from Clifford 

Roe’s The Prodigal Daughter (pp. 16), with the caption “her clothes were taken from her,” a highly 

sexualized description that contrasts with the angelic features of her face.  Right – Illustration from Ernest 

Bell’s Fighting the Traffic (pp. 146 facing), providing an even more graphic portrayal of the threat, as the 

innocent, angelic girl prays for salvation moments before the evil, hulking figure in the background 

commences some vile, unspeakable act upon her.  Center – The colored front cover of The Tragedies of 

the White Slaves.  Besides the small circular inset that links seduction with alcohol consumption, note the 

partial nudity of the victim; rather than emphasizing her innocence, the publisher instead chose to 

emphasize her sexual exploitation.  In none of these cases do the features of the “victim” portray the 

evidentiary reality of prostitution within the urban environment, but rather convey a different message: 

female virtue was a commodity that needed to be protected else it would be “stolen” by those who would 

shift access to it from the family to themselves. 

By 1912 the White Slave archetype had almost completed the transition from labor complaint 

to sexual descriptor, and reflected the growing power of the nation’s anti-vice movement.  

Dozens of books, pamphlets, and tracts had been published with such sensational (and 

prurient) titles as The Tragedies of the White Slaves (1910), The Great War on White Slavery: 

The Truthful and Chaste Account of the Hideous Trade of Buying and Selling Young Girls for 

Immoral Purposes (1911), and From Dance Hall to White Slavery (1912).  Only two years  

  after publication in 1910, Reginald Wright Kauffman’s White-Slave novel The House of 

Bondage was in its fourteenth edition.  George Loane Tucker was hard at work directing the 

White-Slave “epic” Traffic in Souls for movie screens nationwide.  Yet no matter what the 
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medium, the archetype of the White Slave and the trope of the Vice Trust follow a set narrative 

pattern: a young and innocent (and especially above all else, white) woman is lured to the 

dangerous urban space by predatory, inhuman members of a Vice Syndicate, where she is 

waylaid by “procurers” who, through the use of either guile or drugs, kidnap her and literally 

“sell” her into prostitution in a bawdy house.  There, she is “broken” through a combination of 

physical abuse and restraint, until she unwillingly surrenders her chastity for the profit of the 

panderers.  If she was fortunate (as was Mary Barton, the victim in Tucker’s Traffic in Souls), 

then the forces of decency and social order would rescue her from her plight and punish the 

evildoers; if not (as was the fate of Mary Denbigh from Kauffman’s House of Bondage), then she 

would end up a diseased outcast, awaiting death on the cold, cruel sidewalks of an uncaring 

city.15 

It is possible that both the archetype of the White Slave and the trope of the Vice Trust 

were largely a creation of white, middle-class reformers in the Gilded Age who had little direct 

contact with those in the trade itself.  Initial reports of White Slaves in the nineteenth century 

emphasized the trade as existing outside the bounds of the “civilized” urban space; the first 

mention of a White Slave incident was reported in the house organ of the W.C.T.U., the Union 

Signal which claimed that a “trade” had sprung up in the lumber camps of Wisconsin and 
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Michigan.16  Yet in her biting indictment of the sex trade industry in which she had been both a 

prostitute and a madam, in 1909 Josie Washburn cited many reasons that women become 

prostitutes, but direct force was not one of them.  As her Underworld Sewer was written as “an 

honest and candid investigation” that would hopefully “furnish such information as will cause 

the people of the nation to realize that they are plodding along the old, old lines, without any 

good results,” the fact that she did not mention white slavery is telling.17  Indeed, the consensus 

among scholars is the White Slave was consciously constructed by American and European anti-

vice reformers in an attempt to utilize the sensationalist methods of the muckrakers to 

revitalize their movements.18 

However, a close analysis of both the archetype of the White Slave and the trope of the 

Vice Trust reveal that the hysteria that swept the nation during the first decade of the 

twentieth century was based on cultural fears of industrialization rather than actual concern 

over the plight of prostitutes.19  Granted, many nineteenth century reformers noted the 
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economic and social pressures that encouraged women to enter the trade.  Writing in 1869, 

William Tait argued that in both Europe and the United States that prostitution was a business 

that offered women an income that they could not find elsewhere, while many of the Fallen 

were victims of seducers.  But a more salient explanation according to Tait was gendered decay 

of moral condition; licentious songs, degrading theater, the erosion of personal character, and 

the profanation of the Sabbath all contributed to the coarsening of society, which allowed 

sexual vice to flourish.  By the end of the nineteenth century reformers may have perceived 

prostitution as stemming from some temporal causes, but by and large they saw the vice trade 

as a result of the moral decay of western society.  This was a commonly-held belief in America; 

when “bad” things happened to “good” girls it was the result of moral weakness or evil intent 

rather than exploitative social and cultural systems.20 

The radical social changes that swept across the United States during the latter decades 

of the nineteenth century shifted in this paradigm.  The Progressive view argued that women 

who entered the trade did so of their own volition, for a variety of reasons (primarily moral 

and/or social).  But industrialization had a profound impact on not only the economic and social 

fabric of the nation; subtly, the language of vice underwent a shift that moved the discourse on 

prostitution away from the ephemeral/moral and towards the rational/scientific.  With the 

advent of the Gilded Age, advocacy of a moral framework for explaining crime began to wane in 

favor of a scientific framework that couched much the same arguments in economic and social 

terms.  In the early twentieth century, reformers argued that the prostitute did not enter the 
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trade because of internal moral weakness but instead because of coercive forces in society 

forced her down that path.  Charlotte Perkins Gilman argued that it was the lack of economic 

independence that forced women to rely on men for support, the most impersonal form of 

which was prostitution, while Jane Addams noted the “curious connection between 

prostitution and the lowest type of politics which every city tries in vain to hide.” 21  In some 

cases alcohol was cited as the chief culprit, as George Frank Lydston claimed in 1906, whereas 

Havelock Ellis acknowledged that it was not merely drink but material desire that contributed 

to women entering the trade.22  There may be some basis to this last argument, as public 

culture in the late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-centuries did emphasize a connection 

between material acquisition, material display, and civilized, middle-class success.23 

Yet key among the changes was the way in which women entered the trade; whereas in 

the nineteenth century, the prostitute was an Endangered Maiden who had willingly entered a 

dangerous, sexualized space and become lost, after the turn of the century it was believed that 

impersonal, immoral organizations actively worked to recruit women into prostitution.  No 

longer was the Fallen Woman a morally-weak innocent who had fallen prey to her baser urges.  

Instead, based on their nascent understandings of economics forces, many anti-vice reformers 

came to believe that prostitution was instead a business.  A new phrase entered the national 
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lexicon: the “Vice Trust,” which first appeared in the Dallas Morning News on November 13, 

1901, firmly linked prostitution with the predatory practices of big business.24  The trope of the 

Vice Trust argued that, as a chief benefit of prostitution was economic, brothel owners utilized 

the economic model and predatory methods of big business in order to maximize their profits.  

Pimps and panderers were no longer independent operators; instead, they operated as 

members of a “syndicate” that worked to actively recruit new, unwilling prostitutes for 

independent brothel owners, who conspired amongst themselves to maximize profits while 

minimizing risk.  When the trope of the Vice Trust was combined with the archetype of the 

Endangered Maiden, the White Slave archetype emerged.25 

The archetype of the White Slave and the trope of the Vice Trust had found fertile 

ground in the anti-trust, urban-centric reformist 

atmosphere of the Progressive Era, and Philadelphia was 

no different.  The first mention of the Syndicate in the 

city’s press came in 1903, when reporters claimed that 

Philadelphia had a network of panderers operating to 

ensure a steady supply of prostitutes into the city’s 

brothels.   During a raid in July 1901, several owners 

were arrested, and when they failed to appear for trial 

warrants were sworn for their arrest.  One, Jacob 
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Idleman, was initially accused of running three “illegal resorts” in Philadelphia, but he quickly 

became identified in the press as a key leader in the city’s prostitution network.  The Inquirer 

reported that Idleman “is known in nearly all the large cities of the world in connection with the 

white slave traffic, and that he is one of the men who acted as distributors for the syndicate.”26  

Testimony in the case quickly fell into the narrative framework of the White Slave archetype 

and the Vice Syndicate trope: nameless inmates in Idleman’s brothels were only identified as 

“fifteen-year-old girls,” and the brothels’ operations “kept them in debt and practically slaves, 

beholden to their master even for clothes.”27  It was further alleged that Idleman “was 

prominently connected with a ‘white slave’ syndicate for the barter of young girls, which has its 

headquarters in New York city.”28  In this singular case we can see all the elements of the 

archetype being brought into play, as the brothel prostitutes were “enslaved” and reduced to 

nameless ciphers, and in the trope, as it was alleged that Idleman worked with forces outside of 

the city to bring in new prostitutes for his facilities in the Tenderloin.  But unlike the archetypes 

and tropes of the nineteenth century, the sexualized urban space did not simply act as a lure; 

prostitution in the Tenderloin of the twentieth century was operated as a business, following 

the law of supply and demand.  The Endangered Maiden did not have to travel into the city to 

become endangered, as now agents scoured the countryside in search of fresh, young victims 

that they could waylay into a degenerate life.  Prior to 1900 Idleman’s girls would have been 

characterized as a mass of morally weak individuals and perfect candidates for redemption.  

After the turn of the century, they became faceless cogs in a sexual machine. 
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However, the tropal “Vice Trust” remained largely invisible during the initial years of the 

century.  This presented a problem for reformers, for how could they combat that which they 

could not clearly see?  For many, the only concrete, tangible feature of the Syndicate was the 

continued existence of Philadelphia’s Tenderloin.  In the opinion of Progressive anti-prostitution 

reformers, because basically moral women had to be “forced” into prostitution, the central 

locus of the Vice Trust’s activities had to be the urban red-light district, as it was perceived that 

the Tenderloin was the center of prostitution in the city.  Logically, therefore, the best way to 

combat the Vice Trust would be to eliminate the Tenderloin, and it was towards the elimination 

of this district that they focused much of their energies.  Unlike anti-vice campaigns in the 

previous century, during the first decade of the twentieth the leaders against commercialized 

vice in Philadelphia were secular in nature.  The police continued to conduct raids into the 

district, but now their efforts were joined by the shadowy, quasi-legal forces of the Law and 

Order Society.  Founded sometime in the 1880s by concerned city elites and nascent capitalists, 

throughout much of its existence the Law and Order Society existed as a secular organization 

that officially had no relationship with either the municipal government or the Philadelphia 

Department of Public Safety.  However, sometime around the turn of the century the Society 

entered into an informal a partnership with the police force, utilizing constables in their “flying 

squadrons” and armed with warrants signed by city Magistrates to give their Tenderloin 

operations legal legitimacy.   

At times it seemed as if the two groups were competing against each other in their 

attempts to prove which organization was more effective in policing the Tenderloin, as when 
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they “vied” to see which could arrest the most Tenderloin sinners in a single day.29  Yet the 

forces of reform in Philadelphia were still largely fragmented, as many of those arrested by the 

police were released due to a lack of warrants.  In 1904 Director of Public Safety Smyth claimed 

that the raids were designed to disrupt operations in the Tenderloin, a goal that was clearly 

accomplished.  However, Secretary D. Clarence Gibboney of the Law and Order Society claimed 

that their operation was aimed at eliminating lawbreakers from the public space, and took the 

police to task for not doing their jobs.30  Gibboney decided to continue his raids with only the 

moral support of the police, but the lack of physical assistance would prove to be embarrassing, 

especially when it was revealed that one of the purported prostitutes scooped up by the 

Society turned out to be a newly-married woman who was visiting a furnished rooming house 

in search of accommodations for herself and her new husband.31 

But despite the near-continuous raids into the Tenderloin and the campaigns against 

prostitution, commercialized vice in Philadelphia seemed to be alive and well.  Even though a 

new raid would be undertaken into the district by either the police or the Law and Order 

Society’s squadrons every few weeks, the situation never seemed to improve.  Many, among 

them Mayor Weaver and Secretary Gibboney, blamed a corrupt, faulty legal system that had 

the gall to insist that those accusing defendants of membership in the “Vice Syndicate” provide 

evidence to back up their assertions.  Conversely, members of the legal system blamed the 

problem on the lack of a coordinated effort among law enforcement bodies and the legality of 

the warrants.  When questioned after he released several accused white slavers, the judge 
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overseeing the case stated that he “would gladly co-operate to stamp out this terrible thing, 

but I have some doubt as to whether or not these spasmodic arrests accomplish any real good.”  

He further pointed out that he saw many of the same women processed through his courtroom 

multiple times on the same charges, and after a raid on a brothel the house would be closed 

but the women would just move to another facility to continue their trade.32  A grand jury 

investigation on the business claimed that the work of the police in curbing the Vice Syndicate 

was ineffective; however, the investigation was instigated and much of the evidence was 

provided by Gibboney, who blandly commented that “the report merely scratches the surface 

of what is truly a deplorable state of affairs.”33  Indeed, for the remainder of Weaver’s tenure as 

Mayor and that of his successor, John E. Reyburn, the Society would continue to blame the 

continuing problem of commercialized vice on municipal corruption of the police, the judiciary, 

and the Republican political establishment. 

 Municipal and legal forces were not the only organizations dedicated to the eradication 

of vice in Philadelphia.  Since the nineteenth century dozens of organizations founded 

independent missions throughout the city in an attempt to alleviate suffering and to aid the 

destitute.  It is important to note that these were not “settlement houses” in similar form and 

function to Chicago’s Hull House; whereas the Chicago model was largely secular and 

committed to aiding the community around them, by far most Philadelphian missions were 

(usually) Christian, occasionally (but not always) non-denominational, and provided a healthy 

dose of moral uplift alongside economic aid.  Like the settlement houses, these organizations 
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centered their facilities in the neighborhoods they hoped to uplift, but usually they preferred to 

cater to one specific section of the community.  The Bedford Street Mission on Kater Street, for 

example, largely catered to local white children and destitute families, whereas others such as 

the Galilee Mission at 1016 Callowhill Street was dedicated to aiding men of a “class who are 

demoralized by sin, and never go to church.”34  At the other end of the spectrum was the 

Germantown Relief Society, organized in 1873 as a secular relief organization whose only moral 

agenda was to “give the despondent mental uplift, and stimulate their ambition.”35  Most urban 

relief missions existed somewhere between the two extremes.  However, what each had in 

common was that they elected to site their primary centers of operation in an area considered 

either economically poor or morally degenerate, and although they may have an association 

with one particular religious denomination or another, in no sense would they have described 

themselves as evangelical.36  As opposed to the region’s evangelical reformers, non-

denominational social reformers opted to focus on rescuing those who were at risk of sliding 

into moral trouble.  Across the city, these missions operated to provide relief to the poor in the 

hopes that they would be able to, as in the constitution of the Bedford Street Mission of 

Philadelphia, provide for “the general amelioration of the spiritual and physical condition of the 
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poor in the city.”37  Yet unlike municipal and legal organizations they opted to combat the 

problem of commercialized vice in Philadelphia through the reformation of the wider 

community as opposed to attacking prostitutes, pimps, and panderers directly. 

 The city’s religious authorities did not elect to stay out of the direct fight against 

commercialized vice.  As opposed to the secular network of missions scattered throughout the 

city, specific religious denominations founded institutions dedicated to the reformation and 

uplift of fallen women.  In Philadelphia, perhaps the oldest and most renowned of these was 

the Magdalen Society of Philadelphia.  Founded in 1800 with the assistance of Episcopalian 

bishop William White, by the second decade of the twentieth century the organization had 

established a home at 213 North 21st Street with facilities to rescue and uplift roughly fifty 

women.  Unlike some of the secular missions, the Magdalen Society never garnered financial 

support through state structures such as the legislature, instead preferring to finance 

operations through charitable donations from Presbyterian laity.  Though they never blatantly 

stated so, it is apparent that the society’s officers believed that the subjects of their missionary 

work faced a world in which they were viewed with “unreasoning condemnation,” and 

therefore they preferred to request support from those most inclined to aid them in their goal 

of moral uplift.  Other denominations sported their own version of the Presbyterian Magdalen 

Society; the Episcopalians founded the Midnight Mission in the 1870s, whereas the Catholic 

Good Shepherd Homes had been in operation for decades prior to the advent of the Civil War.38  
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Yet though the staffs of these facilities had worked to rescue women from the dissolute life of 

prostitution, by the turn of the nineteenth century they believed that conditions within their 

communities had not improved, and were indeed deteriorating. 

Yet for all of their apparent impotence in any place but the pulpit, a large number of 

very vocal evangelicals were determined to drag the seamier side of the city into the light of 

day so it could be properly eliminated.  The Lemon Hill Religious Association was one such 

group determined to encourage the work of the many small evangelical missions operating in 

the city, and in the summer of 1910 it organized a conference aimed at coordinating the 

activities of the city’s ecumenical anti-vice campaigns.  By September they had gained 

important national allies in the form of the Salvation Army and the Volunteers of America, and 

representatives from these competing evangelical organizations claimed that they put aside 

their differences to support the work of local reform. On September 2 the Association hosted a 

“Rescue Day,” in which over twenty representatives detailed the work they conducted on the 

streets of Philadelphia aimed at reducing vice and eliminating sin.39 

Emboldened by the reception they received, on the evening of September 15, 1910 the 

Association decided to take their convention to the streets, and they organized a march on the 

Tenderloin.  Led by the Rev. Dr. James B. Ely, the self-described army of 1,500 church and 

mission workers gathered on City Hall plaza at eight o’clock.   The director of the parade and 

marshal was none other than the warden of the Eastern State Penitentiary, Robert McKenty, 

who marched alongside the crème-de-la-crème of Philadelphia’s moral guardians, such as Ely, 

the Rev. Dr. C. H. Woolston, and the Rev. Lawrence Greenwood, acting pastor of the North 
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Baptist Church in Camden.  Still, they were not at the vanguard of the procession; that honor 

was reserved for a phalanx of mounted policemen provided by Mayor Reyburn’s 

Superintendent of Police, who also included “special details” of officers on guard along the 

parade route to keep watch for any trouble. However, if this group was expecting resistance 

from any members of the “vice interests” they might offend, they were in for a disappointment.  

Apart from a singular “intoxicated and disreputable looking habitue at Twelfth and Vine streets 

who joined the procession roaring ‘Onward, Christian Soldiers’ at the top of his voice,” the 

residents of the Tenderloin merely stared at the marching, praying, sermonizing throng.40 

Both the summer convention and the march on the Tenderloin by the Association 

seemed to have the desired effect; the problem of commercialized vice in Philadelphia was 

indeed dragged into the light.  Both the press and the public began to closely examine the 

actions of law enforcement bodies operating in the Tenderloin, and found much of what they 

saw distasteful.  On August 19th, 1910, police superintendent Taylor suspended a “negro 

policeman” of the Fifteenth and Locust streets station, Charles Wilson, on charges of 

unbecoming conduct and neglect of duty.  Just one week earlier, Wilson was a witness at the 

trial of Walter Edgarton, alias “the Kentucky Rosebud,” a known proprietor of brothels with an 

interracial clientele, and testified that he had rescued an eight-month-old white girl (the 

illegitimate daughter of Mollie August, an alleged prostitute) from one of Edgarton’s houses.  In 

Wilson’s defense Dora Sherman, a restaurant proprietor on the street, stated that Wilson was 

“honest – too honest to last in the vice district in such turbulent times as these.”  As the story 

unfolded, it was revealed the Edgarton had at first tried to recover the girl from Sherman’s 
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restaurant after the latter had attempted to flee life as a prostitute.  After Edgarton failed, “the 

politicians came instead.”  Sherman claimed that they warned both her and Wilson, and when 

the pair refused to return the girl to Edgarton, Sherman was arrested and Wilson suspended.  

“Wilson is a good man, and they are persecuting him because he wouldn’t take an unfortunate 

girl back to Warnock Street,” Sherman alleged.41 

 It quickly became clear that the charges against Wilson were trumped up, and in police 

circles he was regarded as a political scapegoat for the derelictions of his superiors.  The 

situation got so controversial that Reyburn’s new Director of Public Safety, Henry Clay felt the 

need to deny any personal involvement in the case.  Clay reported that neither police Captain 

Callahan nor Lieutenant Steck, Wilson’s direct superiors, were under any investigation because 

they had been doing their best to alleviate conditions on Warnock street without scattering the 

vice throughout the community.42  This explanation did not sit too well with the editorial board 

of the Public Ledger, who claimed that Wilson’s suspension was a transparent attempt at 

pandering to public opinion.  “Did the director of Public Safety or the Superintendent of Police 

take any action to hold to a strict accountability the lieutenant of the district in which this 

loathsome centre of vice has been allowed to thrive for years?” asked the editor.  “If so, the 

public has been kept in ignorance of the fact.  Instead of placing the responsibility where it 

really belongs, the subordinate whose last public service was the exposure in court of the 

rottenness of the dives in question has been marked for discipline.”43  Gibboney shared in the 
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Public Ledger’s criticism, but extended the blame beyond the city administration to the general 

public.  “The good people of the city are horror-stricken when they hear of an exposure of this 

kind and pray that conditions may be improved,” he declared, “yet go to the polls on election 

day and continue to vote for the people who protect these disorderly houses and knowingly 

allow them to exist and flourish.”44 

 Philadelphia’s evangelicals believed commercialized vice was running rampant 

throughout the streets of the city, and they possessed strong allies among select members of 

the city’s formal and informal law enforcement community.  However, most (if not all) further 

believed that commercialized vice and white slavery continued to flourish in Philadelphia 

despite their best efforts.  This fit with their understandings into the nature of prostitution, the 

“Vice Trust,” and the conspiratorial connection between commercialized vice and municipal 

corruption.  Gibboney’s Society, Ely’s Lemon Hill Religious Association, and the heads of 

numerous city missions (both secular and evangelical) came to believe that as long as the 

Republican machine held power in the city, any significant campaign against prostitution would 

never be undertaken unless accompanied by a corresponding campaign against municipal 

corruption.45  Previous attempts dating back to the 1870s had failed; more recently, Gibboney 

had attempted to wrest control of various public offices for several years, culminating in a 
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failed run for district attorney in 1909 in which he was defeated by only four hundred votes in 

the Republican primary.  Clearly, both anti-vice and municipal reformers believed that a change 

at the top was in order, and they cast about for a candidate to challenge Republican rule. 

Throughout the nineteenth century the efforts of these reformers did not appear to 

have too great an impact on urban degeneracy.  Rather than curbing the spread of 

intemperance, immorality, municipal corruption and ethnic unrest, conditions seemed to be 

getting worse.  Philadelphia had seen a convocation of municipal reformers in the Committee 

of One Hundred who agitated for open elections without the taint of machine politics, but by 

the turn of the century the Republican machine (alternately cited as under the control of local 

ward bosses, the state legislature, or even President McKinley himself) continued to control 

much of the patronage of the city.46  In a series of articles analyzing municipal corruption in 

American cities, Lincoln Steffens did not pull any punches when it came to the city.  “All our 

municipal governments are more or less bad, and all our people are optimists,” he wrote.  

“Philadelphia is simply the most corrupt and the most contented.”47  He noted the apparent 

political apathy on the part of the residents, but saved particular ire for the Republican political 

machine that ran the city and the political graft and corruption that infected every aspect of 

municipal government.  In his opinion, this machine controlled every aspect of voting, 

disenfranchising the city’s residents through a combination of fraud, police intimidation, and 

political patronage.  However, he believed Philadelphia’s Republican machine to differ from 
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those ruling other cities such as New York’s Tammany in that power was not concentrated 

within the municipal environs but rather from an oligarchy without.  The Republican bosses of 

the city took their orders from the Pennsylvania Legislature, which took their marching orders 

from Congress in Washington, which was led by the most powerful Republican of all, Theodore 

Roosevelt.  As Stephens lamented, “the people of Philadelphia are Republicans in a Republican 

city in a Republican State in a Republican nation, and they are bound ring on ring on ring.”48  

Many locals objected to this vilification of the city, pointing out that as bad as current 

conditions seemed, crime and corruption were dropping steadily in the new century.  In the 

opinion of the Inquirer editorial staff, only “the social evil” remained as a concern.49 

 Given the levels of corruption in New York’s Tammany administration, this severe 

indictment of Philadelphia’s government and populace may be a bit harsh.  Yet for all his 

venom, Steffens was not too far off the mark; indeed, turn-of-the-century Philadelphia was run 

by a Republican machine that had resisted all attempts at reformation for decades and showed 

no signs of ever declining.  Nineteenth-century reformers believed that because the 

Philadelphia Machine had learned to utilize the forces of municipal reform to perpetuate its 

own existence it could not truly be reformed, only destroyed.50  Following an attempt to defeat 

Philadelphia’s “Gas Ring” (the political and economic powerbase of Republicans in antebellum 

and postbellum Philadelphia), in 1885 the state legislature passed the Bullitt Bill that they 
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claimed would reduce the level of “bossism” in local politics.  In theory, the consolidation of the 

fragmented city government that removed power from local neighborhood bosses and placed it 

in the hands of the Mayor should have done that very thing.  However, this centralization had 

the consequence of concentrating power at the very top of the municipal government 

structure, where oligarchic control could be easily maintained.  During the last two decades of 

the nineteenth century the Republicans emerged as the dominant political group in the city, 

maintaining their power through patronage, corruption, and rampant voter fraud, and by the 

turn of the century the machine showed no signs that it would ever crumble.51 

 But change was on the horizon.  In 1911 municipal reformers found their man in the 

person of Rudolph Blankenburg.  Born in the German village of Barntrup in 1843, the sixty-

eight-year-old Blankenburg had already achieved significant success in the dry-goods field.  Yet 

he could not truly escape his upbringing; raised in the German Reform Church in which his 

father was a minister, he refused to rest upon his laurels and instead dedicated his life to 

helping the less fortunate. In 1905, Blankenburg was elected to the post of county 

commissioner, and earned significant praise feelings not only by capably performing his duties 

absent of any taint of corruption but also by donating his salary to the pension funds of 

policemen, firemen, and teachers.52   However, it was his intense public dislike of the 

Republican Machine and encounters with the city and state Republicans that truly raised his 

image.  Typical was his attempt to establish a square-loan company (a public source for short-

term financial loans) for the benefit of the poor in an attempt to protect them from 
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unscrupulous pawnbrokers and loansharks.  Blankenburg managed to get the capital for the 

venture, and the state Legislature passed a bill supporting the project, but the venture was 

ultimately vetoed by then-Governor Hastings.  No public reason was given, but it was generally 

understood among informed circles that the objections of the state’s pawnbroker were behind 

the Governor’s actions.53 

 The veto incensed Blankenburg, and reform-minded elements of Pennsylvania’s 

Keystone Party used his anger to bring him further into their fold.  In 1910, disaffected 

members of both the Republicans and Democrats joined together to form the insurgent 

Keystone party dedicated to the defeat of machine candidates and the reformation of the 

political process.  Early near-successes in the state’s gubernatorial campaign, in which their 

candidate, William Berry, just barely lost to Republican John K. Tener, gave them hope that they 

might be able to wrest control of the Philadelphia mayor’s office, especially after the returns 

came in.  In 1911, Blankenburg won the primary over perennial candidate Gibbonney, and 

prepared to face the Machine.  Still, Blankenburg and the Keystoners faced an uphill battle.  

Given the strength of the machine in Philadelphia’s southern wards, the insurgent reformers 

could only hope for a miracle.54 

 Fortunately a miracle did emerge, in the shape of dissension within Republican ranks.  

Because the city’s southern wards were decisive in the 1910 gubernatorial election, the 

machine bosses of those wards, brothers George, Edwin, and William Vare, used their 

connections with outgoing Mayor Reyburn to promote one of their own as candidate for 
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mayor.  The Vares’ naked political ambition threatened another of the city’s Republican bosses, 

Jim McNichol, who feared for his own powerbase.  McNichol encouraged the head of the state 

machine, Pennsylvania Senator Boises Penrose, to block the nomination, hinting that a success 

for the Vares in Philadelphia would also threaten Penrose’s power base.  The Senator agreed, 

and the two promoted George H. Earle, Jr., for mayor.  The primary was a vicious affair, and the 

ultimate victory of Earle over William Vare for the nomination would continue to have 

repercussions into the general election.  When called to support the machine candidate, 

Republican votes in the Vare-controlled Southern wards, that had provided decisive majorities 

for Mayor Reyburn in 1907 and Governor Tener in 1910, were insignificant, and nowhere near 

enough to overcome the pluralities Blankenburg garnered in North and West Philadelphia.  For 

the first time in decades, the city had elected a mayor who was not beholden to the Republican 

machine.55 

One of Blankenburg’s first acts as mayor was to put together his cabinet, including the 

appointment of a new Director of Public Safety to replace Reyburn’s man Clay.  Many outside 

the Keystone Party advocated Gibboney for the post, but ultimately the new mayor settled on 

George D. Porter.56  Key among Blankenburg and Porter’s municipal reforms was a complete 

overhaul of the city’s police department.  Appointing James Robinson as superintendent of 

police, the trio set about restructuring the department along military lines and bringing a level 

of professionalization among patrolmen previously unheard of under the Reyburn 

administration.  A School of Instruction was established, and weekly examinations on a newly 
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written patrolman’s manual were conducted at precinct station houses.  Most popular among 

city policemen was the elimination of the two-platoon system, in which an officer was required 

to serve 18.5 hours street duty and 11.5 hours in reserve, in favor of a three platoon system, in 

which police served an eight hour shift.  Finally, prohibitions against political activity were 

enacted.  After the institutions of these reforms, officials claimed that the crime rate actually 

went down.57  Blankenburg’s initial steps to reform the city’s law enforcement system seemed 

to be making some headway, although to some (notably Gibboney) the Mayor’s actions echoed 

the machine politics of the past.58 

 That is not to say that Mayor Blankenburg faced no opposition in his attempt to reform 

Philadelphia.  The forces of the Republican machine, while no longer exerting direct control and 

unable to placate their supporters through the doling of patronage positions, still wielded 

considerable power in the city council and were determined to thwart the mayor’s reforms.  

Complaining of “municipal socialism,” the supporters of machine leaders William Vare and 

James McNichol worked to block every attempt the Blankenburg administration made to 

reform.  Indeed, the mayor’s Director of Public Works, Morris L. Cooke, acknowledged the 

difficulty of pushing through significant change was primarily due to the power that the Vare 

and McNichol factions in the City Council wielded.59  Striking something of a more diplomatic 

tone, Mayor Blankenburg blamed delays on the body as a whole, yet publicly stated his 

confusion and frustration at the lack of movement within the city council on bills he considered 
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important.60  Yet Blankenburg and Porter realized early in their administration that they would 

first have to eliminate corruption in the municipal administration if they seriously wished to 

eliminate prostitution, the Tenderloin, and the purported Vice Syndicate in Philadelphia. 

 During the first year of the Blankenburg administration, Porter decided to address the 

problem of commercialized vice directly.  After spending five months familiarizing himself with 

the problem and working to change the political climate within the Department of Public 

Safety, Porter came to the conclusion that combating the vice problem in Philadelphia was a 

task much larger than anticipated.  “I realize that this problem involves the moral and physical 

welfare of the whole community,” he wrote the Mayor, “particularly that of the young men and 

girls, and that among those who have given mature thought to its solution, there are decided 

differences of opinion, and that it has been dealt with in different ways in different localities.”  

Porter argued that previous administrations had largely ignored activities within the Tenderloin 

as long as immorality was not blatant, and subsequently “houses of prostitution of various 

kinds and character” had spread beyond the Tenth Ward into other parts of the city.61  

Additionally, there existed no concise opinion as to how the problem should be addressed.  

Some reformers argued that only a system of municipal regulation to eliminate the district’s 

worst aspects could curb the spread of commercialized vice; others, especially those of a 

distinctly moral bent, advocated nothing less than zero tolerance.62  A few influential reformers, 
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such as Rev. Ely, publicly stated that the best course of action was to literally segregate the 

Tenderloin from the rest of the city with an eye towards completely eliminating all immorality 

outside the district’s limits, claiming that if vice and immorality were treated as a disease similar 

to smallpox people would fear infection and would not enter the district.  “Every citizen should 

be willing to provide a segregated section” for those following the evils of alcohol, public 

dancing, gambling and prostitution, he argued, “for the same reason that he provides a garbage 

can near the kitchen or a cesspool or a separate hospital for contagious diseases.”63   This idea 

met with some very stiff opposition from local missionaries such as Miss Frances R. 

Bartholomew of Locust Street’s Armstrong Mission, who replied that “clergymen in general 

know absolutely nothing of the degradation of this city, and for Doctor Ely to make such 

statements is beyond my comprehension, and plainly shows that he is not acquainted, even in a 

cursory manner, with the situation.”  Others claimed that society should be working to 

eliminate the Tenderloin, not creating a centralized spot for vice and immorality to fester.  Still 

others believed that Ely was not literally calling for a segregated section, but was instead 

metaphorically chiding the city’s missions for neglecting the Tenderloin.64 

Taking these disparate voices into account, Porter was experienced enough to know 

that such a decision was far too important to be left in the hands of a single individual.  Inspired 

by a suggestion he overheard during a luncheon at the Wanamaker Building attended by Jane 

Addams herself, on May 11, 1912 Porter suggested the Mayor “invite a group of citizens… to act 
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as an Advisory Committee” to whom he could lay out his gathered evidence in the hopes of 

finding a solution that would work.65  Blankenburg agreed, noting that as the issue of 

commercialized vice was a problem that intersected numerous streams (economic, physical and 

medical, social, ethical, and political and penal), the impaneled commission should be made up 

of a broad cross-section of Philadelphia’s reform-minded elites.  The twenty-two men and 

women selected represented big business, manufacturing, medicine, law, and politics.  

Philadelphia’s Vice Commission formally met for the first time on June 3, 1912, with the 

assigned goal to examine commercialized vice “in all its phases and aspects” and to base their 

considerations “not upon prejudice… but entirely upon the facts as we found them.”66   

Meanwhile, having come to the conclusion that the very public police raids in the 

Tenderloin did little more than generate very public headlines, Porter elected to end the 

periodic raids in the district, pointing out that instead of stamping out vice the closing of 

brothels after raids merely scattered prostitutes throughout the city.  Porter was content to let 

the Vice Commission do its job and to follow whatever recommendations they provided; 

barring any form of “marked disorder in the district,” he was reluctant to actively combat vice 

in the Tenth Ward, and instead encouraged the work of the city’s missions.67  Despite the 

apparent contradictions contained in Porter’s public statements, the city’s religious authorities 

apparently decided to give his proposed plans for Philadelphia’s Tenderloin district their 

tentative approval.  Specifically singled out was the proposed interdenominational alliance 
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between reform-minded congregations.  Voicing his agreement with Porter, the superintendent 

of the Episcopal City Mission, the Rev. Dr. Herman L. Duhring, stated that “the trend today is for 

all denominations to combine and work together in charities.  There is plenty of work to be 

done in the Tenderloin, and church workers of all communions will doubtless adopt the 

Director’s suggestion.”  These sentiments were echoed by the superintendent of the 

Presbyterian City Missions, the Rev. Dr. William P. Fulton, and the Rev. Dr. J. G. Bickerton of the 

Methodist Episcopal City Missionary and Church Extension Society.  The latter paid Porter a 

more direct compliment, noting that the police department deserved commendation for the 

way vice was being suppressed within the district.68 

 Throughout 1912 agents of the Vice Commission pursued their work, coordinating their 

research with physical evidence garnered by agents hired by the Commission’s Director of 

Investigation, George Kneeland, famed author of vice reports in other American cities such as 

Chicago and, after Philadelphia, New York City.  Public anticipation of the Commission’s report 

quickly grew as it was rumored the investigators were not only investigating prostitution but 

other, non-sexual vices.  It was reported by proprietors of saloons “frequented by women” that 

agents of either the Commission or Burns detectives in the employ of Director Porter himself 

were taking photographs to be used as evidence.  Both Porter and the Commission denied 

having any knowledge of such activity, although the latter hinted that the Commission 

investigation “would extend to all forms of vice in all parts of the city.”69  Yet even before the 

“official” publication of their recommendations, rumors began to surface that both Porter and 
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the Vice Commission approached the problem of commercialized vice in the city from two 

different directions.  Still, the public had no real idea of the final recommendations, but based 

upon the few details that had been leaked to the press the Commission’s suggestions were sure 

to cause great controversy.  Besides a few recommendations that had become public “there 

will be numerous others,” a Bulletin reporter wrote, “but the general trend of which it is 

predicted will be radical and likely to cause a great stir in the city as soon as the report is 

published.”70 

The final report of the Commission not only caused a stir, it fundamentally attacked 

everything that anti-vice reformers believed to be true about prostitution in Philadelphia.  In 

the eyes of the Commission the city did not actually possess a “segregated district” (which they 

defined as “a locality set apart under municipal sanction exclusively for the practice of vice”), 

and indeed it was reported that “our investigators, accustomed as they were to the vice 

conditions of Chicago and New York, were astonished at the open association of the worst 

forms of vice and of innocence.”71  Included in the report was a set of “typical exhibits,” over 

110 instances where investigators either noticed or were solicited by prostitutes, were directed 

to brothels, or encountered morally dangerous situations, and indeed the redacted addresses 

of each incident indicates that prostitution could be found throughout the city, not just in the 

purported Tenderloin.72  More importantly, they noted the slippery nature of the White Slave 

archetype and the Vice Trust trope; in their opinion, “in the bald and original meaning of that 
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term… no instances of actual physical slavery have been specifically brought to our attention.”73  

Instead, the Commission noted that conditions in the prostitution industry, such as constant 

debt to madams and pimps, immunity from arrest and prosecution through association with 

those with influence and power, and threats of physical punishment were utilized to keep girls 

in the trade “because the escape from that life is purposely made exceedingly difficult.”74  

Finally, most of the prostitutes uncovered by the Commission were natives, with 82 out of 155 

born in the city, and giving lie to the idea prostitute as an immigrant, only eight women were 

born outside of the United States.75  Without the bogeyman of the Tenderloin, the Vice Trust, 

and the criminally-inclined immigrant, the Report provided an unvarnished view of prostitution 

in Philadelphia, and this view ran counter to that articulated by the police, municipal leaders, 

and both secular and evangelical reformers. 

Based upon their view, the Commission recommended fourteen specific steps to be 

undertaken.  Some suggestions reflected the general discursive trend against segregation and 

that the prosecutions “be especially directed against the owners of the houses, madams, and 

pimps or procurers.”  However, some of the suggestions could be seen as radical, including the 

establishment of sex hygiene courses in public schools, the induction of women into police 

ranks to patrol places of amusement, and the establishment of social service departments in all 

stores and factories with large numbers of employees.76  On the whole the Commission called 

for nothing less than the complete reshaping of public society in Philadelphia, a reshaping that 
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would require the deconstruction of the social and cultural framework of the city.  In many 

ways their report reflected the Progressive-Era trend in professionalization; as commercialized 

vice in the city was a problem that had resisted the best efforts of nineteenth-century moral 

reformers, anti-vice activists of the early twentieth century believed that a rational, scientific 

examination of prostitution could reveal its true nature, and thus lead to effective efforts for its 

elimination.  This was more than simple reaction against the conservative mindset and 

philosophy of the post-Civil War decades.  Rather, it stemmed from a desire to reject of the 

status-quo and to utilize the increasingly professionalized social sciences to resolve previously 

unresolved problems.77 

But the most glaring aspect of the Report is the implication that, in Philadelphia, 

prostitution was a white industry.  The investigators had little problem identifying non-whites 

involved in the trade, and indeed numerous instances were noted where a “colored waiter” 

directed investigators to a brothel, or a bawdy house sported a “colored staff.”  However, with 

the exception of a single woman identified as Jewish, all of the women identified as prostitutes 

in the Report were implied white.  At least in the eyes of the Commission, there existed no 

black prostitutes in the city.  Given the demographic makeup of Philadelphia and the relative 

nativist nature of the city, this is not too surprising; however, given the largely marginalized 

status of African Americans in the United States during the first half of the twentieth century, it 

would be highly disingenuous to state that there existed no black prostitution in the Delaware 

Valley.  Instead, while prostitution in Philadelphia was not segregated socially, it was indeed 
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segregated racially.  To find the non-white prostitute in the urban landscape, one has to look 

outside of the Philadelphia city limits. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

THE COLOR OF VICE: “NEGRO TENDERLOINS” IN CAMDEN AND BETHEL COURT 

 

 Throughout the first two decades of the twentieth century, campaigns defining 

prostitution and the “Tenderloin” in Philadelphia followed a culturally created narrative, one in 

which archetypical constructs of female sexuality, class assumptions, and Industrial-Age social 

frameworks worked to create a non-existent crisis.  The prostitute existed throughout the city 

and houses of ill-fame could be found throughout the urban space, yet because of race, class, 

and gender assumptions being unpacked within a predatory corporate, anti-trust socio-

economic environment, Progressive reformers’ interpretations of vice was forced down specific 

narrative paths.  Prior to the turn of the century, Philadelphia’s Tenth Ward was merely the site 

of largely nativist, working-class life, with the only threat to the social fabric of the city being 

the continuing presence of a Chinese enclave, populated by “others” living in an alien way.1  But 

specific cultural archetypes and tropes gelled to represent the fears of the middle class at the 

dawn of the twentieth century and forced a paradigmic shift in the way prostitution was 

viewed.  The Endangered Maiden/Fallen Women archetype morphed into the White Slave 

when examined in light of trust-busting and labor agitation; likewise, the Vice Syndicate 

reflected social fears of the alien-other, the impersonal corporation, and the corrupt power-

figure.  Based on these assumptions, in the eyes of Philadelphia’s moral reformers the Tenth 

Ward became the city’s “Tenderloin” because, after 1900, middle- and upper-class viewers 

could not conceive of a sexually degenerative social system in the urban space in which there 

was not a centralized vice district.  To conceive otherwise would force an indictment of the 
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urban space in toto, a paradigm shift that would put progress itself on trial.  In the end the 

campaign to define the “Tenderloin” as a site of sexualized commerce became a campaign to 

define the relationship between prostitution, municipal corruption, and the modern city. 

Yet for their adaptive ability to fit into most evidence available, many key figures were 

missing from the narrative of the “Philadelphia Tenderloin.”  The origins of the city’s Tenth 

Ward as a site of interracial concern emerged at the turn of the century with the Chinatown 

stories, yet after becoming identified with sexual corruption and commercialized vice the 

narrative of the Tenderloin threat articulated a story that was primarily white.  Very seldom 

were non-whites in general, and African-Americans specifically, mentioned unless they played a 

key role in reinforcing the Tenderloin narrative.  In other urban spaces during the Progressive 

Era such as Storyville in New Orleans, Chicago’s Levee, and New York City’s own Tenderloin 

district, the sexualized space existed simultaneously with a racialized, economically depressed 

space in which the residents possessed little agency.2  On the surface this overlap seems logical.  

As African-Americans possessed relatively little political agency and even less economic 

independence during the early decades of the century, and because prostitution was 

unacceptable to the culturally dominant society, it would naturally follow that the 

neighborhoods most likely to become “tenderloins” would be populated primarily by blacks.  

The racialized, classed socio-political systems of the late nineteenth century ensured that such 

concentration took place; outside of Philadelphia the residents of urban vice districts were 
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primarily black, frequently poor, and populated by residents who often resorted to prostitution, 

as few other paths toward financial security lay open to them.3 

 However, when examining centers of vice in the Delaware Valley through a racial prism, 

this interpretation tends to destabilize.  The Philadelphia “Tenderloin” possessed a permanent 

population that was somewhat more integrated than in other parts of the city, but it was not 

the center of the city’s African-American population; that was in the Seventh Ward, where one 

out of six Philadelphia’s black populace lived at the turn of the nineteenth century.  Conversely, 

the Tenth Ward of 1900 sported less than eight hundred African-Americans, and the district 

actually ranked twenty-second in the city in number of black residents.  In 1910, the numbers 

were even worse, as the Tenth Ward sported less than six hundred black residents compared 

with 11,553 in the Seventh.  Even after black migrations into the urban North during World War 

I, only 842 African-Americans resided within the boundaries of the Philadelphia “Tenderloin,” 

out of a city-wide total of 134,229.4  Given that the center of African-American Philadelphia was 

ostensibly the Seventh Ward, the traditional historical interpretation would imply that the city’s 

centers of vice should be pushed there... but it was not.5  The argument that the Tenth Ward 
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was a center of immigration falls apart considering other ethnic enclaves in the city, such as 

Italian-dominated South Philadelphia, were identified as sites of non-native residence and no 

evidence exists that the Tenderloin contained numerically significant percentages of immigrants 

besides the “Celestials.”6  But this raises an important question; if commercialized vice in 

Philadelphia was viewed as largely white, and if prostitution was an economic avenue open to 

marginalized, non-native women, then where were the Delaware Valley’s black prostitutes? 

The answer lies at the intersection of racial segregation and gendered sexual narratives.  

The convoluted, conditional narrative regarding the identification of the Philadelphia 

Tenderloin and the urban prostitute was governed by numerous cultural archetypes and tropes, 

but the vast majority of these were based on fears of white corruption.  Furthermore, the trope 

shaping the Philadelphia reform movement possessed little room for non-whites within its 

framework except in the role of predator.  Conversely, the Progressive Era saw the acme of a 

multi-decade debate into the very nature of African-Americans and their role within the 

culturally-dominant, white American society.  Because of the confluence of these two discursive 

arcs, separate, racially-segregated “negro Tenderloins” were identified and created in a manner 

similar to the Philadelphia “white Tenderloin” to provide a place for non-white archetypes and 

tropes to exist.  Indeed, the only time that the “negro Tenderloins” became a cause for concern 

was when they impacted white society; based on ideas of white supremacy, black sexual 

degeneracy, and segregation, the non-white tenderloins of Camden, New Jersey, and Chester, 
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Pennsylvania, were largely ignored by white reformers and municipal authorities unless it could 

be argued that they posed a direct threat to white morality.  But as we shall see, anti-

prostitution and anti-vice campaigns in non-white tenderloins were merely an excuse used to 

enforce segregation within marginalized black neighborhoods. 

 

In the United States, the debate about race and ethnicity rotated around the 

interpreted status of two groups: immigrant whites and nativist blacks.  In the urban Northeast 

of 1900-1920, where most cities sported rather limited numbers of both Asians and African-

Americans, evolutionary philosophy expressed itself primarily in fears of immigrants from 

Eastern and Southern Europe.  Tens of millions Irish, Italian, and Jewish immigrants flowed into 

the cities in response to capitalist demands for cheap labor, but their growing numbers in New 

York, Boston, and Philadelphia spurred fears among nativists, who saw their own economic, 

cultural, and social authority come under increasing pressure from “dingy” Europeans, whose 

“whiteness” was questionable.  Still, arguments about African-Americans in the post-Civil War 

New South influenced the arc of immigrant discourse in industrializing Northern cities, and 

because of Philadelphia’s status as the site of the North’s largest African-American community 

this discourse had an even greater impact.  Northern pundits cited Southern intellectuals to 

warn against racial degeneracy, pointing toward ongoing problems with miscegenation and 

violence in the South to give their nativist arguments weight; conversely, immigrant groups 

utilized the example of the black to promote their own whiteness.  By 1900 most immigrant 

groups had carved out a spot in America’s racial hierarchy somewhere between an inclusive 

“Old Stock” Anglo-Saxon whiteness and a “degenerate” blackness.  Yet even though they were 
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not an omnipresent figure in social debates in the North, “the Negro” stood as a reminder of 

the dangers of racial (and, by extension, ethnic) disharmony.  Modernity stemming from 

industrialization, the closing of the American West, and a growing belief in a crisis in masculinity 

forced many to search for cultural fixedness through racial classification.7  Throughout the first 

decades of the twentieth century, academics, intellectuals, and moral reformers were heavily 

influenced by the science of racial Darwinism and the discourse of racial disharmony, and their 

studies into prostitution and commercialized vice were shaped by the ongoing racial debate. 

Intellectuals across the nation readily engaged in debate over the nature of African-

American morality.  Two schools of thought emerged, both firmly rooted in nineteenth century 

racial concepts stemming from the development and promulgation of physiognomic theory but 

each reaching a different conclusion as to the place black sexuality and morality held in 

American society.  Physiognomic theory argued that by examining the physical characteristics of 

a particular group of people one could detect where on the human “evolutionary tree” a 

particular race stood, and thus one could assign specific physical, mental, and moral traits in a 

hierarchal structure based on the evolutionary level of a people.8  Popular in Victorian Europe, 

by 1900 this “scientific” interpretation of race had become fashionable throughout the 

academic realm, gained credibility through the application of Darwinian concepts, and was 
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 Edition (New 
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applied in Western societies as a way of promoting white superiority and maintaining the 

power of the dominant culture.9  

 In the United States one school of thought, promoted by surgeon G. Frank Lydston, 

“religionist” Charles Carroll, and sociologist Herbert Spencer, argued that blacks sat lower on 

the “evolutionary” tree than whites (and indeed were literally only a few “branches” above 

animals) and therefore could not be expected to share the same capacity for moral 

development.  Carroll took the most extreme position, arguing that physical comparison 

between Aryans and “the negro” indicated that the later was not even human, but rather stood 

at the apex of the ape family.  “In his physical and mental characters,” Carroll wrote, “his habits, 
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mode of life, manners, gestures, language, and his achievements, he is in striking contrast to 

the white.”  Based on Carroll’s “Adamic” view of life (in which only descendents of Adam and 

Eve were truly human), non-whites sprang from a union between Cain and his animals, thus 

effectively rendering them inhuman.  Based upon this interpretation, Carroll argued that blacks 

were inherently inferior to whites, essentially unable to even comprehend “white” morality.10 

However, not every proponent of physiognomic theory believed blacks to be inherently 

immoral; some argued that perceptions of black immorality stemmed from their interactions 

with morally degenerate whites.  Proponents of this argument believed that non-whites could 

be taught moral restraint through a combination of racial uplift and displays of white morality.11  

Whites needed to set an example of moral constraint for non-whites in order to facilitate the 

latter’s “evolution” up the moral ladder.  Some believed that not only would this resolve the 

issue of sexual vice in America, it would calm racial antagonisms and protect non-whites from 

retribution.  “If the negro has a low standard of virtue set for him,” Lydston argued, “what 

reward can he expect from moral conduct – simply the privilege of not being shot, hanged, or 

cremated alive?”12  Lydston was promoting a hegemonic system in which the only hope for the 

survival of the “black race” was through their adoption of white socio-cultural systems.  This 

solution was advocated by some pro-black reformers such as William Hannibal Thomas, who 

argued that “despite their vanity, sensuous follies, and instability of temperament, our freed 

men and women have within them an unfathomed wealth of sentiment, which only awaits the 
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deft hand of moral tactfulness to be moulded [sic] into serious and steady response to the 

demands of life.”13 

 Others promoted the idea that blacks were not more immoral than whites, but rather a 

double standard governing interracial relations and actions undertaken by predatory white 

males only made it appear as such.  Southern anthropologist John James Holm railed against 

the double standard as a system aimed squarely at blacks, arguing that “the white man has a 

free license, under these prevailing conditions to rob a colored girl, at will, of her virtue, and 

prepare her for connection with vice, corrupting her morals, becoming the mother of crime and 

criminals such as a mob would delight to lynch and burn.”14  In Holm’s opinion black women 

were driven into prostitution as the only avenue open to them after sexual assault by whites.  

Furthermore, he argued that “sexual libertinism” among whites set a bad example for blacks 

through the continuing existence of vice districts, noting that in a “Gulf City” (probably New 

Orleans) “white women employ Negro men to go about the public square and solicit ‘trade,’ 

and to conduct men by carriages to the dens of infamy of these degraded white women.”15  In 

Holm’s opinion personal morality was fundamentally equal between blacks and whites, and 

views of inherent black immorality sprang from a racial double standard and racist legal system 

designed to oppress non-whites.16 
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 Needless to say, this white discourse questioning the morality of African-Americans 

raised the ire of black citizens.  Responding to a statement by Woodrow Wilson on the 

prevalence of vice among African-Americans being a product of heredity, W.H. Waddy of West 

Philadelphia wrote that “I think he needs to reflect on his own race, and ask in his own mind if 

some of this vice did not come directly from some of his own white race during slavery.”17  On a 

more general level, W.E.B. Du Bois engaged the debate directly, appearing opposite Lothrop 

Stoddard in 1929 to argue that the science behind Social Darwinism was faulty and that any 

intimations of black immorality based upon heredity were patently false.18  Yet for all their 

efforts, Social Darwinism as a scientific concept was gaining ground in public policy.  During the 

Progressive Era the color line was hardening as intellectuals, academics, and politicians utilized 

the racist framework of Social Darwinism to promote racial segregation and to maintain white 

socio-cultural dominance. 

 Though the debate over black morality was ongoing, many municipal reformers utilized 

the negative conclusions proffered in the debate to assign sexually degenerate tendencies to 

African-Americans.  This created a reciprocal relationship between the discursive debate and 

enforcement; in a sense, more prostitutes and brothels were found more frequently in black 

communities because that is where the police expected to find them, and the number of 

arrests in these communities supported the idea of inherent black degeneracy.  If, as argued, 

blacks were inherently more “immoral” than whites, police and moral reformers believed it 
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would be logical to find more prostitutes and brothels in black communities, and thus that is 

where law enforcement bodies concentrated their attention.  The fact that they found, 

arrested, prosecuted, and convicted more prostitutes within “tenderloins” than within white is 

not surprising, given the level of police concentration and the relative lack of racial agency in 

Progressive-Era America.  Yet the actions of reformers and the police continued and in fact 

reinforced the concept that black women were inherently more immoral than white women.19  

In Pennsylvania, these cultural beliefs were a concrete part of a racialized, sexualized social 

fabric that implied that every black woman as either a sexualized tempter of white men (driving 

them into an immoral sexual frenzy by displaying their animal sexuality, thus leading to the 

latter’s moral downfall) or a potential predator utilizing her sexuality to victimize whites 

(consciously using their animal sexuality to prey on innocent white men).20 

The connection between black animal sexuality and white victimization indicates that 

Progressive social scientists and intellectuals did not merely fear rampant black sexuality.  Far 

more troubling to reformers was the threat posed to an orderly, rational, homogenous society 

by miscegenation and interracial sexuality.  During the Civil War, select scholars argued that the 

cure for racial antagonism was through intermarriage and interbreeding between blacks and 
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whites, thus eliminating through “amalgamation” the differences between the races.21  Yet for 

more potent were pundits across the nation emphasized the degenerative nature of racial 

mixing, and both reformers and political officials utilized scientific constructions of race to 

harden the color line across the nation.22  The Delaware Valley was not immune to these 

measures, and indeed the power of the anti-vice laws were instrumental in creating culturally 

segregated tenderloins. 

 Formally introduced into the American lexicon during the Civil War, the term 

miscegenation originally referred to a formal interracial marriage, although as the nineteenth 

century wore on the definition slipped until it tacitly implied any sexual relation between white 

and non-white (especially black).  Miscegenation had been a concern for white intellectuals 

since the days of the Civil War, and had led to very public disorder within both the legal and 

physical realms.  In his work The Negro in Pennsylvania, Edward R. Turner notes that a 

miscegenistic relationship actually caused a riot in Columbia, Pennsylvania in 1834.  Yet it was 

not merely the threat to white women that caused disorder in the streets, as he later notes that 

“the fact that a white man was living with a negro wife was one of the causes of the terrible riot 

in Philadelphia in 1849.”23  In the North, some African-American men managed to transcend the 
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violence engendered by their marriages to white women (such as Frederick Douglass), but for 

the most part interracial relationships were, in the words of Edward Reuter, “forbidden by the 

decent elements of the white community.”24 

Frederick Douglass’s 1884 marriage to Helen Pitts represents an important example that 

belies the rule, and perhaps explains why their relationship did not cause as much disorder as 

common interracial couples.  Public reactions to interracial relationships were governed by a 

series of socio-cultural understandings that provided general stereotypes in which to work.  

Most intellectuals believed that interracial relationships existed primarily in the lower classes; 

indeed, one scholar went so far as to bluntly state that “the mixed marriages as a rule are of the 

lower classes of the whites.”25  Given that Douglass, by the time of his marriage to Pitts, had 

already become prominent in American society it is likely that while his interracial relationship 

had generated some controversy, it existed far enough outside the traditional axes of race and 

class as to defuse some of the more radically violent responses such as lynching or arrest.  

Interestingly, objection to Douglass’s marriage came from both sides of the color line; fifty 

years later, Francis J. Grimke recalled that not only did white southerners express anger at the 

marriage, “the colored people, generally, did not approve of his marriage to a white woman.  

They said it was showing contempt for the women of his race.”26  However, most of the 

reaction to Douglass’s marriage to Pitts was discursive, and given that most other interracial 
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marriages in the late nineteenth century ended with both husband and wife sentenced to jail 

(at best) or death at the hands of a white mob (at worst), the lack of physical response indicates 

that, at least in terms of marital miscegenation, class trumped race. 

However, this trump worked only to a certain extent.  It is true that the outrage against 

Douglass’s interracial marriage was largely limited to a discursive response, but several specific 

factors must be taken into account.  Contrary to some claims that the 1880s were a period of 

relative racial calm, the decade marked the beginning of a sharp rise in the number of black 

lynchings across the nation, frequently a result of accused black-on-white crimes whose 

evidence were flimsy to begin.27  However, Douglas had gained his middle-class capital through 

intellectual pursuits, a field which deemphasized his “inherent animalistic sexuality.”  As 

Douglass was perceived to be one who had transcended his “racial inferiority,” the sexual 

aspect of his marriage to Pitts was muted, and thus their relationship could continue with only 

a modicum of trouble.  Yet in not every case did class trump race when it came to interracial 

sexuality; compare the reaction to Jack Johnson’s December 1912 marriage to Lucille Cameron.   

It must be acknowledged that the color line had hardened in the twenty-eight years 

since Douglass’s marriage to Pitts, but far more important was Johnson’s identity.  As opposed 

to the perception of Douglass as a desexualized intellectual, Jack Johnson was a heavyweight 

pugilist, a champion in a sport considered barbaric by many Progressives.  Furthermore, his 

success over white opponents prompted race-based backlash stemming from fears of black 

power.  Johnson was arrested on charges of violating the Mann Act not because of his 

successful attempt to transcend class boundaries but because of the white fears his interracial 
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marriage to Cameron prompted, namely the specter of black animal power overcoming white 

civilization.  To many, such as the editorial staff of the Philadelphia Inquirer, the cure to the 

situation was physical violence against the pugilist, voicing the desire that “our idea of a ‘white 

hope’ that would meet the exigencies of the situation would be the introduction of a six-pound 

mallet.”28  To the black press, the only crime that Johnson had committed was that “he invited 

the envy of his own race and pricked the ever-growing abscess of American prejudice.”29  By 

emphasizing an transcendent, intellectually-based non-sexuality, Douglass could intermarry 

with only a fair amount of grumbling.  Conversely, by emphasizing an animal physicality that 

conformed to fears of black violence defeating white power, Johnson fulfilled the fears of most 

anti-miscegenists across the nation. 

By the 1910s, the discourse emphasizing against the dangers of black/white encounters 

had not only continued but had grown even more strident.30  One stream of thought argued 

that, since non-whites had not benefitted from thousands of years of moral development, they 

were inherently immoral.  Inequality was the framework in which this argument was based; 

writing on the threat that interracial relations posed to the survival of American society, Alfred 

P. Schultz claimed that “the souls of the white man, the yellow man, and the black man are as 

different as their bodies.”31  Especially in the South, it wasn’t enough that African-Americans 

were considered different from whites, but rather it was important to emphasize that whites 

were inherently morally superior to blacks.  Continued miscegenation would lead to the 
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degeneration of the “American” race, and would lead to the downfall of the nation.32  Carroll 

took an even more basic view, arguing that, as they were really animals, blacks did not actually 

possess souls, a state of affair that any offspring produced within a miscegenatic relationship 

would share.  Based upon this radical, racialized blend of biblical scripture and physiognomic 

theory, blacks were moral tempters of whites; indeed, an illustration within his work transforms 

the Serpent of the Garden of Eden into an African woman and claims that “the beast of the field 

which temped Eve was a negress, who served Eve in the capacity of maid servant.”33  As he 

considered America to be a white, Christian nation, any interaction with non-whites (let alone 

sexual relations) would lead to a corruption of the populace and precipitate the fall of the 

county.  Carroll believed the black to be a beast, created by God to serve man (e.g. whites), and 

therefore any physical interaction between white and black was tantamount to bestiality. 

It should be noted that Carroll’s opinion was truly extreme, and his intellectual 

opponents claimed that his interpretation was actually a perversion of scripture in which his 

arguments were of little use other than to illustrate the use of pseudo-science to perpetuate 

African-American oppression.  William G. Schell took it upon himself to articulate a 

counterpoint, arguing that Carroll tended to overlook basic human physiology and reproduction 

in his book.  God, Schell argued, created four types of flesh – human, animal, bird, and fish – 

and if the negro was truly “not human,” then how could they breed with humans?  Schell 

reveals Carroll’s argument to be little more than pseudo-scientific, pseudo-religious racism.  

After citing an unidentified history of African-Americans, he pointed out that most criticism of 
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blacks fails to take into account the oppression of slavery.  “Like the Phoenix in the ancient 

fables,” he writes, “the Negro race has revived quickly from the tyrannical oppression, 

ignorance, and superstition to which slavery and bondage had reduced it.”  Schell claims that 

the progress of African-Americans since the Civil War gives lie to their inherent animalism, and 

“that the world with its crowned heads, nobles, statesmen, and chief dignitaries must 

acknowledge the greatness of the American Negro.”  Finally, he argued that continued 

“degeneracy” among African-Americans was merely a result of continued oppression, and if 

blacks were truly beneath white civilization, “we should give him the greater attention.  We 

should help those who are most in need of help.”34  Henry Parker Eastman was a bit more blunt 

in regards to Carroll’s argument, stating that “Professor Carroll has left no means untried, 

whether fair or unfair, honest or otherwise, to deceive his readers.”35  Carroll’s arguments were 

cited as part of the ongoing debate into the nature of the “negro” and “their” relationship to 

white Europeans, and the authors noted that while Carroll’s prior work The Negro a Beast was a 

“preposterous book” that “could appeal only to the ignorant and bigoted… we mention it 

merely as an extreme instance of the difficulties against which science has sometimes to 

contend when dealing with burning social questions.”36 

Still, while very few were ready to claim that blacks were beasts (and indeed, most 

found the idea ridiculous), many were willing to support the idea that “civilized” whites (i.e. 

middle-class, Anglo-Saxon natives) were indeed superior to blacks.  Some, like Lydston and 
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Schell, argued that though blacks could not be considered moral equals to whites, they were 

certainly more “moral” than whites who engaged in interracial sexual encounters.  Lydston 

suggested that whites needed to be held to a higher moral standard, claiming that the white 

men “should bear the principal odium, and even greater penalties, because of the greater 

intelligence he is supposed to have and his more powerful influence upon society’s morals.”  As 

for white women, “she should be made an example of that would permanently lighten the 

complexion of her amorous inclinations.”37  Schell was even more blunt in his belief that all 

miscegenetive offspring were as a result of white male sexual license with black women, a 

continuing process stemming from a social belief in black inferiority and political 

disenfranchisement.  “Consequently the white whoremonger thinks he has a right to use those 

colored women as he pleases, and so after night in many of the cities of the United States the 

color line is completely obliterated.”  To Schell, if American society eliminated racism and 

inequality, there would no longer be any fear of interracial sexual unions.38 

 Yet it is important to remember that in terms of the consequences of vice and 

libertinism, as with most problems considered interracially, the heaviest burden frequently fell 

upon non-whites.  African-American women engaged in a miscegenistic relationship (whether 

commercial or virtuous) frequently bore the stigma of loose morality, and many social 

reformers felt that they should be eliminated from not only general society but from 

segregated black communities. Speaking in Georgia, New Orleans A.M.E. minister Robert E. 

Jones extolled the crowd to “drive from our midst any negro woman who sells her virtue to a 
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white man and that sort of thing should cease.”39  Yet we should not be too quick to ascribe 

anti-vice sentiments to comments such as this.  Frequently, speakers encouraging anti-vice 

activism within black communities (especially in the South) advocated such activism as a means 

toward racial uplift.  Jones was far more interested in promoting racial pride and equality than 

he was about curbing prostitution, and in his view the black prostitute catering to a white client 

actual demeaned the black race.    

 But if a willingness among black women to engage sexually with white men was 

considered distasteful and demeaning, such behavior among African-American men was a 

threat to white women.  The latter decades of the nineteenth century saw the articulation of 

the archetype of the “Negro Rapist.”  This archetype argued that black men, finding themselves 

in the presence of a white woman, would be spurred into such a state of sexual frenzy that they 

would be unable to resist their urges, leading to the degradation of the “Endangered Maiden.”  

This was an archetype that drove DuBois into a rage; writing in 1930, he railed that “for a 

generation we black folks have been the sexual scapegoats for white American filth in literature 

and lynching.  Every time a black man commits a crime, the story is garnished and embellished 

by unbelievable sadism in order to make a beast out of the criminal.”40  But many white 

intellectuals believed the archetype of the Negro Rapist to be, if not completely true, then at 

least couched in the realities of racial discourse.  Alfred Schultz didn’t question the existence of 

the Negro Rapist, and indeed claimed that the collapse of proper controls (such as those 

imposed through the Southern slave system) allowed the inherent degeneracy of the black man 
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to emerge.  “Before the war,” Schultz wrote, “the negro who assaulted a white woman would 

have been hanged by his fellow slaves.  To-day the black brute is a local hero.”41  In this socio-

cultural environment the 1913 Jack Johnson miscegenation/Mann Act case fulfilled the 

archetype and trope of the Negro Rapist perfectly.  The prosecution utilized the trope of the 

animalistic black man who gained power through violence, defeated the exemplars of white 

power, and took carnal knowledge of a white woman to deflect the case from the fact that 

Johnson had violated no laws and that his marriage to Lucille Cameron was consensual. 

 The Negro Rapist certainly had a profound impact on discussions of race relations in the 

Progressive Era, but there is extensive evidence that the Negro Rapist archetype was a cultural 

creation formed and utilized by white criminals to deflect suspicion away from their misdeeds.  

Throughout the early decades of the twentieth century, Negro Rapists were said to be active 

throughout Pennsylvania.  Typical is a incident in Coatesville; on May 22, 1913, eighteen-year-

old Carrie Berges and Charles Clayton were walking home through a “dense woods” when they 

were confronted by two men.  After driving away Clayton with a revolver, the two men 

attacked Carrie, and in the sexualized language of the Negro Rapist trope, “her clothing was 

torn as she was thrown to the ground by the men.  She attempted to make an outcry, but was 

silenced with threats to kill her.”  Although she was unable to see their faces because of the 

darkness, Carrie reported to the police that she was “convinced that the men were negroes.”  

To avoid a repeat of a 1911 case involving black-on-white crime, the Coatesville police had two 
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detectives and a squad car on hand to prevent any vigilante justice.42  Based on the descriptions 

provided by the victims, the assailant certainly seemed to fit the archetype of the Negro Rapist, 

thus reinforcing the idea that rural black males were sexually dangerous. 

Yet after the blaring headline of May 24th, no further mention of the case appears in the 

mainstream press.  This was no great surprise to readers and editors of the African-American 

press, who vehemently denounced stories such as these.  Writing on the 1913 Coatesville case, 

a “churchman” railed that the accusation was a “damnable, malicious lie.”  In his opinion, it was 

obvious that the assault was perpetrated by whites.  “It is a well-known fact that colored men 

do not disguise themselves,” he argued.  “That is an old trick of the white man, in order to have 

the deviltry they commit, placed on somebody else.”  On the claim that Carrie’s white male 

companion Clayton described the assailants as black to “array the Governor and people of the 

State against colored people.”43  African-American communities were well aware that white 

criminals utilized this archetype to deflect suspicion from themselves, and that the white press 

was reluctant to admit their error when reported.  The Tribune noted the eagerness of the 

dailies to trumpet the story when it was assumed a black man was the perpetrator, “but since 

that time all our dailies have been dumb as oysters concerning the Coatesville episode because 

the story has leaked out that all parties concerned in the deviltry on the night of the alleged 
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attack were white people.”44  To the editors of the Tribune this was yet one more example of 

white racism working to further marginalize their readers.  

The silence of the mainstream press in the face of a juicy, sexually-provocative story is 

odd unless one looks at the entire affair as a very public manifestation of Northern white belief 

in the inherent degeneracy of blacks and the continued utilization of the Negro Rapist 

archetype as a way to maintain cultural dominance.45  While the assailants were identified as 

Negro Rapists, the Carrie Berges affair fit into a continuing narrative emphasizing the dangers of 

rampant black sexuality.  However, once it became obvious that the assault was a white-on-

white crime Berges fell back into an Endangered Maiden archetype, and as she remained within 

a somewhat rural community with no threat posed to her virtue by the demoralizing urban 

environment, her narrative carried no more weight within a racialized discursive space; 

essentially, once race was removed as a factor, the crime lost all urgency in the press, rendering 

it something of a non-issue.  Furthermore, because it no longer illustrated the dangers of black 

sexuality and the threats it posed toward white purity, the Berges case no longer reinforced a 

belief in the necessity of using the law to enforce white socio-cultural dominance, and thus the 

case vanished from the mainstream press.46 

 While still undergoing a process of negotiation, two trends clearly emerged from the 

discourse of the early twentieth century that were reflected in the dominant public discourse of 
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the day; that African-Americans were inherently more immoral and tended toward vice more 

readily than whites, and that racial mixing would only lead to instances where whites became 

victims of black lusts.  Based upon the intellectual discourse that emphasized the dangers of 

miscegenatic encounters, it is only natural that many felt the cure for society’s interracial ills 

was segregation.  Yet one significant reason that explains the unmolested persistence of the 

segregated Tenderloin may have been the continuing belief in the benefits of “concubinage” of 

black women by white men.  Socially, African-American women existed lower on the axes of 

both race and gender; as women, they were largely oppressed by continuing patriarchal 

structures that ensured continuing reliance on men for support, whereas as non-whites they 

were marginalized within the dominant society.  Some African-American women saw 

prostitution as a viable economic alternative to ensure survival, considering that most 

legitimate avenues of employment were denied them.47  Some academics argued that sexual 

congress with a white man was one of the few ways in which a black woman could gain some 

semblance of social mobility; one scholar even argued that such relationships between an 

antebellum slave and a white man were not “a forced relationship on the part of the Negress; 

on the contrary, it was a relation to which the girl of the upper classes of the Negroes aspired as 

the highest honor and privilege which she could attain.”48  Still others questioned this 

conclusion and claimed that women who engaged in such relationships were “violently tabooed 
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by the better class of colored people.”49  Furthermore, there existed no place in the archetype 

of the Endangered Maiden/Fallen Woman for the black prostitute.  The archetype of the Fallen 

Woman was, in the words of Kevin Mumford, “coded as white,” and while social scientists and 

anti-vice reformers such as George Kneeland, Katharine Bennet Davis, and Maude Miner 

acknowledged the existence of the black prostitute, they elected to concentrate their analyses 

almost exclusively on whites, be they native or immigrant.  Due to racial structures and 

systems, in the minds of most white reformers black women were not only not worth the effort 

but fundamentally incapable of redemption; because of this belief, the black prostitute 

remained largely invisible in their eyes unless she posed a direct threat to the white world.50 

 For the most part, the local African-American press in Philadelphia (in the form of the 

Philadelphia Tribune) was aware of the city’s continuing attempts to drive the negative element 

from perceived vice districts.  However they believed that reform work in the city was 

undertaken at the behest of white activists, conducted by white reformers, and primarily for 

the benefit of whites.  Some went so far as to accuse white mission workers of conspiring to 

drive African-American citizens from their neighborhoods and install white residents.  Typical 

was the way a new mission was received in a neighborhood nicknamed “Hell’s Half Acre.”  The 

white-oriented Public Ledger trumpeted the new facility as integral to cleaning up over sixty-

five houses being used for “immoral purposes” and that the ministrations of the Inasmuch 
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Mission led to an “exodus of undesirable citizens” from the neighborhood.51  However, the 

neighborhood’s black residents had an entirely different take on the Mission; writing in the 

Tribune, editor G. Grant Williams pointed out that although the majority of the neighborhood’s 

residents were black, those who utilized the mission were white “and 90 per cent of them live 

in other parts of the city.”  To Williams the goal of the Inasmuch Mission was not community 

uplift but rather racial cleansing, an attempt to “rid the neighborhood of colored people and 

make it a white settlement.”52  African-American clergy and intellectuals living in the Delaware 

Valley articulated a belief that Philadelphia was a racist city, but instead of blatant expressions 

such as lynching the city’s white-dominated reform organizations were applying increasing 

pressure upon an increasingly marginalized black populace.  Black reformers knew of the 

existence of commercialized vice within their own communities, but in their eyes such 

immorality took a back seat to far more pressing problems, namely the hardening of the color 

line in the United States, Progressive trends toward segregation, and growing acceptance of Jim 

Crow laws in public facilities.  Of a greater priority to editors such as Williams were instances 

where whites utilized treachery and deceit to prey on the relative weakness of the African-

American community and its business, political, and religious authorities.   

In regards to Blankenburg’s proposed anti-vice campaign, Philadelphia’s African-

American pundits believed it to be little more than smoke and mirrors designed to further 

marginalize blacks in the city.  Williams put forth his opinion bluntly when he wrote, “reform in 

municipal life has never meant anything else but shallow pretensions.  Once in awhile the 
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adherents of both old parties become vexed because of certain real or imaginary conditions, or 

they are seized with an overweening desire for a change, just for change sake.”53  To Williams, 

the Blankenburg administration had promised change but had failed to follow through on said 

promise, and conditions in Philadelphia were just as bad as they had been under Reyburn’s 

stewardship.54  “Mayor Blankenburg tells a thrilling story of how he championed the cause of a 

colored man 45 years ago,” he later commented.  “The people of color are waiting for their 

good Mayor to send them a blessing now.”55  Leaders among the city’s black populace were 

aware of the “white” nature of anti-vice reform, and they largely refused to assist in their own 

oppression. 

 During the Progressive Era, “colored” vice was clearly located at the intersection of 

racial, gendered, and class axes.  While Philadelphia’s reformers wailed at the threat 

commercialized sexuality posed toward the virtue of middle-class white women, they largely 

ignored non-white prostitution.  Beliefs in inherent black animalism and the race’s perceived 

propensity toward degeneracy created cultural tropes that emphasized containment of black 

vice as opposed to the elimination of white vice.56  The impact of prostitution on black 

communities was largely ignored by the mainstream (white) press except when it directly 

impacted whites.  In a similar manner, legal systems were set up to suppress white 

commercialized vice while black vice was largely ignored, again with the exception of when it 

directly impacted whites.  This was not trend that was limited to the Delaware Valley, as across 
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the country laws were passed that protected/restricted white interaction in brothels and 

tenderloin districts, whereas no such laws were passed to protect/restrict whites.  An example 

of this can be found in Chicago’s Levee tenderloin; in 1912, sociologist Dean Sumner, a member 

of the Chicago Vice Commission, noted that there were Illinois statutes that prohibited white 

girls or women from working as servants in brothels, while statutes regarding the employment 

of black women in such facilities were only limited by age.57  Much the same happened in the 

Delaware Valley’s “Negro Tenderloins;” the districts in Camden, New Jersey and Chester, 

Pennsylvania featured tangentially as sites of anti-vice reform in the region, but the emphasis 

on these vice districts was to segregate black sexuality from white virtue. 

 While reformers and municipal agents worked to “clean up” the Philadelphia 

Tenderloin, a similar drive was undertaken across the river in Camden.  Unlike the space in the 

Philadelphia’s Tenth Ward, the “tenderloin” existing in the upper end of Camden’s Fifth Ward 

(near the intersection of Spruce and 3rd Streets) did not generally appear in the Delaware 

Valley’s discursive space, primarily because of the racial makeup of the New Jersey district.  The 

Camden Tenderloin frequently appeared as an extension of that of its neighbor across the river, 

serving as something of a refuge for those driven out of Philadelphia.  The only time the 

Camden “tenderloin” appeared in the public discourse prior to Philadelphia’s Blankenburg 

administration was in 1905 when Mayor Charles H. Ellis personally undertook to identify 

“questionable” houses and drive the inhabitants out of the Camden’s Tenderloin.58 
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 The reason that Camden’s Tenderloin received much less coverage than that of 

Philadelphia’s is because of the makeup of the inhabitants.  Philadelphia’s Tenderloin was by no 

means racially homogeneous; besides the large numbers of Chinese and Caucasians, a sizable 

(but proportionally small) number of African-Americans lived in the district.  However, the non-

whites living in the district were largely invisible to public officials and reporters unless they 

were directly involved in interracial vice activities.  By contrast, the sexualized space across the 

river was directly identified as “Camden’s colored tenderloin,” and sexualized transgressions 

among African-Americans in the press were largely relegated to this area.59  Yet we must not be 

too quick to assume that commercialized sexuality was relegated to the city’s black 

neighborhoods. In 1910 African-Americans made up only 6.7 percent of Camden’s population, 

and almost thirteen percent of those lived in the Fifth Ward.  However, in terms of the number 

of black citizens the Fifth Ward was ranked third behind the Seventh and Eighth Wards.  In 

terms of integration, the numbers are even more startling; the Fifth Ward was less than nine 

percent black, compared to 12% for the Seventh Ward and almost 18% for the Eighth.60  What 

made the former significantly different from the two latter wards was that the Fifth Ward 

abutted against the Delaware River docks and trans-river ferries, making for easy access to the 

Ward by transient sailors and Philadelphians alike, and the populace of the Ward was more 

fully integrated than in other parts of the city.  Whether consciously or not, reporters and 

editors chronicling anti-vice campaigns in the Delaware Valley conformed to a segregated view 

of sexual transgression that probably had little basis in reality.  The Tenderloin of Philadelphia 
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was presented as a site of “white” sexual danger in which non-whites merely played a 

supporting role; in contrast, the Tenderloin of Camden was coded “colored,” with the 

implication that nary a white face was to be seen.  In name if not in practice, sexualized spaces 

in the Delaware Valley were segregated. 

  Still, this is not to say that sexualized space in Camden was ignored; rather, campaigns 

against non-white immorality followed much the same trajectory as those of whites, albeit only 

when said immorality was interracial in nature.  In 1913, when Philadelphia’s Tenderloin was 

receiving intense scrutiny as a site of sexual corruption, Camden Mayor Ellis and his chief of 

police were pursuing a similar course of action.  On the evening of Saturday, December 13, 

Camden police raided the city’s Tenderloin district and took into custody one Rachel Treadwell, 

who was accused of being the proprietress of “a house on Division street,” where several 

prostitutes were plying their trade.  But what is not important was the raid; rather, the police 

and public administration of the city instead had identified Camden as a source of non-white 

sexual immorality for the Delaware Valley.  Commenting on the nature of the Camden 

Tenderloin, an anonymous police spokesman bluntly stated that “more trouble is occasioned by 

sailors, marines, and visitors from Philadelphia than from residents.”61  Given the racialized 

nature of sexual danger in Camden, it is apparent that, at least in the eyes of the Philadelphia 

press, that African-American Philadelphians in search of vice ventured across the river where 

they would perhaps find a more racially receptive environment.62  The public discourse 
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presented in the press fully supported this narrative arc; much was made of the fact that, 

following police raids into the Camden vice district, most of those arrested were frequently 

being described as “being negroes.”63 

 Furthermore, it was argued, Camden was the place for prostitutes driven out of 

Philadelphia reestablished their houses and resumed business.  It was argued that every time 

Philadelphia underwent one of its periodic attempts to clean up its own Tenderloin, the 

overflow moved across the river into Camden.  In the 1913 anti-vice campaign of Mayor Ellis, 

Camden Prosecutor Kraft bluntly stated that “there are a number of undesirable persons who 

are being driven out of Philadelphia just now and who are locating in Camden,” and that the 

city’s police were fully aware of Philadelphia habitués relocating to their city.64  The press made 

much of the trans-jurisdictional nature of vice in Camden; testimony during a raid in March 

1914 noted that “all sorts of orgies take place in the houses” that were raided “and that the 

frequenters are mostly from out of town.”65  Given the definition of prostitution in Camden as a 

non-white affair, the relocation of white prostitutes into the Camden Tenderloin would have 

been interpreted as a direct attack on the color line and a significant source of interracial sexual 

concern. 
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The campaign against immorality in Camden’s Tenderloin received much the same 

discursive arc as that of Philadelphia’s; rather than any concrete evidence that immorality had 

been eliminated from the urban space, the press instead relied on official statements from 

Mayor Ellis and police superintendents that their actions alone had eliminated the site as a 

source of sexual corruption.66  Unlike in Philadelphia, where the public administration simply 

declared success, in Camden anti-vice forces at least pretended to base their claim on 

documentable evidence.  Speaking of the 1913-14 campaign, the Ellis administration pointed 

toward the low number of moral’s arrests compared against the high number of those for 

burglary, which they claimed was a result of “the stirring up of the various resorts” which 

“caused men, mostly negroes who had lived off women’s earning, to be thrown on their own 

resources.”  According to the logic, because these men could no longer rely on the proceeds of 

prostitution, they resorted to burglary in order to gain money, at which point they were 

arrested, tried, convicted, and sentenced to a term in the New Jersey state prison.67  In a 

manner similar to that in Philadelphia, the press found proof of success through a reduction in 

the number of arraignments of Tenderloin prisoners in the Police Court.68 

 Perhaps it was the size of the vice district compared to that of Philadelphia’s, but the 

campaign to “clean up” the Camden Tenderloin was undertaken by two specific men, 

Detectives Moffett and Murray.  Couched in a dichotometric “good versus evil” narrative of vice 

reform, it was reported that the detectives faced threats to their lives while undertaking their 

campaign, such as when Moffett was “attacked” when entering a disorderly house kept by one 
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Ellsworth Stevenson, “a negro… and only by the free use of his blackjack did he escape serious 

injury.”69  Still, for all of the efforts of the Camden police to eliminate the city’s “negro 

tenderloin” as a site of moral concern, the effectiveness of Moffett’s and Murray’s raids is 

questionable.  Even though the city claimed success early in 1914, by the summer of 1915 the 

two detectives resumed their raids into the district because it was believed that even though 

“habitués went elsewhere… lately it has been found that they have returned to their old 

haunts.”  But by the summer of 1915 public concern over Camden’s “negro tenderloin” was 

already on the wane; the raid of a house at 307 Spruce Street and the resulting arrest of 

“proprietresses” Emma du Shields and Mary Payne, was the last mention of the “Camden 

Tenderloin” in the press. 70  Given that the majority of the vice in the district was perceived as 

black-on-black, municipal agents and moral reformers lost interest in pursuing anything other 

than a policy of containment once the perception of interracial sexuality faded. 

 Camden’s Fifth Ward was not the only community in the region to be identified as a 

“negro tenderloin.”  Bethel Court in Chester, Pennsylvania was a community that sported a long 

and distinguished history throughout the city’s history.  One of the oldest sections of the city, 

local legend claimed that it had been the site where William Penn himself first set foot in the 

future Delaware County in 1682.  Throughout the eighteenth and much of the nineteenth 

century, the neighborhood stood amidst Chester’s financial district, was surrounded by the city 

courthouse and six of its oldest churches, and was the home for many of the city’s merchants 

and tradesmen who resided in elegant colonial-style homes.  However, the core of the city 
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began to decay in the 1870s when many of the nascent middle-class abandoned the city for the 

fringes.  Brick row-homes replaced the old colonials, and Irish, Italian, and black wage laborers 

replaced the fleeing gentry.  Bethel Court, with its labyrinth of small side streets and alleyways, 

attracted many of the city’s dissolute newcomers, and by the 1880s it had become what one 

historian claimed was “the acknowledged red-light district of the county.”71  By the turn of the 

nineteenth century, perception of the neighborhood had evolved into one in which it was 

known as a “black neighborhood,” described in the local press as “that well-known district of 

ludeness [sic] and disorderly conduct.72 

 Bethel Court became formerly known as a “tenderloin” site in 1908, when it was 

reported that following numerous complaints by “the church people and order-loving members 

of the community,” policemen under the command of Sergeant Edward Noden conducted a 

raid in which “six white women, habitués of the district” were taken into custody and 

sentenced to thirty days in the county jail.73  Still, even though the first residents of the district 

arrested after the turn of the century were white, the press continued to emphasize the racial 

aspect of the site, noting that the six women, besides being “known as ‘regulars’… were seen in 

the company of both white and colored men not only on the streets but on door steps and in 

open rooms,” conflating the concept of the Court as a tenderloin with that of a district 
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“inhabited principally by negroes.”74  By 1909 Bethel Court had become a racialized Tenderloin, 

a site of sexual concern within the city that was “inhabited solely by negroes.”75  In a manner 

akin to that of Camden, the concept of a “vice district” had become segregated in Chester.  This 

was not merely in spirit; after they made bail, two of the “buxom white damsels” arrested in 

the Bethel Court raid, Flossie Buchanan and Lulu Blake, were given twenty-four hours to leave 

Chester and, by implication, the “negro tenderloin.”76 

 From the early days of public concern over sexual impropriety in Bethel Court, there 

came anecdotal evidence that the district survived through the munificent protection of a 

shadowy “Republican Machine.”  It was hinted that John J. McClure, one-time Republican state 

senator and purported founder of the Machine in Delaware County, held significant sway over 

city officials who “allowed a certain amount of vice,” most notably prostitution, gambling, 

bookmaking, cockfighting, prizefighting and drugs, to continue in the district.77  Control of the 

“tenderloin” followed a standard narrative in which the Court’s black inhabitants and the white 

women found within the district were merely tools of unidentified, impersonal capitalists 

without; an editorial bluntly stated that “Bethel Court… could [not] exist were it not for the 

white man’s vices and the white man’s money.”78  Yet whatever political system allowed the 
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continued existence of the Court, by 1910 it had become clear that the district was the core of 

black sexual immorality in southeast Pennsylvania.   

Regardless of its racialized nature, Chester municipal authorities were determined to 

find some way of securing the Court and to rein in the immorality that could be found.  It was 

reported on July 10th, 1909 that the police had enacted a security cordon around the Court, 

with “sentinels” placed on the streets bordering the district with orders to question anyone 

seen going in or out of the Court.79  In a raid five days later that netted several defendants, one 

of the men arrested was George Demby, described as a “negro policeman,” who was accused of 

keeping a disorderly house in the district; another was George Francis Williams (a.k.a. “King 

Edward”), “a leader of the negro faction in Bethel Court,” who was accused of running 

speakeasy and gambling dens.80  During the trial it was alleged that one particular site, the 

United Republican Club, paid a weekly “tribute” to the police department for protection, and it 

was upon rumors of corruption such as these that Chester District Attorney MacDade 

conducted his raids into the Court independent of the city’s police.81 One of the accused was 

Noden, one of the Sergeants who conducted the 1908 raid in which the press formally defined 

the Court as a tenderloin.  Needless to say, he strenuously denied the accusation.82 

The raids conducted into the Court took on a decidedly political and racial tone, with 

vague accusations against city politicians working to “have the cases whitewashed” to protect 
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their investments in the district.83  One witness against Demby and Sergeant Noden, Frank 

Taylor, claimed that Jim Woodfaulk, “a negro politician” in the district, visited him in the Media 

jail and warned him to “keep his mouth shut or go away when he had the chance to get out of 

jail.”  Taylor’s testimony before Chester’s Mayor Johnson and the Police Investigating 

Committee detailed life in the Court.  Allegedly, there were two political factions, one headed 

by “King Edward” Williams and the other by Jim Hooper, the latter losing his position upon 

being “deposed” by the former.84  It was claimed that nobody could conduct “any illicit 

business” unless the enterprise received Williams’s blessing and a weekly payment of hush 

money to ensure police protection, a system in which both Demby and Noden were said to 

have been direct beneficiaries.  This system allowed vice to flourish in the twisting streets and 

alleys of the Court.  If protection money was paid, “immoral women” were allowed to flaunt 

“their vice publicly;” if not, they were arrested, as were “eleven girls who didn’t live up to the 

requirements.”85  Others arrested in the district were “liberated” without a hearing after 

sacrificing whatever monies they had in their possession.  One witness testified that he had 

paid Officer Demby directly, who then took him to see Sergeant Noden, after which he was 

released.86 

Yet it would be a mistake to place the 1909 investigation of Bethel Court in the same 

league as investigations of other Tenderloins in the Delaware Valley; illicit sexuality and 

commercialized vice was merely a discursive fiction used to conduct a politically-motivated 
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investigation into claims of municipal corruption.  From the onset reporters for the Chester 

Times pegged the raid and subsequent investigation as politically motivated, stating that “the 

Court “is allowed to run wide open for years and is then raided to suit some political purpose or 

to gratify somebody’s spite.”  The newspaper further noted that retaliatory threats were made 

prior to recent city elections against those “opposed to the District Attorney’s plans.”87 

Demby quickly evolved from his role as a corrupt policeman protecting vice in the Court 

to a tool of the Republican Machine who utilized his position to enforce a corrupt political 

system.  Edith Brown testified that he had “warned a number of women that they must either 

live with a man of voting age… in order that the district would show up better on election day, 

or move out.”  Edith Cole testified that she and other women would not comply with Demby’s 

demand, and as a result “they were arrested on trumped-up charges and committed to Media 

jail.”88  In Bethel Court intimations of black prostitution was not seen as a moral crime but 

rather as a way of reinforcing a corrupt black political rule.  Mrs. Elva Purnsley, who lived across 

the street from Demby’s house, claimed that the latter was kept by Mabel Johnson, that nearly 

every night she saw white men going in and out of the house, and that she had seen Mabel 

“solicit white men, day and night, in an open manner, from the door of her house.”89  Another 

witness, Helen Johnson, claimed that she saw women take strange men upstairs and later give 

money to Mabel who then gave it to Demby.  District Attorney MacDade accepted this 

testimony at face value, even though he was forced to downplay the fact that Helen was 
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currently in the Media jail facing charges proffered by Demby; furthermore, it was revealed in 

another trial that Helen herself was facing a charge of prostitution.90  Maud Lambert, a defense 

witness, testified that while in the county jail she overheard incarcerated girls “plot to get even 

with Officer Demby, claiming it was his fault they were locked up.”91 

The investigating committee examined the arrest docket, and noted that “the majority 

of the arrests” in the Court were undertaken “about the time of the primary election last 

November, the intimation being given that those who refused to stand in line were scared into 

obeying the command of King George Williams by getting them into the rolls of the police.”92  It 

was alleged that the connections between Williams and the police were so cozy that six months 

earlier, when the United Republican Club ran out of alcohol the night of an election, Williams 

“dispatched two lieutenants” to visit Noden, who provided beer that had been confiscated in a 

raid and was delivered “in a shed in the rear of the City Hall.”93  Like Demby, Noden stood 

accused not of fostering sexual impropriety but as a corrupt tool of a corrupt Republican 

Machine.  Referring to the charges against Sergeant Noden, his Attorney Joshua Smith bluntly 

stated that “the bottomless pit of crime and degradation has been stripped bare for no other 

purpose than to damn the reputation” of his client.  “Bethel Court has always been Bethel 

Court,” he declared, “and forever will be.”94  The editorial staff of the Chester Times was even 

more blunt, claiming that “the sorry exhibition that has been presented at various times 
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through a system based upon mere selection to pay political debts has wrought mischief with 

the enforcement of the laws and ordinances… no play to the galleries will wipe out that ugly 

exhibit.”95 

By the end of the summer all references to prostitution, illicit sexuality, and interracial 

vice in Bethel Court had vanished from the press, and the investigation was presented as 

conflict between an entrenched Republican Machine controlling an illegal traffic in liquor pitted 

against outside players desperate to seize power in the Court.  Ultimately, Demby and Noden 

were found guilty of dereliction of duty, and “King Edward” Williams was sentenced for election 

fraud, but none of those investigated were ever convicted of either soliciting or promoting 

prostitution. 96  Further evidence can be found that indicates the 1909 raids and investigation of 

the Court were politically motivated rather than stemming from fears of black immorality, as 

one of the “star witnesses” against the police, James Collins, was arrested three years later of 

running his own “house of ill-repute” in the district.97  Throughout the 1910s hints of police 

corruption dogged reform efforts in the Court, and indeed it was not until 1922 that civic 

reformers acknowledged that the police department was “helpless, the policemen fearing to 

proceed against alleged protected vice for fear they will lose their jobs.”98 

 The discursive shift in the press is telling; by moving away from the alleged sexual 

impropriety that could be found in the Court and emphasizing the municipal corruption the 
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press fell into a discursive narrative similar to that found in Philadelphia and Camden that 

viewed white sexual immorality as a social threat whereas non-white (especially African-

American) vice as an inevitable fact of life.  The 1909 investigation into police corruption in 

Bethel Court was not based upon any concern for sexual propriety in the district; rather, it was 

a racialized power struggle within the district brought to light.  Noden’s attorney Smith closed 

his argument by denouncing the investigation, noting that “women who had admitted without 

the winking of an eye that they carry on infamous practices have been brought before us in one 

grand array to tell a story of filth and rot, helping to stain the fair name of the city of Chester.” 

Smith derided the inquiry, stating bluntly that “it is a disgrace that there should be poured out 

to the public this sewer of crime and filth, all because of a political fight between a lot of dirty, 

foul, filthy, stinking niggers,” and not because of any sexual impropriety that may have taken 

place.99  The editor of the Chester Times agreed, sneering that assertions by city councilmen 

that conditions were improved were irrelevant as long as vice continued to flourish there.100 

 Yet the Chester Times was merely reflecting the tenor of the times.  Throughout the 

Progressive Era and well into the interwar decades, segregation and a belief in inherent black 

immorality ensured that any efforts to eliminate commercialized vice in the public space would 

remain primarily a white affair.  Racism became more than merely controlling non-whites 

through legislation and segregation; it became fundamental in defining which urban 

neighborhoods could be considered immoral.  Throughout the nation, as “white” tenderloins 

were being eliminated, the source of urban sexual immorality was pushed into black 
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neighborhoods which only came under scrutiny when the perceived vices therein threatened 

the white body politic.  When it came to African-Americans, the Progressive Era saw the rise of 

sexual racism which, to quote Mumford, “is more than a matter of the legal or national 

commitments of social inequality – it is also constructed into the infrastructure of our cities and 

everyday lives, not only in bureaucracies and schools, but also saloons, brothels, even sidewalks 

and alleys.”101  As long as vice districts were racially-coded “black,” and as long as vice was seen 

as an “all-black” crime, they were largely left alone.  It was only when the sins within impacted 

white society or threatened to lure white women into degradation that they were perceived as 

a threat.  It was toward these endangered white women that reformers directed their energies, 

and if the black prostitute of Chester and Camden was largely invisible, the white prostitute of 

Philadelphia was soon to become the target of a campaign of repression and expulsion.  Yet as 

we shall see, the campaign against the Philadelphia prostitute would quickly degenerate into a 

referendum on Philadelphia’s anti-vice reform impulse.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ARGUING SUCCESS: THE DECONSTRUCTION OF THE VICE SYNDICATE 

 

On Friday, February 7, 1913, police raided an alleged brothel located on Noble Street 

above Eighth, and took the proprietress Olga Miller, eight “inmates,” five “young women” and 

three men into custody.  The inmates and Miller appeared before Magistrate Eisenbrown the 

next day; the charges against the prostitutes were dismissed and they were released, but Miller 

was held on $500 bail to stand trial on the following Monday.  However, what should have been 

a standard anti-vice raid attacking the city’s pervasive Vice Syndicate quickly evolved into a 

subtle indictment of the police, Director of Public Safety Porter, and indeed the way 

prostitution was suppressed within Philadelphia.1 

Miller was represented by William A. Gray, a former Assistant District Attorney, and her 

legal counsel made it apparent that he believed no crime had taken place.  During Saturday’s 

preliminary hearing Gray informed the magistrate that he would be subpoenaing Porter, 

Assistant Director Murphy, and “summonses issued for police lieutenants who have been in 

command of the Tenth and Buttonwood streets station” with an eye to “question them 

concerning what he terms ‘restricted vice.’”  Gray claimed that Miller’s crime had no defense, 

but that his client warranted leniency because it was the policy of the police to permit the 

operation of disorderly houses “on Noble street between Seventh and Tenth streets, as long as 

they adhered to specific restrictions.”  Gray believed he had specific testimony to support his 

charge in the person of William Cooper, the policeman who originally swore out the arrest 

warrant for Miller and who testified under oath that it was indeed the policy of the police to 
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informally “segregate” vice in this area of the city.  To Gray this double standard was 

intolerable.  “I do not offer this information as a defense,” he stated, “but it is a true fact.  The 

Director has no right to give his permission to any person to violate the law, when no other 

person has that right.”2  His indictment of the police in their handling of anti-vice raids was so 

novel that another attorney, Samuel W. Salus, attempted a similar tactic in the defense of 

Mable Carlton, who was charged with conducting a disorderly house on North Darien Street.3  

In both Gray’s and Salus’s opinion, their clients were due clemency at sentencing due to the 

complicity of law enforcement in their crimes.  The court seemed to agree with this assessment, 

and after a brief stay in prison Miller was released with a $40 fine on one indictment, and “two 

other indictments were virtually withdrawn as only nominal fines were imposed.”4 

Director Porter was willing to testify in open court and respond to Gray’s accusations, 

and claimed that he was merely waiting the subpoena.5  Indeed, during the next week the 

Director and several prominent policemen appeared and “sat in court for several hours waiting 

to be called upon.”  However, Gray’s referendum on police complicity quickly came apart in the 

face of judicial restrictions, as one Judge McMichael refused to issue the summons for the 

police officials.  All parties concerned agreed that Flanders was guilty and should be punished; 

however, it was Gray’s contention that, because the house was operated in a “segregated” 
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district and had adhered to police restrictions, his defendant should be granted clemency.6  The 

Judge summarily dismissed his argument, declaring that “the court cannot assume that 

anybody in the Police Department violates the law – is a law-breaker.”  In McMichael’s opinion, 

rumors of a segregated vice district in which prostitutes and madams could ply their trade 

unmolested under the watchful eyes of the police were merely that… rumors.7  Porter too 

denied Gray’s charges, insisting that the police had orders to combat vice wherever it was 

found.  Interviewed outside the courtroom, he claimed that the relative lack of conviction on 

those charged with prostitution stemmed from evidentiary problems.  “It is not always any 

matter to obtain the kind of evidence against disorderly houses that will warrant convictions in 

the court,” he stated.  “We have adopted the plan of elimination.  If houses are suspected of 

being disorderly those believed to be proprietors are warned to be careful.”8  Porter hinted that 

any problems obtaining convictions stemmed from a flawed legal system that did not possess 

the adaptive capacity to effectively deal with the Vice Syndicate problem in Philadelphia. 

The short articles in the Inquirer mentioning the controversy illustrate the contested 

nature of prostitution in Philadelphia during the height of the Progressive Era.  It is telling that 

the women accused in both cases became mere shadows of themselves in light of the ongoing 

debate between their lawyers and municipal authorities; indeed, the fact that Olga Miller 

vanished from reports of the debate after her initial identification and her “replacement” with 

Jean Flanders without comment show that, at least in the eyes of the press, all proprietresses of 
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brothels were interchangeable agents of the Vice Syndicate.  It is possible that Gray was 

utilizing the same defense for two separate clients accused of similar crimes, but no distinction 

was made in the press.  This is because the defendants were secondary to the narrative, which 

was utilized to lay the groundwork for a much more important cultural battle.  The discursive 

exchange between Porter and Gray serves as an example to illustrate the shifting narrative of 

anti-vice reform after 1912, one in which the debate over prostitution was raised to a level that 

marginalized the women involved in the trade.  Instead, the campaign to eliminate prostitution 

in Philadelphia became a debate over municipal corruption, trans-jurisdictional conspiracies, 

and what role the city should play in controlling the social and cultural lives of its residents. 

Even before the Vice Commission released its findings on April 15, 1913, both vice 

activists and municipal authorities worked to define the parameters of anti-prostitution reform 

in Philadelphia.  However, the conclusions of the Commission regarding actual conditions in the 

city quickly became secondary in favor of the continued trope of prostitution; in a like manner, 

the prostitute ceased to be a cause for concern because of the conditions she toiled under in 

favor of her position as the public face of the threat she represented.  Municipal agents and 

anti-vice reformers continued their work of reform, but utilized the archetypes and tropes of 

prostitution to conduct an ongoing discourse on the level of corruption among the police, the 

judiciary, and politicians.  In a like manner, members of the dominant middle-class society 

acknowledged that commercialized vice among working-class and marginalized, non-native 

groups posed a threat to the social structures governing Progressive-Era America, but they 

were unwilling to reconstruct said structures in order to alleviate the problem.  Ultimately, the 

conclusions of the 1912 Vice Commission were largely ignored because activists had done their 
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job too well – by painting the prostitute as an alien agent of degeneracy, Philadelphia’s middle- 

and upper-class reformers had no choice but to treat her as a factor to be eliminated instead of 

a human being to be reformed.  However, the campaign to rid the city of the White Slave and 

the Vice Syndicate revealed them to be illusions with little basis in reality, and led to a crisis of 

faith among public supporters of anti-vice reform. 

 

After examining vice conditions in Philadelphia during the latter half of 1912, the Vice 

Commission came to the conclusion that part of the reason prostitution remained rampant in 

the city was due to police and judicial corruption.  “We have been surprised and shocked by the 

very cordial relations between certain of our magistrates and the vile lot who run the 

prostitution business,” they stated.  In their opinion the magistrates’ office “is quite as close to 

the criminal classes as it is to the people at large, whom it is intended to serve,” and as a result 

those adjudicating vice cases were tempted by the profits of prostitution.9  Furthermore, the 

Commission was quick to castigate the judiciary for a distinct lack of conformity in the 

sentencing of prostitutes and madams, leading to a state of affairs in which “criminal lawyers 

who take their cases so manipulate matters as to get before judges who view this particular 

class of crimes lightly.”10  It is important to note that the Commission did not blatantly accuse 

the city judges and magistrates of corruption or incompetence, but instead claimed that 

ineffective laws and a lack of sentencing guidelines rendered judicial enforcement ineffective. 
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The police likewise came under fire for their supposed connections to the vice industry, 

although in the Commission’s view said connection was definitely more direct.  Though the 

Commission acknowledged a marked improvement in efforts to identify and root out police 

corruption, “in view of the terrible temptations to which an officer is subject” corruption was 

inevitable, and as a result there was a “measure of toleration of the evil.”  In the Commission’s 

opinion, this toleration led to a state of affairs where “it is always easy to be blind to what one 

does not wish to see.”  The Commission argued that “if our investigators, all strangers in 

Philadelphia, could in five months unearth all the facts that we have in our possession… it 

would seem fair to assume that a police officer could be familiar with what was happening in 

the restricted territory in his charge.”  The Report of the Commission noted that such cases 

appeared only sporadically, but their opinion was clear; the Philadelphia police allowed 

prostitution to continue because they simply didn’t care to report suspicious activities.11  

However, they also believed that sheer laziness was not the only way the police enabled 

prostitution in the city, as the Report cited eleven specific incidents (heavily redacted, of 

course) when a Commission investigator either directly observed or was told of police 

protecting prostitutes, bawdy houses, or johns by giving advanced notice of raids or ignoring 

blatant exchanges that occurred before them.  The investigators noted that it wasn’t merely 

financial remuneration that fostered police protection; in one case the proprietress of a bawdy 

house on Callowhill Street named “Bella” was identified as the “sweetheart” of an unidentified 

policeman.12  Yet these examples and the conclusions reached by the Commission do not 
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represent a significant paradigm shift in an understanding of prostitution on-par with the 

acknowledgement of social and economic factors.  Instead, the examples serve to reinforce the 

trope of the Vice Syndicate in which the “profiteer” of prostitution utilized corrupt policeman to 

protect his investment.   

The castigation of the police by the Commission did not sit well with municipal 

authorities.  Director Porter, while not explicitly defending the police, instead shifted the blame 

for prostitution on a “revolving door” policy of sentencing in the judiciary.  During 1913 “there 

were 161 cases of suspended sentences, of 40 we have had previous police records, and yet 

they are permitted to go scot free,” he stated.  “The fact that these offenders persist in 

violating the law and falling into the hands of police and time after time are released on 

probation only to again be arrested is indeed discouraging to those who are called upon to 

enforce the law.”  In his opinion probation was fine for first-time offenders, but continued 

probation for repeat offenders “serves only to encourage them in the continuance of their 

criminal tendencies.”  Porter argued that the police were indeed doing their job (as evidenced 

by a 90 percent conviction rate of “bawdy housekeepers,” inmates, and streetwalkers), but 

corrupt or ineffective judges allowed those convicted to return to the streets after only a small 

inconvenience.13  For its part the city’s judiciary was largely silent, although Magistrate Charles 

Emely did publicly contend “that the commission charged the magistrates with more than they 

were really responsible for.”14 
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 Perhaps it was the lackluster defense of the judiciary in the face of fierce police support, 

but reformation of the court system was seen as one of the more effective way to combat 

prostitution in Philadelphia.  During their investigation the Commission recommended that a 

“Night Court” be permanently established to handle those arrested for violating public 

morals.15  It took two years, but under pressure from Blankenburg Philadelphia’s judiciary 

established a “Misdemeanant’s Court” (frequently referred to as the “Moral’s Court) to “deal 

with the problem of fallen women in a scientific manner.”  However, it quickly became 

apparent that the view of prostitution possessed by the judges and “experts” of this new 

Moral’s Court fell into traditional, pre-Commission archetypes and tropes of vice.  “We know 

that a great proportion of the women who come before the courts on account of vice are 

physically in such condition that they are unable to lead lives of any other sort,” declared the 

Court’s founder, Judge Charles L. Brown.  In his view the prostitute was no longer a “moral 

weakling;” instead, women who entered the trade were instead physically or mentally weak, a 

view that ran counter to the Commission’s findings of societal pressures.  “We shall make a 

scientific examination of the woman with regard to her sanity and general physical and 

psychological conditions before she is brought before the court,” Brown declared.  “If she is 

found to be in need of medical attention, she will get it and many cases will doubtless be 

disposed of through asylums and homes.”16  This attitude toward vice did not represent a great 

shift in understanding on the part of the judiciary toward the nature of prostitution as it 
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continued to assign sexual degeneracy to the woman while merely shifting the cause from one 

of moral weakness to one of medical/mental defect. 

Still, many came out in support of the proposed court, believing it to be integral to the 

success of Philadelphia’s anti-vice campaign.  Porter quickly lauded the idea of a Moral’s Court, 

claiming that “this is the solution of the vice problem for which we have been searching” and 

pointing out that, as opposed to a distinct lack of uniformity among the 28 magistrates and 15 

judges who currently heard prostitution cases, a single expert rendering judgment would bring 

continuity to sentencing.  Many municipal employees quickly voiced their agreement and 

promised to aid in the creation of the Court.  Assistant District Attorney Charles E Fox promised 

cooperation of the District Attorney’s office; Bureau of Health Chief John A. Vogelson 

volunteered his department’s resources and facilities to aid in the physical examination of 

accused prostitutes.  The Board of Education jumped on the bandwagon, offering to house the 

new court in an abandoned school at 12th and Winter Streets.  Finally, many of the city’s secular 

and religious reform organizations voiced their support of the Court, among them the Travelers’ 

Aid Society, the Society to Protect Children From Cruelty (SPCC), and the Court Aid Society.  

Even members of the Vice Commission came out in support of the Court.17 

Not everyone felt that a Moral’s Court was indeed needed in the city.  Some felt that the 

proposed Court was yet another outlet for political patronage; it was pointed out that the new 

Court would have a payroll of 217 employees and annual maintenance costs of over $325,000, 

and many municipal judges questioned the extravagance merely to expand the municipal court 
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system.18  Some claimed that the expenditure was only undertaken to improve working 

conditions and independence for the judges of the Juvenile and Misdemeanants Court, who 

were previously housed in City Hall, and the Domestic Relations Court, which was “crowded” in 

the “cramped” House of Detention.19  Additionally, there was some question over which 

defendants the new court would have jurisdiction.  One month after its proposed creation, the 

Morals Court had moved beyond merely trying prostitutes to include all “incorrigible” minors, 

both domestic and those who “wander into Philadelphia,” as well as women accused of non-

felony, non-sexual crimes.20  Others claimed that the Court was something of a sociological 

experiment designed to test the effectiveness of a judicial system separate from the Criminal 

Courts, one in which attempted social reformation rather than judicial punishment.21 

Still, the Moral’s Court quickly fell into the familiar trope of prostitution.  On Friday, June 

5th, 1915, Judge Brown heard the first case assigned to the Court.  Twenty-two-year-old Sarah 

Orma, “a native of Russia” described as “frail, and plainly of the Jewish type,” was arrested on a 

charge of solicitation.  From the onset she protested her innocence, claiming that she was dress 

maker “living quiet and respectable with my little boy,” and it was only after she was forced out 

of her home due to economic distress and a lack of business that she was arrested.  This claim 

was dismissed by Jane Rippen, chief probation officer of the Municipal Court, who questioned 

the veracity of Orma’s story but gave no reason to support her claim.  No other evidence was 
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presented, so rather than incarceration Judge Brown sentenced Orma to probation under the 

guidance of the Court Aid Society.22 

Very little detail regarding the case survives, but it seems that for all the claims that the 

“new” Court would change judicial opinion that did not regard prostitution as a serious offense, 

the inaugural case continued the trend of catch-and-release that critics claimed plagued the 

Municipal Court system.  In this singular case we can find traditional archetypes and tropes of 

vice.  Orma was a working-class immigrant from Eastern Europe, unmarried and with a child, 

who had no visible means of support; ergo, she must have been a Fallen Woman.  Furthermore, 

Orma allowed municipal authorities to utilize the trope of redemption for themselves.  Rather 

than incarceration and removal from the public space, the court and secular organizations 

would act as surrogate parents over an immigrant whose sexual restraint was questionable.  

This was further reinforced by the actions of Judge Brown, who gave Orma some “kindly” 

advice while constantly referring to her six-year-old son before sentencing.23  Given 

connections between municipal law enforcement, the courts, secular reform organizations such 

as the SPCC, and “society women,” the message to Orma (and, by extension, other non-native, 

working-class women) was that unless they conformed to publicly-articulated ideals of middle-

class morality and propriety, they risked not only their own incarceration but the complete 

dismantling of their families.24 
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Yet because of its creation specifically to address “moral” crimes, the Misdemeanant’s 

Court also defined prostitution in Philadelphia as a minor problem akin to drunkenness and 

desertion.  By the time of its official opening on June 25, 1915 the mandate of the Court had 

changed to include investigation and prosecution of “the cases of inebriates and disorderly 

persons of both sexes which were hitherto heard by magistrates.”25  This subtle distinction 

represented an indirect rejection of the conclusions and recommendations reached by the Vice 

Commission; rather than viewing/attacking prostitution as a social problem that threatened the 

body politic, the city judiciary regarded vice as a relatively minor moral problem akin to public 

disorderly conduct.  Furthermore, vice in Philadelphia was still viewed as stemming from moral 

weakness on the part of the offenders, as women who were sentenced by the judges in the 

Court frequently avoided incarceration in favor of probation and “supervision” by municipal-

sponsored social organizations such as the Court Aid Society or the SPCC.  But more 

significantly, the introduction of the Moral’s Court served to reinforce the perception that 

women who had fallen into vice were somehow “less” than other citizens (or, for that matter, 

other defendants charged with different offenses) in that they needed supervision by 

benevolent, middle-class social organizations rather than punishment.  Indeed, after the court 

was officially inaugurated, the chief complaints regarding its operation stemmed from the 

status of the defendants appearing before it rather than the charges they faced.  Some Quarter 
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Sessions judges argued that sentencing women in the Moral’s Court reduced the legal rights 

they enjoyed in the criminal court, such as the rights of appeal and habeas corpus.26 

The inauguration of the Moral’s Court represented the only significant shift in municipal 

systems regarding the elimination of prostitution from the urban space.  After the release of 

their Report it soon became clear that no matter what methods Commission members believed 

would effectively eliminate the Vice Syndicate, city authorities and secular reformers felt that it 

would be impractical, if not impossible, to attack commercialized vice throughout the city 

through modification of Philadelphia’s social and economic structures.  To Porter and his allies 

in both the city administration and the police department, prostitution and the Syndicate was a 

disease that needed be eliminated from the body of “decent” society, and the only way to 

eliminate vice was to first quarantine in.  Members of the Commission looked on with dismay as 

they saw Porter working to attack “the vice problem” in outlying regions of the city while 

ignoring blatant violations in the Tenderloin.  In their opinion this solution was not only 

contrary to that which they recommended but a throwback to the ineffective practices of the 

previous administrations.  Rather than attacking a system that allowed and, in some cases, 

encouraged vice to flourish, Porter and the police continued to harass the victims of the system 

through the continued arrest and trial of prostitutes.  Most members were not quick to 

condemn the actions of the Blankenburg administration, but one Commissioner (speaking 
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anonymously, of course) bluntly stated that “the work of Director Porter in dealing with the 

vice problem in this city will not be commended by the report of the commission.”27 

 But Porter had already decided that the suggestions of the Vice Commission were too 

extreme, and the only course of action available to the police to combat vice and the Syndicate 

was to resume the raids against the city’s brothels.  On May 6th, less than a month after the 

complaints of the Commission were made public, the Philadelphia police enacted a “vice 

quarantine” of the 8th Police District.  Porter and Superintendent Robinson reassigned forty 

policemen, some in uniform and others in plainclothes, to monitor conditions within the 

Tenderloin with a specific eye towards those houses which bore “a reputation for vice or 

gambling.”  Robinson was certainly clear about his intentions to force the residents of these 

houses to either flee the city or enter into a less disreputable trade.  “We aim to put the men 

convicted in commercialized vice out of business as well as the women,” he was quoted.  “If I 

had my way, I would get all the men together, put them on a raft or stockade, tow them out to 

sea and then cut the hawser.”  The crackdown initially seemed to have the desired effect.  A 

“colored maid” at a well-known house on Callowhill Street near 12th claimed that two of the 

inmates had already fled to New York, while a third returned to her mother near Lancaster.  To 

counter some of their critics, Porter and Robinson claimed to have a plan to prevent prostitutes 

from fleeing the Tenderloin for other parts of the city; a “special watch” consisting of 

plainclothes detectives was tasked to follow fleeing inmates to “see where they go.”28  
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 Initially, the quarantine of the Tenderloin district seemed to have the desired effect.  

The 10th and Buttonwood Streets police station reported that only nine people were in custody 

on the morning of May 8th as a result of the quarantine, down from a range of twenty-five to 

sixty prisoners per day.  In Chinatown, it was noted that restaurants were only doing a “fair 

business,” and that there were few women to be found within.  Mayor Blankenburg toured the 

quarantine zone, commenting that he was satisfied with the work of the police and claiming 

that, with the elimination of the disorderly houses, perhaps the district could return to 

something of its former glory.  “This whole neighborhood was once the home of wealth, 

culture, and refinement,” he stated.  “I hope its character will be brought back in keeping with 

its reputation of its former days.”29  Indeed, the project was perceived to be so effective that 

only four days later, on May 12th, the quarantine was extended to cover the entire city.  This 

action was met with approval by evangelical reformers; the Rev. Dr. G. Woolsey Hodge, rector 

of the Church of Ascension at Broad and South Streets, preached that “evil women should be 

driven from the city if it is found they refuse to be rescued from the life of the underworld.”30  

 Still, from the onset there were indications that that the vice quarantine would only be 

marginally effective.  Touring the Tenderloin district on May 9th with several members of the 

Vice Commission, Porter discovered that while the disorderly houses on the main streets were 

shuttered and dark, several houses were in operation on some of the small side streets.  In 

response, Porter issued orders that the responsibility for suppression would fall squarely on the 

shoulders of the policemen on duty, and he personally suspended Officer John Ambrose for 
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failing to report two “massage” houses and two alleged disorderly houses.31  Furthermore, the 

“special watch” tasked to follow prostitutes who “fled” the Tenderloin seemed to be failing in 

their assigned duties.  Frank Garberino, a special agent with the Department of Justice based in 

Philadelphia, claimed that the quarantine and Porter’s special policemen had failed to prevent 

prostitutes from moving to other parts of the city.  “Since the quarantine was placed upon the 

Tenderloin,” he declared, “eight hundred [girls] are walking the streets in this city every night, 

and those who are not upon the streets can be found in houses in South Philadelphia, West 

Philadelphia, and any number of them in the cafes in the centre of the city.”  Rather than 

driving them from the urban space, Garberino claimed that the city’s zero-tolerance policy was 

instead driving prostitutes into formerly “clean” districts.  “The intentions of the city officials 

are good,” Garberino commented, “but they do not seem to know what they are doing nor do 

they know how to do it.  They will drive the girls out, but sooner or later they will come back to 

the same old stand.”  His solution was segregation, not only to keep track of prostitutes and 

panderers within the urban environment, but also to protect decent citizens from the spread of 

vice.32   

 Though municipal authorities may have viewed the city’s neighborhoods as discrete, 

self-contained geographic unites, the porous reality of these communities’ borders rendered 

quarantine problematic.  Prostitute “migration” in Philadelphia from one neighborhood to 

another was not new.  Twenty years previously DuBois noted the problems that can result from 

merely attack a centralized vice district without regard to other parts of the city.  During his 
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interviews in the Seventh Ward, he relates an anecdote that when a group of “better class 

Negroes” attempted in the 1890s to clean out the slums of the Fifth Ward, most of “the 

prostitutes and gamblers emigrated to respectable residence districts.”  Racial archetypes 

played a significant role in this emigration, as most real estate agents assumed that all blacks 

were the same and rented houses to the dissolute, and given the largely homogeneous nature 

of neighborhoods in Philadelphia it is likely that much the same pattern occurred during the 

municipal assault on the Tenderloin some twenty years later.  “Streets like Rodman and Juniper 

were nearly ruined” as a result of the influx, DuBois noted.  In his opinion, attacking a vice 

district without considering the problems such actions would raise in other parts of the city was 

foolish, and soberly stated that “it is not well to clean a cess-pool until one knows where the 

refuse can be disposed of without general harm.”33 

 The perceived spread of vice resulting from the quarantines had the greatest impact 

upon evangelical reformers, whose façade of unity began to split.  Some, like the Rev. Daniel E. 

Weigle, commended Blankenburg and Porter for their aggressive stand in quarantining vice, 

and issued a scathing rebuke to those who criticized the result.  “I have no patience… with the 

man who believes in a bounded, authorized vice zone,” he said.  “We are trying to eliminate 

stagnant pools where mosquitoes are bred, and cesspools where disease germs thrive… Why, 

then, should we allow to grow, unmolested and uninterrupted, the fields of vice, where 

develops the cancerous vermin that destroys the human soul?”34  Conversely, the Rev. Richard 

Radcliff claimed that the quarantine and zero-tolerance policy was actually acerbating the 
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situation, stating that “you can have all the police regulations you desire… but the evil will 

never be stamped out in this way.”  Radcliff further agreed with the observations of special 

agent Garberino, adding that he believed Porter and the police were “simply driving these 

objectionable persons to other and quiet communities, and forcing vice on an unsuspecting 

public elsewhere.”35  Still others contended that both Porter and the Vice Commission were 

relying on advice from clergy who had little or no experience with actual conditions in the 

Tenderloin, and that the quarantine was a failure.  Rev. McKenty claimed that the result of the 

Commission’s report and the ongoing police campaign against prostitution “has only advertised 

vice and made it popular among many young people who formerly gave little attention to the 

subject.  I see new faces in the Tenderloin.  They belong to young men and women who are 

attracted by all this publicity concerning the vice problem.”  The Rev. Dr. S. D. McConnell 

agreed with McKenty, but took his criticism one step further, claiming that even though the 

Commission and police quarantine were undertaken “with the best intention in the world, 

multitudes of good people are attempting a reform by methods and upon assumptions which 

threaten to make the evil not only worse, but irremediable.”36 

 To the literate public, it certainly seemed as if the quarantine was rapidly failing, and 

that the actions of Porter and the police had done little to alleviate the situation in the 

Tenderloin.  Within two months of the very public debate over the Vice Commission report and 

the quarantines, rumors began to surface that the Vice Syndicate was filtering back into its old 

haunts, and disorderly houses could once again be found in the wards surrounding Chinatown.  
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Many of the new houses could be found outside the Tenderloin in the 14th Ward, site of the 

largest concentration of Russian émigrés and decendants, and indeed one merchant declared 

that the Ward was “literally overrun with them.”  The inhabitants of these new establishments, 

it was noted, were much the same as before the quarantine went into effect.  There was still an 

overwhelming police presence in the Tenderloin, but most complained that their orders had 

not evolved with the situation as they were still stuck keeping a close watch on closed houses 

while new resorts operated only a few doors down.  Some officers went so far as to 

anonymously claim that the vice quarantine was “a fizzle,” and as they could not watch over 

every house in the city, what was the use?  However, one significant thing in regards to the 

disorderly houses had changed; whereas months before “the houses of ill repute were gaily 

lighted, red lanterned and shaded,” the new houses operated quietly, with a minimum of noise 

and little advertisement.37  Further rumors began to circulate that the police charged with 

enforcing the quarantine were open to graft, and at least one murder, that of Yetta Wolf, could 

be linked to a plot to demoralize the police by spreading such unsubstantiated stories.38 

 Both the charges and the criticisms hit a nerve with Porter and the Blankenburg 

administration.  Superintendent Robinson lashed out at critics, claiming that the quarantine 

was a success and that “persons who make such assertions” to the contrary were “of the hair-

trigger variety, and believe anything that is told to them.”  He claimed that when he received 

reports of former Tenderloin prostitutes plying their trade in South and West Philadelphia, he 

sent agents from both the police and the SPCC to investigate, who found nothing.  In his view, 
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vice had not filtered into the city’s “decent” residential neighborhoods, but had instead been 

driven from the urban landscape.  “The city is cleaner now than it has ever been,” he claimed.  

“My only advice is that the critics of the quarantine present to me any information that they 

may have and I’ll promise them that it will receive immediate attention.”39  As for reports of 

graft among the police, Porter claimed that daily reports delivered to him by “different secret 

agents” indicated that there was no foundation to the rumor.40  Furthermore, he argued that 

quarantine was the only option open to the police because of a distinct lack of assistance from 

his critics.  Speaking before a group of civic leaders assembled to debate the future disposition 

of women removed from vice, he bluntly stated that “police clubs will never settle the vice 

problem… I used my best judgment in ordering the quarantine.  So far I have received no help 

from any civic organization.  Criticisms have been plentiful, but real suggestions have been 

wanting.”  In his opinion the next step in curbing commercialized vice in the city was the 

establishment of a facility “similar to Hull House, of Chicago” to aid in the social and economic 

reformation of formerly fallen women and a nation-wide quarantine on all disorderly houses.  

“It is easy enough to say send these women to Atlantic City, New York, or Pittsburgh,” he 

argued.  “But is this the way?  We have to face the issue… We cannot segregate ourselves as a 

community, and try to forget that we are a part of the country.”41 

 Still, it was quickly becoming apparent that while quarantines enjoyed popular support 

among the public, the establishment of reformative facilities was a different matter entirely.  
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Most residents outside of Philadelphia’s Tenderloin felt uncomfortable giving morally-

questionable women access to their communities, no matter the good intentions of the city’s 

reform element.  During his speech arguing for a Philadelphia version of Hull House, Porter 

cited an example of one such facility, a twenty-four room house “adjacent to the city” that had 

been established by a retired clergyman and placed “at the disposal of the charitable 

organization to care for the women.”42    Several other facilities were planned in Torresdale (a 

neighborhood of Spring Mill) and in the city itself, under the supervision of the Department of 

Health.  “This department is… ready to care for any woman from the tenderloin who is out of 

employment and who wishes to change her mode of life,” Director Neff declared.  “If you 

decide that the city should offer this chance for the reformation of these women, we will do all 

in our power to make that plan a success.”43 

 The plans to establish exurban facilities for former prostitutes quickly came under fire 

from inhabitants in the proposed communities.  The residents of Torresdale expressed 

“indignation” over the plans of Blankenburg and Director Neff to establish one such facility in 

their community, and it was reported that both year-round inhabitants and “those who have 

summer homes in the locality” were united in their opposition.  “I cannot express too strongly 

my displeasure with the proposal to turn Spring Mill into a home for fallen women,” 

Philadelphia City Treasurer Murrell Dobbins (a resident of the neighborhood) emphatically 

stated.  “It is the most foolish thing I have ever heard of, and in addition to that it is threatening 

Torresdale by throwing into that section women who would require watching and who could 
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not be confined within either the house or the ground.”  Many believed that the plan would 

“import” prostitutes into a Delaware Valley community in which it was believed none existed, 

where they “could run loose upon the streets” and pose a direct threat to the morals of the 

town and the children within.  The community voiced a litany of contradictory disadvantages to 

the plan: that women willing to use the facility would do so only to “recuperate” before 

returning to the trade, that the planned estate was in a “deserted” location and the “proximity” 

of tramps, that the site was located next to the Convent of the Sacred Heart.  The residents also 

found an unlikely ally in the form of Porter who “intimated” that he was lukewarm to the idea 

of a facility dedicated to the reformation of prostitutes, correctly pointing out that the city 

provided no homes for the reformation of thieves, pickpockets or other criminals.44   

After the public outcry the city quickly abandoned plans to relocate Tenderloin refugees 

outside Philadelphia, instead opting to utilize facilities owned by the Court Aid Society within 

the urban core.  Blankenburg placed the blame for the failed plans squarely on the shoulders of 

the Spring Mill residents, declaring that there appeared to be “very little of the milk of human 

kindness in some people when their pocketbooks or conveniences were touched.”45  However, 

the reaction to the residents of Torresdale/Spring Mill is not surprising, given that their view of 

prostitution was shaped by archetypes and tropes of vice constructed by the very reformers 

proposing the plan.  For decades the growing middle-class and elites had been told that 

prostitution was disease of the morally weak that worked to “infect” communities, and as 

indicated by reports of near-constant recidivism it would have been a short step to the belief 
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that prostitutes could not be reformed.  Additionally, the very agents who had illustrated the 

communitarian threat posed by the prostitute were then proposing to relocate them into 

largely homogeneous, largely stable communities.  To the residents of Spring Mill, it would have 

seemed as if municipal authorities were proposing to solve the problem of the Tenderloin by 

foisting it off on neighborhoods elsewhere.  Given public condemnation to relocation plans, it 

appeared that any efforts to combat commercialized vice would have to remain within the 

urban core. 

Adding to the confusion was the impact the Commission report and subsequent articles 

had upon missionary work in the purported “Vice District.”  Some, such as the superintendent 

of the Bedford Street Mission, used the public controversy over the Commission report as 

evidence that their organization needed greater financial support, claiming that the moral and 

physical needs of the community around Kater Street facility “were very apparent” and that 

attempts to minister to the destitute were “taxing the Mission to the limit of its resources.”46  

Additionally, the work of the Commission received rather mixed reviews by those discussing the 

problem of commercialized vice.  Some claimed that the low wages paid to women were not to 

blame for vice, and others believed that women’s suffrage was the only cure.47  Still others 

argued that it was neither, but that the only cure was to reinforce public morality.48  

Conversely, some claimed that changes resulting from the Vice Commission indeed had a great 
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impact on commercialized vice.  In 1914, Detective William J. Burns, most famously known for 

his role in uncovering the perpetrator behind the 1912 dynamite attack on the Times Building in 

Los Angeles, claimed that both Director Porter and Mayor Blankenburg deserved the highest 

commendation for their efforts to turn Philadelphia into a clean city.  “I am pointing to 

Philadelphia all over the country as an example of what can be accomplished when an honest 

effort is made,” Burns declared, and he further predicted that “before another year passes 

Philadelphia will be one of the model cities of the country.”49  By the end of the Blankenburg 

Administration in 1915, it was apparent that for all the effort to examine, understand, and 

eliminate the problem of commercialized vice in Philadelphia, most believed the Vice Syndicate 

labored to continue the White Slave networks in the city; between 1913 and 1915, over 390 

articles reinforcing the trope appeared in the Philadelphia Inquirer alone. 

But most significant was the deconstruction and marginalization of the archetype of the 

White Slave and the Vice Syndicate trope in the public discourse of prostitution.  Based upon 

their investigation, the 1912 Vice Commission concluded that the archetype was a slippery 

concept whose reality ultimately depended upon individual beliefs regarding prostitution and 

the conditions under which the “victim” labored.  Though not discounting the White Slave’s 

existence “especially among immigrant girls,” the Commission found little evidence that White 

Slavery existed in the classical, direct definition (one in which an unwilling woman was 

kidnapped or tricked into prostitution, and kept in involuntary service through violence).  

However, they did acknowledge that they had uncovered “plenty of cases” of White Slavery “in 

a more extended definition of the term.”  In their analysis, prostitutes were forced to remain in 
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the trade because conditions were as such to render escape exceedingly difficult.  Financially, 

prostitutes were kept “consistently in debt to madams and pimps,” who insisted that the 

women turn over proceeds of their work.  Legally, prostitutes were led to believe that their 

immunity from arrest depended upon continuing service for madams who cultivated 

relationships with corrupt police.  And psychologically, constant “threats of physical 

punishment” kept the prostitute in a near-constant state of terror.  The Commission believed 

that these three factors contributed to a state which “constitutes for hundreds of girls a kind of 

white slavery that breaks down their will and courage and effectively prevents the success of 

any desire to quit the business.”50 

This subtle and scientific interpretation of the White Slave was of little use to those 

campaigning to rid Philadelphia of commercialized vice.  The readers of the city’s press may 

have logically acknowledged that economic, social, and cultural conditions were such as to 

create an environment amenable to prostitution; however, the Commission report, largely 

sanitized of the moral outrage that had inspired its very existence, could not compete against 

the seamy, sensational stories in the press that sported such screaming headlines such as “$25 

For Girls, ‘Slavers’ Price.”  These public interpretations promoted the popular view of White 

Slavery and the Vice Syndicate, where the latter was actively working to bring women into the 

city and the former helpless victims of predatory, rapacious, evil individuals.  On the eve of the 

Commission’s Report the Inquirer warned that women from Trenton, Baltimore, and New York 

City were still being transported against their will into Philadelphia, reinforcing the trope in the 
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face of the available evidence.51  Readers didn’t want to read about economic conditions 

forcing unfortunate women into prostitution (an indictment of American social and economic 

conditions) when they could express outrage over the fact that modern-day slaves were being 

bought and sold three generations after the end of the Civil War.52  The clinical analysis 

conducted by the Commission carried little weight when compared to the cultural 

interpretation of prostitution that took on the mien of a religious crusade, a medical crisis, or a 

criminal conspiracy.  In some cases pundits articulated all three in a single speech; in the words 

of Dr. Howard A Kelly of Johns Hopkins University, “The White Slave traffic is only a part of the 

great network of social evil which has invaded the land while we were sleeping.”  Speaking at 

the Garrick Theater he linked the various cultural interpretations into a singular argument, 

noting that “the problem is a man’s problem, although the woman’s side of it is the side most 

easily attacked…  An enormous amount of crime grows out of this evil.  It is inseparable from 

graft…  It is the most destructive evil in the community.  It causes a frightful spreading of 

disease.”53  This sensationalist interpretation extended throughout the zeitgeist of the nation, 

and fundamentally shaped the proffered solutions; economic independence/parity for women 

quickly faded into the background behind such suggestions as reintroduction of the whipping 

post and city-hall pillories for white slavers and seducers, the abolition of joy riding and ragtime 
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dancing, and “a tax on bachelorhood.”54  Popular entertainment reinforced the “cultural White 

Slave” over the “clinical prostitute” in the public eye as plays, movies, and novellas reinforced 

the trope of the Vice Syndicate over flaws in the nation’s social structure. 

Yet just as public hysteria over White Slavery began to reach a fevered pitch, questions 

began to emerge regarding the concept itself.  Initially, nobody disavowed the existence of the 

White Slave or the Vice Syndicate, but many began to question the extent of the problem.  As 

early as 1910, reporters and pundits began to split discursive hairs when forced to provide 

evidence of their assertions.  Illustrative is George Kibbe Turner and the New York Grand Jury 

headed by John D. Rockefeller, Jr., charged with determining the extent of forced prostitution 

in the city.  Turner wrote an article for McClure’s Magazine entitled The Daughters of the Poor, 

in which he implied that White Slavery was a foreign infection that threatened the social body 

of the United States.  According to Turner, the Vice Syndicate was a “European business” under 

the control of “the Tammany Hall political organization” that specialized in recruiting poor 

women from New York tenements for distribution “to every continent on the globe.”  Granted, 

Turner may have been more interested in indicting the Tammany administration rather than 

the state of prostitution, but in his view it was Tammany that fostered an atmosphere that led 

to a national social problem.  Indeed, Turner goes so far as to claim that “one half of all the 

women now in the business throughout the United States started their career in this country in 

New York.”55 
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However, the head of the Grand Jury investigating White Slavery in New York City, John 

D. Rockefeller, viewed Turner’s claims with suspicion and expressed a desire to see his 

evidence.  Rockefeller made clear his intention that the investigation would focus less on the 

sensational accounts and more on trying to ascertain the truth of the claims, and was quoted 

stating that “if the charges are true… then we must prepare the way for punishment, but if they 

are simply sensational slanders against this city of ours, they must be silenced once and for 

all.”56  It is clear from the public statements of the grand jury that many of its members 

regarded the white slave hysteria in New York as little more than an extension of the Tammany 

Hall scandal earlier in the decade, and some public pundits went so far as to question Turner’s 

motivation for writing in the first place.  New York District Attorney Whitman claimed that, 

given the charged nature of the White Slave archetype and the public outcry that it inspired, “I 

rather think (Turner) should come to us,” and if the reporter had no proof to back up his 

allegations “he should say so now.”57  Judge O’Sullivan specifically cited Turner’s Daughters of 

the Poor article as little more than an attack upon New York City, claiming that “(Turner) 

admitted under oath that his article was overstated and deceiving,” and that the reporter “was 

compelled under oath to admit that he had no evidence (not even hearsay) to support his 

statement.”58 
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In his own defense, Turner never retracted the account he provided in Daughters; 

rather, he instead emphasized that he himself never claimed the existence of the Vice 

Syndicate, only that the practice of White Slavery existed.  Furthermore, his rebuttal of 

O’Sullivan illustrates that, similar to the slippery nature of prostitution itself, the existence and 

extent of White Slavery in the United States was largely a matter of perspective.  Turner stated 

that “I affirmed that my article was neither more nor less than a statement of the facts as I 

believed them to be (emphasis added).”59  This is key to understanding a large part of the 

hysteria surrounding White Slavery and how it could thrive largely absent of any concrete 

evidence supporting the theory.  Individual investigators took the basic facts they knew about 

prostitution, applied their own experiences, perceptions, morality, and socio-cultural beliefs to 

these facts and, depending on the combination, could either come to the conclusion that there 

existed a network of White Slavers operating in the United States (Turner) or that any instances 

of forced prostitution were largely isolated, individual, and limited (the Philadelphia Vice 

Commission). 

In this discursive debate over the nature of prostitution, the press carried considerable 

weight not only in what they chose to report but also how they reported their allegations, and 

it is in this interplay that the disconnect between the White Slave archetype and the realities of 

prostitution began to become apparent.  When reports of real arrests, trials, and convictions for 

commercialized vice were compared to the vague, inchoate accounts printed in the scandalous 

press, the public whose outcry led to the investigations began to question the validity of the 

archetype, as all the “villains” and “victims” displayed did not fit into the neat molds presented.  
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Rather than poor, innocent women from proper, moral, middle-class, rural homes, nearly every 

article that mentioned the names of those “rescued” from prostitution were either newly 

arrived immigrants from an Eastern European country (Lizzie Hartzo) or Jewish (Lillian 

Goldberg).60  Furthermore, in many cases the alleged White Slave rose in court to the defense 

of her Slaver, indicating that, rather than existing in a predatory relationship, some of those 

caught in White Slave raids enjoyed some close emotional attachment.61  White Slavery quickly 

became a catch-all charge that was thrown at defendants when no other applicable charges 

could be levied, such as Goldie St. Claire, Helen Smith and Walter J. Joyce of Reading, whose 

only crime was being caught asleep in Fairmount Park.  Most publicly agreed that the Mann Act 

was a poorly-worded mess that could be applied “to cases where both parties were willing 

partners in a social misdemeanor.”62 

As more cases emerged that were referred to in the press as “White Slavery” yet clearly 

did not fit the archetype or the trope, many began to claim that there existed no Vice Syndicate 

and that the entire problem was vastly overblown.  Writing in early 1914, an analyst in Current 

Opinion displayed a keen understanding of the relationship between the sensational news 

reports and the hysteria surrounding prostitution, noting that the entire affair resembled the 

“popular gullibility… of the witchcraft days in old Salem.”63  Some papers began to question the 
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claims of the sensationalists, and it was noted that many “have attacked the power of the 

catchword ‘white slavery,’ and have attempted to extinguish the conflagration of hysteria 

which has in many American cities followed the vague but sensational accounts of mysterious 

poisonings and abductions of young girls.”64  Rescue workers, exhausted by a near-constant 

deluge of demands for them to do something about the situation, began to tire of the hysteria; 

A.W. Elliot, President of the Southern Rescue Mission, stated bluntly that “we frankly say that 

there never was a joke of more huge proportions perpetrated upon the American public than 

this white slave joke…  There is scarcely a simmering of truth in the various stories of so-called 

white slavery.”65  Pundits began to link the hysteria with the widespread distribution of 

“popular” White Slave culture, and it was noted that “‘white slave’ plays and ‘white slave’ films 

are attractions which crowd theaters” and had become “a source of substantial revenue to 

theatrical managers.”66  The line between what was a real aspect of Progressive-Era 

prostitution and what was a cultural creation of popular culture began to blur as reformers 

began to utilize aspects of the latter to garner interest in suppressing commercialized vice.  

Indeed, a reporter on the New York World staff claimed that after his wife attended a lecture on 

white slaver, “she is… of the opinion that there is an organization as formidable as the Steel 

Trust working day and night in the interest of vice,” and it was a formidable task for him to 

convince her that more than half the male population of the United States were not White 

Slavers.  The public quickly became disillusioned as well; commenting on the types of women 
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“rescued” from prostitution, one letter to the editor of the New York Times plaintively asked, 

“are they the only kind of white slaves we have?”67  The public, reporters, and social pundits 

began to question the assumptions underlying the trope of the Vice Syndicate, and as cooler 

heads began to argue that white, middle-class, virtuous, rural girls were not in danger of being 

forced into prostitution, the arguments of social and moral reformers began to unravel.68 

As the archetype of the White Slave and the trope of the Vice Syndicate came under 

scrutiny, the national judiciary was working to define the extent and limits of the Mann “White 

Slave” Act.  Some jurists wanted to expand the scope of the Act to include any non-marital 

intercourse in which the woman travelled across state lines.  Such was the argument in the case 

against Grover C. Rosenthal, who was charged with transporting Margaret Helbig from 

Philadelphia to Baltimore in order to continue their affair.  Rosenthal was successfully 

acquitted, but only after arguing that he did not transport Helbig for commercial purposes.  

Indeed, the case was seen by many as an attempt to expand the scope of the Mann Act by 

Judge John C. Rose, who was understandably annoyed by the very public rejection of his 

wishes.69  Conversely, in Florida a judge declared that a common-law marriage was a legitimate 
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defense against White Slavery charges and acquitted the defendant before him.70  In some 

cases Federal jurists wished to apply the Act to any sexual relationship that was not clearly 

monogamous, such as that of convicted forger H.R. Mercer whose only “sexual” crime was an 

accusation of bigamy.71  In at least one case the Act was used to convict a Philadelphia 

immigrant couple, Angelo Creda and Giovanina Gallo, whose only apparent crime was the 

transport of the latter’s sister Guiseppina from Italy to the United States.72  Many recognized 

that the Act was so badly written that it could be applied to any consensual relationship up to 

and including infidelity, as in the case of “detective” J.F. Byrnes who “enticed” a willing Emma 

A. Edwards of Pottstown to New York City.73  In the opinion of the Inquirer editorial board the 

Act, while necessary “to suppress one of the most nefarious of criminal practices,” was a badly-

worded mess “such that it has been adjudged applicable to cases where both parties were 

willing partners in a social misdemeanor.”74 

Beyond judicial issues, the Mann Act was quickly utilized as a tool for private citizens to 

use for goals both venal and noble.  In the Northeastern states, a band of “blackmailers” 

created a system that extorted money from wealthy families to prevent White Slave charges 

from wayward sons.  The gang would throw “gay parties” in various cities along the Eastern 

seaboard, where female members of the gang “spotted prospective victims, usually men of 
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wealth who appeared not averse to straying from the path of rectitude.”  After the women 

encouraged their targets to accompany them across state lines for trysts, the gang’s ringleaders 

would then appear at the homes of their target’s parents with phony warrants and demand 

protection money.75  At least ten “prominent” Philadelphians, “and one a member of the most 

exclusive circles,” were said to be victims of this scam, “in which the beauty of the women and 

the fascinating powers of the men were employed to win victims”; after their ringleaders were 

arrested, the rest of the gang relocated their operations to Chicago.76  However, the Mann Act 

did allow some prostitutes to regain a modicum of agency.  Anna Gwynn, a self-professed 

prostitute residing in Baltimore, testified that her husband had transported her from 

Philadelphia in order to place her in a better-paying brothel.  Though she admitted that she had 

experienced no violence at the hands of her unemployed husband (and had indeed journeyed 

with him willingly), she utilized the slippery wording of the Act in order to rid herself of a 

financial burden.77  (Her bid was ultimately unsuccessful, as a Federal judge later quashed the 

indictment against Evan Gwynn on appeal.)78  Other women attempted to utilize the vagueness 

of the Act to pursue revenge against those they believed wronged them, as Jessie E. Cope of Los 

Angeles did when she charged “multimillionaire” Colonel Charles Alexander of Rhode Island of 

transporting her across the country for “immoral purposes.”79  The prosecution’s case fell apart 
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when it was revealed that Cope had promised several Federal agents $25,000 if they helped her 

extort twice that amount from Alexander by threatening him with prosecution under the Act.80  

These examples illustrate that tough originally created to combat the perceived Vice Syndicate 

and to “liberate” the White Slave, once the archetypes and trope of forced prostitution 

collapsed in the public discursive space the Mann Act was adapted for uses in ways its authors 

never intended. 

 Yet for all the time, treasure, and blood Philadelphia’s reform community actually 

poured into the attempt to eliminate vice in the city, did they truly accomplish anything?  

Director Porter certainly thought so; in his annual report to Mayor Blankenburg in March 1914 

he proudly stated that “the perplexing vice problem… was one of the difficulties confronting us, 

but happily, through the cooperation of the Vice Commission and the very efficient work of the 

police, this particular social evil has been reduced… to such an extent that the much-heralded 

‘Tenderloin’ is a thing of the past.”81  Yet perhaps he was semantically splitting hairs, as the 

city’s own Vice Report claimed that no concentrated “Tenderloin” had ever existed.  Indeed, it 

seemed that prostitutes, bawdy houses, and brothels could be found in just about every Ward 

in the urban core, and many of the larger satellite cities surrounding Philadelphia sported their 

own vice problem.  Philadelphia newspapers reported an average of one arrest per month of 

violations of the Mann Act, and while some of those cases were unrelated to the perceived 

formal system of prostitution, enough raids were conducted to indicate that commercialized 

vice was still a going concern in the city.  Additional complications emerged in the metropolises 
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located within a few hundred miles of the Delaware Valley as prostitutes divided their time 

between New York, Baltimore, Washington D.C., and Harrisburg.  Atlantic City quickly became 

another center of vice, and the Philadelphia press began to detail the problems plaguing the 

shore community as public officials began their own anti-prostitution crusade in 1916.82   

As for the Philadelphia “Tenderloin” district, the police continued their sensational raids 

under Blankenburg’s replacement, Mayor Thomas B. Smith, who directed his new Director of 

Public Safety, William H. Wilson, to eliminate the city’s red-light district.  In one case police in 

the Tenth Ward, acting under pressure and information from Gibboney’s Law and Order 

Society, arrested 420 men and women in a single evening and fined, held over, or convicted 

over 400.83  Yet after years of spectacular raids, sensational arrests, and seamy news flowing 

from the urban vice district, the public was growing tired and more than a little disillusioned.  

The Inquirer editorialized that the July 1916 raid was “worse than useless.”  In their eyes the 

“new” anti-vice campaign undertaken by the “new” municipal administration was merely more 

of the same old thing.  “The station houses are temporarily filled with a mass of men and 

women, some of whom are fined, others held for trial,” the editor noted.  “The ‘tenderloin’ has 

its brief excitement and then things settle down in the same old ruts again.”  The editor was 

convinced that the continuing existence of the Philadelphia Tenderloin was merely proof that 

vice in the city continued under the watchful, protective eye of corrupt policemen and an 

ineffective, uncaring judiciary, bluntly stating that “if a police force is efficient the red lights will 
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not cast their glare through the night.”84  Throughout the summer and fall of 1916, anti-

prostitution reform remained locked in its circular march of raid-arrest-release-accusation-

investigation-raid, much the same as in 1911 when Blankenburg took office.   

It seems that for all the energy exerted, conditions in Philadelphia were just as bad as 

they had ever been.  However, the reason that conditions never seemed to improve was not 

because of a lack of dedication on the part of reformers, but a thorough misunderstanding into 

the nature of prostitution and the impact of sensational anecdotes on cultural conceptions of 

the trade.  The Vice Commission Report was definitely the dry, scientific version of the trope of 

Progressive-Era vice, yet moved along the same, well-worn moral path that evangelical 

reformers had trudged down in the previous century.  Conversely, the city’s private secular and 

evangelical reform community had abandoned all attempts at objectivity in favor of the 

sensational White Slave archetype and the Vice Syndicate trope of which it was an integral part.  

Yet though this archetype and trope may have been largely fictional, factually questionable, 

sensational, and above all else exploitative, they did exist as the counterpart to municipal vice 

commission reports, and had become just as real in the minds of reformers.  When religious 

and social activists looked at Philadelphia’s Tenderloin, they did not see people struggling to 

exist in an economic framework in which they could not truly function, let alone escape; 

instead, they saw organized evil working to ensure sin remained a going business concern in the 

city.  By the time Blankenburg had left office and Porter, his hand-picked successor, had been 

defeated by a reorganized Republican Machine in 1916, little had significantly changed in 

regards to prostitution in the city itself, and the White Slave archetype, the Vice Syndicate 
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trope, and even the Mann Act had lost much of their power.  However, events would soon 

occur that would reshape not only the fabric of commercialized vice in Philadelphia, but would 

ultimately alter the way prostitution was viewed throughout the Delaware Valley and, indeed, 

the nation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE POLITICS OF PROSTITUTION AND THE RISE OF THE “CHARITY GIRL” 

 On April 6, 1917, in the face of rabid isolationism at home and a stalemated situation in 

France, President Woodrow Wilson declared war on the Central Powers.  The military situation 

of the nation upon their entrance into the war was indeed dire.  The United States faced a 

German war machine that had, over the previous three years, fought the combined forces of 

Russia, France, and the British Empire to a standstill; but perhaps more crippling to the nascent 

war effort, the American population voiced no desire for conflict and, indeed, professed the 

opposite.  It was only after German resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare and secret 

negotiations with Mexico that President Wilson convinced Congress to enter the conflict.1 

 The United States might have sported little in the way of a standing army, but they did 

possess some semblance of a navy, and it was the American sailor who first saw action in the 

Atlantic.  Military planners were wise enough to realize that the German’s heavy use of the U-

Boat against allied shipping would require large numbers of larger and better armed ships.  

Philadelphia would provide its share of ground forces for the fighting in Europe, but of much 

greater value to the War Department were the city’s shipyards.  Ship construction in the city, 

on the wane before the war, rapidly accelerated as the need for a robust Navy became 

apparent.  Within three months of Wilson’s declaration new facilities were being constructed 

on 947 acres of swampland on Hog Island which would ultimately consist of fifty shipways and 

would employ 30,000 workers.  By the end of the war the Philadelphia Naval Yard would be one 
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of the largest shipyards in the world, and would contribute roughly 20 percent of the tonnage 

constructed during the conflict.2  

 The ongoing campaigns against commercialized vice in the city and the nebulous nature 

of the “prostitution threat” posed a problem for military planners.  Philadelphia would not only 

see a massive influx of not only shipbuilders to work in the naval facilities, but would also train 

sailors on League Island and provide an embarkation port for ground forces heading overseas.  

The city had waged an extensive campaign against brothels and bawdy houses in the 

Tenderloin, but many in the Federal government were of the opinion that a far greater threat 

to the war effort were the vice dens and disorderly houses of South Philadelphia, a district that 

had largely escaped the attention of the city’s reformers in the previous decade of activism.  

Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels pulled no punches in his opinion of the greatest threat 

to the nation’s fighting force, namely the “moral traps” of prostitution, gambling, and alcohol, 

and to that end conducted “inspections” of conditions in cities considered integral to the naval 

war effort.  In a letter to Pennsylvania Governor Brumbaugh, he bluntly stated that “it is the 

highest duty of government… to safeguard the morals of these young men in every way 

possible and to close up the pitfalls and places of evil in which they are exposed to the 

machinations and greed of corrupt men and women.”  Brumbaugh agreed, and promised 

Daniels that the Commonwealth would do whatever it could to aid the Navy in creating a 

wholesome environment for the American fighting man in Philadelphia.3 
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 However, in the city itself there existed considerable question as to the extent of the 

problem.  Upon learning of Daniels and Brumbaugh’s concerns, Blankenburg’s mayoral 

successor Thomas B. Smith sent for State Public Safety Committeeman Robert D. Dripps.  Dripps 

viewed the concerns voiced by outside observers soberly, noting that Daniel’s probe of the city 

“would have to be taken more seriously if the city was to be saved embarrassment.”  For their 

part Smith and his Director of Public Safety, William H. Wilson, declared that they had heard 

nothing about a Federal investigation of vice conditions in the neighborhoods surrounding the 

Navy Yard, and both looked forward to a rumored list compiled by Daniels of disorderly houses 

in South Philadelphia.  However, Smith made it clear that he was not willing to circumvent the 

rule of law merely to close down questionable houses in the Fifth Ward.  “There is one thing I 

want the public to understand,” he declared, “and that is we must have evidence before arrests 

are made.”  Wilson concurred, adding that while he would order raids of the houses identified 

by Daniels as disorderly, he felt “confident that conditions in this city are not like those 

described in Newport [R.I.]… the conditions complained of positively do not exist.”  Others in 

the city disagreed vehemently.  Dripps and Y.M.C.A. secretary Walter M. Wood, leaders of the 

Morals Committee of the Pennsylvania Public Safety Department, both believed that conditions 

were indeed as bad as Daniels asserted, if not worse.  Wood claimed that the Committee knew 

that “the lid is away off” in Philadelphia and that “all sorts of vice are flourishing.”  He 

welcomed pressure from Daniels and the War Department as a way to finally “clean up” the 

city once and for all, noting that if city officials failed to act, a series of exposes detailing 
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conditions, and finally an independent citizens’ league would all be utilized to ensure that 

commercialized vice did not threaten the city.4 

 Moreover, there seemed to be some question regarding whether both Daniels and the 

city’s Morals Committee actually wished to curb prostitution and vice in the city or if they were 

merely utilizing the controversy to promote their own social, cultural, and political agendas.  

Almost from the beginning of his tenure as Naval Secretary, members of Philadelphia’s 

Republican Machine claimed that Daniels singled out the city because of his strong ties to 

Democrats in general and Woodrow Wilson in particular, and that he was using his position to 

strike a blow for the city’s Democrats by accusing the Republican, Vare-supported Smith 

administration of incompetence.5  As for Wood, it was clear that he believed the city’s 

problems stemmed from deteriorating moral conditions in which young, unmarried men and 

women dared to display intimacy in public.  He went so far as to criticize public kissing, claiming 

that “this… is one indication of how war lowers public morals… This business of public kissing is 

enough to make decency blush.”  Wood’s support of the Daniels campaign claim stemmed from 

his belief in a slippery slope in which public intimacy created an environment in which vice 

interests flourished.  Simultaneously he linked commercialized vice with municipal corruption, 

noting that “the vice interests of all parts of the country have naturally gravitated toward 

Philadelphia… There is not only plenty of business here for them, but they suffer a minimum of 

interference.”6  At times it was unclear if Wood was railing against prostitution and bawdy 
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houses, police incompetence and Republican Machine corruption, or against immorality in the 

public square. 

 Yet the opinions voiced by all parties, be they national, state, or local, illustrate the 

connection between commercialized vice and municipal corruption in the Progressive mind.  

For years both municipal and private forces in Philadelphia had labored to eliminate 

prostitution from the public square, yet for all their efforts they believed disorderly houses still 

existed throughout the city.  Reformers had successfully argued that the establishment of a 

Morals Court would provide a legal system dedicated to enforcing middle-class mores in the 

city, yet the actions of the Court was hobbled by a rule of law that demanded evidence against 

the accused before conviction, which rendered convictions problematic.  Conversely, because 

many of the city’s moral reformers had considerable capital invested in maintaining the 

archetype of the White Slave and the trope of the Vice Syndicate despite a complete lack of 

concrete evidence as a weapon to maintain the work of social reconstruction, claims of 

improved conditions on the part of municipal authorities were difficult for them to 

substantiate.  Shifting definitions of the archetype and trope in the press seemed to give lie to 

the claims of success in the war against prostitution; because the definition of prostitution 

remained inchoate and variable during the War, municipal anti-vice campaigns could be defined 

as failures no matter the activities undertaken. 

Indeed, cultural interpretations of Philadelphia as a corrupt city that enabled sexual 

immorality to flourish were so effective that any claims that prostitution had been suppressed 

were quickly dismissed by an outraged public.  Ultimately, the actual extent of prostitution in 

Philadelphia on the eve of the Great War was secondary to the extent individuals believed it 
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existed.  As the War progressed, reformers at both the local and national level would use this 

belief to attack not commercialized vice in the city but the Smith administration, using 

conflicting claims of suppression to support Federal intervention.  However, shifting 

interpretations of women in the public space throughout American society would further 

muddy the issue, as fears of young women denying their own virtue to please a man in uniform 

forced officials in the Delaware Valley to combat the “Charity Girl.”  At their very base, anti-vice 

activities during the War were a fundamental attempt to utilize the archetype of the Fallen 

Woman to press Progressive reform agendas (particularly municipal reform) forward in the face 

of radically shifting cultural and sexual mores. 

 

Prior to America’s entry into the European conflict, the military evidenced little concern 

for the conditions found within civilian Tenderloins in the nation’s cities.  Given Philadelphia’s 

pre-War status as a minor naval facility and shipyard, it is not too surprising that few within the 

Federal government thought that the city itself posed a moral threat to enlisted personnel.  

Instead, they regarded Camden’s “Negro Tenderloin” as a greater threat; unlike the habitués of 

Philadelphia’s Tenth Ward, it was believed that many of the sailors and marines from League 

Island “resorted” at brothels and other disorderly houses in Camden as far back as 1913.7  

However, this concern may have been based more upon fears of miscegenation, interracial 

sexuality, and the impact of black prostitutes upon white society than of commercialized vice, 
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and what little concern was evidenced sprang from civilian complaints regarding the threat 

venereal diseases posed toward public health.8 

However, events outside the city at the height of the Progressive Era forced the Federal 

government generally, and military officials specifically, to face the issue of prostitution head 

on, and fundamental shifts in views of prostitution ultimately impacted anti-vice campaigns in 

Philadelphia directly.  The first was the US military’s experience on the Mexican border in 1916 

during the Pancho Villa Expedition.  Members of the American Social Hygiene Association, a 

national organization uniting social purity advocates with medical personnel to act as self-

appointed guardians of the nation’s sexual mores, began to receive disturbing reports regarding 

the soldiers encamped along the border.  William F. Snow, director of the Association, 

journeyed to Washington in the company of the secretary of the Rockefeller Foundation and a 

representative from the National Young Men’s Christian Association to complain to Secretary of 

War Newton D. Baker.  Not gaining satisfaction from their meeting, they dispatched lawyer, 

investigator, and settlement house advocate Raymond D. Fosdick to Texas in order to gain 

concrete information regarding moral conditions surrounding the camps.9 

Fosdick’s report, taken with others conducting similar investigations, did not reflect well 

on the nation’s military, and detailed numerous instances of drunkenness, vice, and debauchery 
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among the soldiers.  With the establishment of military camps to support the fight against Villa, 

prostitutes throughout the Southwest had flocked to the area, and in some cases Fosdick found 

army camps surrounded by saloons and brothels.  Luridly, he wrote that in San Antonio, “in 

various stages of undress, and in various postures and poses, women solicit all passersby, 

openly and daringly, from the front of the ‘cribs,’ with a constant flow of obscene jest and 

invitation.”  In Columbus, Texas there was nothing for the soldier “to do for entertainment 

except visit the red light district at night, and every night… you would find 1500 to 2000 men 

just walking through the streets to see the sights, out of sheer boredom!”10  To Fosdick these 

prostitutes posed a clear and direct threat to the soldiers, noting that “such a sight not only 

demoralizes… but leaves a scar on a man’s life which he can never efface.”11  Dr. M.J. Exner, 

surveying conditions on behalf of the YMCA, claimed that “extensive prostitution in its worst 

forms was accessible to all military camps on the border and in Mexico, in most cases easily 

accessible.”12  Most troubling to Fosdick and Exner was a traditional attitude among military 

personnel that subtly argued that “men will be men” and that visiting prostitutes was just 

another way for soldiers to display their masculinity.  This attitude, combined with the 

degenerate social conditions around the camps, created an environment that practically 
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encouraged venereal disease; by some accounts, troops stationed on the border reported 

infection rates approaching 30 percent.13 

The status of American troops in the nation’s Southwest was coupled with alarming 

reports flowing from the conflict in Europe regarding the threat that venereal disease posed 

towards combat efficiency.  Though concrete numbers are largely unavailable, it was believed 

that operations by the Central Powers were hampered by a large number of soldiers 

incapacitated by VD; it was rumored that the Austrian army lost the service of sixty-seven 

divisions, or one and one half million men, to venereal disease over the first three years of the 

War.14  On the side of the Allies conditions were not much better, as the British reported that 

they lost over seventy million “soldier-days” per year due to incapacitation.15  Such a loss of 

combat effectiveness and readiness was unacceptable to American social purists, who felt that 

if America was to face foreign armies, it must possess a fighting force free of the incapacitation 

of venereal disease.  If military officers refused to do something about the situation, then the 

Federal government would have to step in. 

The first approach was to educate new recruits as to the threat posed by the prostitute.  

Speaking before the 13th Provisional Division at Llano Grande, Texas in August 1916, Dr. Isaac 

W. Brewer, First Lieutenant of the Medical Reserve Corps and (not coincidently) a Sanitary 

Supervisor for the New York State Department of Health, pulled no punches.  “One of the 

greatest problems before you at this time is the ‘venereal peril,’” he told the assembled troops.  
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“It is a real live peril and upon the way you meet it depends your future health and happiness 

and probably the health and happiness of your wives and children.”  To Brewer the sole vector 

for all venereal diseases was the prostitute, and the “Continental plan” of civilian medical 

inspection was an ineffective joke.  The only solution was for a man to divorce his sexual needs 

from his higher reason, as Brewer argued that “he 

whose passions are uncontrolled approaches the 

state of one of the lower animals.”16  The 

effectiveness of such entreaties is questionable, 

but social hygienists at least believed they were 

making progress through their lectures, although 

they never cited any concrete evidence to support 

their claims.  But more importantly, the gathering 

of troops granted Progressives the opportunity to 

implement their moral framework upon a body of 

men previously unavailable.  In a sense, the 

conflicts of the 1910s allowed social hygienists 

the opportunity to put their social engineering 

theories into practice under controlled 

conditions.17 

But concerns over military effectiveness 
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also allowed Progressive reformers the opportunity to enforce their visions through the force of 

law.  On the eve of Wilson’s decision for war, both moral and social reformers redoubled their 

efforts to eliminate commercialized vice in the public space.  In April 1917 Secretary Baker 

created the Commission on Training Camp Activities (CTCA) to examine conditions surrounding 

military bases with an eye toward ensuring that training camps were free from sexual vice, and 

appointed Fosdick as chairman.  Professionals quickly adapted the prostitute to reflect the 

jingoist atmosphere of pre-War America, linking commercial sexuality (and the inevitable 

diseases that resulted) with treason.  Major Bascom Johnson, writing in the Journal of Social 

Hygiene, went so far as to claim that any man or woman “who knowingly tempts a soldier or 

sailor to immorality… is a traitor to his or her country.”18  The wartime propaganda machine got 

into the act, producing posters for display in military camps that sported such statements as “A 

German Bullet is Cleaner than a Whore” and pamphlets that plaintively asked “how could you 

look the flag in the face if you were dirty with gonorrhea?”19  Believing that the best way to 

create an effective, healthy fighting force was to protect “innocent” military personnel from 

degenerate, diseased prostitutes, on May 18 the United States Congress enacted legislation 

rendering it illegal to run a disorderly house within five miles of any military base.20 

Though Philadelphia was seen as the center of wartime vice in the Delaware Valley, the 

“negro tenderloin” of Chester, Pennsylvania also saw a wartime boost from soldiers and sailors 

as well as military regulation, despite the lack of military facilities in or near the town.  The 
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system made for very interesting encounters between soldier and policeman; on April 13, 1918, 

Policeman Russell saw three white soldiers with the 15th Regiment in “the Bethel Court district, 

a negro tenderloin, a section of the city no white man is permitted to invade after night unless 

he can show that he has legitimate reasons for being there,” and ordered them to leave.  One 

of the soldiers, Thomas Laroi, attacked him, and Police Sergeant Owens and Officer McKinney 

came to his rescue.  The soldiers drew their revolvers and threatened to shoot the officers, and 

after a scuffle Laroi and Louis Brownstein were subdued.21  However, except for this singular 

interlude no other interracial encounters were noted, primarily because concern over 

conditions in both Chester and Camden vanished in light of the attention paid to their larger 

metropolitan neighbor.  During the War, the heart of anti-vice activism in the Delaware Valley 

was Philadelphia. 

Given the increased scrutiny of the “moral” conditions evidenced by communities 

surrounding military facilities, it is only natural that Federal investigators would look at 

conditions in the South Philadelphia neighborhoods surrounding the Navy Yard.  Based upon a 

report from Fosdick regarding Philadelphia, in July 1917 Naval Secretary Daniels submitted a 

report to Pennsylvania Governor Brumbaugh, voicing concern over perceived degenerate moral 

conditions.22  Unlike anti-vice efforts in the preceding years, Daniels’s concerns stemmed not 

from the impact prostitution had upon the nation’s female population, but rather the threat 

commercialized sexuality posed toward “innocent” soldiers.  Late Progressive social scientists 
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belied that they knew what went into creating a “complete man,” including a “sound body… a 

fairly good academic education,” knowledge of social customs, and vocational preparation that 

would “enable him to achieve success in some honorable field of human activity.”  But most 

importantly, a complete man “must represent in his conduct, at home and elsewhere, the 

moral and religious elements which modern civilization approves.”23  This belief in the inherent 

moral fiber of the American male, when combined with the perceived plague of venereal 

diseases, rendered prostitution not only a social and moral threat but a matter of national 

security.  “Most of these young men have come from the eastern parts of the country and 

particularly from the Middle States,” Daniels wrote, “and most of them are still boys or very 

young men who have come from homes where they have been carefully trained.”  Chief among 

his concerns was to “safeguard the morals” of these men, and he concluded that the best way 

to do this was to “close up the pitfalls and places of evil in which they are exposed to the 

machinations and greed of corrupt men and women.”24 

Initially, Mayor Thomas B. Smith, his Director of Public Safety William H. Wilson, and 

many other local authorities dismissed the allegations that there was any significant problem.  

“It may be that the moral conditions are not what they should be from a naval standpoint,” 

Smith stated, “but it is up to the naval authorities to correct the conditions.”  From the Fourth 

Street and Snyder Avenue police station, police Lieutenant Barry claimed that the police were 

doing everything in their power to police League Island with an eye toward protecting enlisted 
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men.  “In the last week we have arrested twenty or thirty girls in this district and sent them to 

the House of Detention charged with preying upon the men at League Island,” he claimed.  

“Every night and morning until four o’clock we have plain clothes men stationed in the districts 

we know the sailors and marines frequent.”25  Most in the Smith administration held the 

opinion that if any problem was perceived, it was up to the military to police its own; Smith 

bluntly stated that “if the men who are in the Navy Yard do not know how to conduct 

themselves when they are away from the yard, they should not be given leave of absence.”  

Initially it seemed something of a dead issue as municipal authorities claimed that while they 

were aware of the Federal investigation, they had received no complaints to date.26 

 Still, Smith and Wilson decided to err on the side of caution.  Though still denying that 

any problem existed, on July 11 Wilson summoned the police officials “in charge of South 

Philadelphia” and warned them that “if they failed to keep things clean in their territory they 

would be supplanted by men who would.”  On the Federal side, it was reported that a squad of 

petty officers from the Navy Yard “had been assigned to police duty in certain sections” of the 

city abutting the facility that “are said to be beset with all sorts of lures and dangers.”27  Robert 

D. Dripps, chairman of the State Public Safety Committee, was more forceful, warning Smith 

and Wilson that “only an immediate ‘clean-up’ of commercialized vice throughout the entire 

city” could save Philadelphia “from the humiliation of having the Federal Government take hold 

of the situation in its own way.”  Lieutenant Barry stepped up raids in his precinct, and it was 

reported that he successfully shut down a bawdy house near the Naval Yard and arrested two 
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marines, three women, and the alleged proprietor.  To further support his claim that little vice 

existed in his district, he pointed to anecdotal statements that “several clergymen told me… 

they never saw my district in better shape.”28 

 When a general summary of the Daniels report was forwarded to municipal authorities 

from Governor Brumbaugh’s office, Smith and Wilson decided to follow through on the Federal 

and State recommendations.  It was reported on July 17 that, following receipt of the Daniels 

report, Smith and Wilson immediately moved to suppress prostitution near the Navy Yard.  

“This is a time to act and not talk,” the Mayor stated, and promptly forwarded lists of the few 

disorderly houses cited in the Daniels summary to police lieutenants with strict orders to 

eliminate them from the public space.  Police Superintendent Robinson urged city residents to 

not only cooperate with the raids but to actively work with the police in identifying problem 

houses, arguing that “safeguarding our sailors and soldiers from evil influences is a work that 

every man and woman in the city must volunteer to do.”  Philadelphia clergymen fully 

supported the campaign, and Reverend J.M.S. Eisenberg of the Reformed Church went so far as 

to publicly state that in regards to suppressing vice “we are satisfied [Smith] intends to do 

things.”29  The prompt action of the Mayor pleased Daniels, who read of the campaign from his 

post in Washington.30 

 However, it quickly became apparent that no matter the good intentions of all parties 

concerned, this latest campaign against commercialized vice in Philadelphia was doomed to 

failure because of the nebulous, transitory nature of prostitution.  Typical was the situation in 
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the Fifth Police District in the Eighth Ward.  Smith forwarded Daniels’s list of suspect houses to 

Lieutenant William J. Jeffries, who promised prompt action.  But quickly Jeffries found that the 

accused houses were not in actuality disorderly, and in fact were legitimate businesses such as 

hotels and boarding houses in which occasional illegal activities took place.  “We have very few 

disorderly houses in the district,” he stated to reporters, “but this section is frequented by 

many disorderly women on the streets…  Another phase of the vice question with which we 

have to contend is the increasing number of rooming houses where such women may take their 

victims.”31  Marine patrols operating out of the Navy Yard faced a similar problem.  Tasked with 

limiting contact between enlisted men and “women known to the police as disorderly,” they 

faced the daunting task of differentiating between “disorderly” and “respectable” women, as 

well as being limited to operating in public places.32  It was relatively easy for the marine “flying 

squad” to curb alcohol consumption by sailors on leave, as this activity was frequently 

undertaken in public; far more difficult was the task of enforcing sexual propriety, an activity 

usually conducted indoors (or at least in discrete, out-of-the-way places). 

 Anti-prostitution efforts in wartime Philadelphia quickly moved beyond actual concerns 

over commercialized sexuality and became a political conflict as charges of municipal 

corruption and State and Federal partisanism muddied the issue even further.  Local authorities 

in the Smith administration, while expressing a willingness to work with Federal authorities and 

military law enforcement, consistently denied that conditions in Philadelphia were as bad as 

Daniels claimed.  They further intimated that Daniels was using the CTCA as a weapon to 
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conduct a campaign against Republicans in the city.  Depending on the paradigm utilized, there 

is anecdotal evidence supporting this charge, and indeed several of Daniels’s actions smack of 

partisanism.  While maintaining the charge that the city was a hotbed of sexual vice and 

corruption, Daniels refused to allow his investigators to publicly testify as witnesses for 

municipal authorities and withheld evidence from the city while continuing to insist that they 

act.  In Smith’s opinion, the “tone and character” of Daniels’s report showed “that he has no 

real firsthand knowledge of conditions in Philadelphia.  Somebody is bringing influence to bear 

upon him which is making his conduct appear as political maneuvering.”33  James E. Lennon, 

president of the Philadelphia Select Council, was even harsher in his criticisms of Daniels, noting 

that the previous year Daniels had conducted a similar campaign in Philadelphia regarding 

purported pigs and piggeries near the Navy Yard “when there wasn’t a pig or a piggery within a 

mile and a half of the delicate olfactories of the sailors and marines stationed there.”  He 

further pointed to statements made by Daniels alleging that “he wouldn’t hesitate to use his 

high office to advance the fortunes of his party, and that he could have no greater pleasure 

than in disrupting and discomfiting the Republican Party in Philadelphia and Pennsylvania.”  To 

Lennon it was clear that Daniels (through the Navy) was conducting a partisan political 

campaign in the city, and that the moral protection of military personnel was secondary to 

defeat of the Republican Machine.  “I have doubted the sincerity of the Secretary of the Navy,” 

he opined.  “Now I doubt his sanity.”34  In the view of many in Philadelphia, the combination of 
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vague generalities regarding conditions within the city combined with Daniels’s resistance to 

cooperation smacked of a political game instead of true concern over vice. 

 Though Philadelphia Republicans believed that Daniels’s motives were political, they 

ascribed self-serving motivations to others promoting the idea of degenerate moral conditions 

in the city.  Smith may have claimed confusion and dismay over Daniels’s opinion, but he 

reserved special enmity for Dripps.  Smith accused the latter of preferring grandiose public 

statements over cooperation with municipal authorities, pointing to “grave discrepancies” 

between public and private claims as evidence that “there is some motive behind the vice 

situation other than a desire to have the city cleaned up.”35  (For his part, Dripps blamed the 

continued degeneracy upon a Municipal Court that failed to address the problem.36)  Other 

Federal agents treated the anti-vice campaign as a platform for personal promotion, such as 

V.A. Hajaek, identified as a “Federal investigator who conducted three spectacular raids” who 

threatened to quit the Department of Justice when he was merely identified by his superiors as 

“an informant.”37  It must be noted that there is not necessarily a disconnect between an 

individual moral beliefs and a desire toward personal promotion; both could exist 

simultaneously.  However, though the number of those accused of using the anti-prostitution 

campaign in the city for personal gain was rather limited, enough emerged to raise the specter 

of ulterior motives. 

 The political wrangling between city, state, and Federal officials ultimately had a 

deleterious effect on vice suppression in Philadelphia.  The police acted quickly to raid the 
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houses listed in the Daniels Report, and forty-eight people were arrested.  But no matter the 

desires for all involved to eliminate prostitution from the public space, the defendants were still 

subject to the rule of law and, because of a refusal of Daniels’s investigators to publicly testify 

in support of the prosecution, most of those swept up in raids were ultimately released due to 

a lack of evidence.38  In one particular case, that of the Commonwealth vs. Catherine Miles and 

Daniel A. Cody, the defense utilized a creative interpretation of the War Department 

proclamation by noting that, in order to be defined as a “disorderly house,” there must be at 

least two women within, and as only one woman was accused of prostitution both Miles and 

Cody were not guilty.  (Sadly, this creative interpretation failed, and his clients were 

convicted.)39  Yet for all the sound and fury the raids appear to accomplish very little; after 

almost a year of anti-prostitution raids, prosecutions, and convictions, Federal agents claimed 

that conditions in Philadelphia were actually worse than before the war.40 

 In early 1918, the CTCA evaluated the success in suppressing vice and immorality around 

domestic military encampments and in their opinion Philadelphia had failed miserably.  The 

Federal government pulled no punches in its indictment of the city, claiming that the effort to 

eliminate prostitution around the Navy Yard had failed because the police were “not only 

inefficient but corrupt.”  The evaluation of the city fell into the same patterns as the previous 

summer, with Smith and Wilson defending the city while Daniels and Dripps castigated the 

administration.  Yet the complaints proffered by the Secretary of the Navy and the CTCA came 

under scrutiny as many Philadelphians questioned their motivations.  Smith quickly rose to the 
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defense of Philadelphia, claiming that while vice might still be considered problematic in the 

city it was not as flagrant as in other urban centers.  Furthermore, he questioned the 

preference of Federal officials for public statements instead of cooperating with city law 

enforcement bodies.  “What’s the use of talking that way,” Smith asked.  “If they have this 

information in Washington, why don’t they give it to the District Attorney of Philadelphia or the 

United States District Attorney?”  Dripps blamed the Mayor, claiming that after a “successful” 

campaign the previous summer the latter had foisted responsibility for anti-prostitution 

enforcement upon the Navy.  Department of Justice special agent Frank L. Garbarino blamed 

the sharp deterioration of conditions on the closing of the Atlantic City red-light district and the 

emigration of that city’s prostitutes to Philadelphia.41 

 Yet a close examination of this indictment of the city brings into question the actual 

aims of Federal and state officials regarding anti-vice activities in Philadelphia.  Technically, the 

Smith administration in general and the Philadelphia police in particular were indeed doing 

everything in their power to combat prostitution, but they were hampered by unrealistic 

expectations and false accusations.  As in the previous year, Smith asked both Daniels and 

Dripps for specific information regarding disorderly houses within the city, and once more 

Federal and state officials denied his request and continued to voice vague generalities 
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regarding conditions.  Furthermore, the Federal definition of “immorality” seemed to be 

nebulous and inchoate.  Garbarino pointed towards a large number of women “on the streets” 

as evidence of further degeneracy, yet provided no other evidence for his assertion; conversely, 

the CTCA claimed that the number of immoral “dens” had skyrocketed, but provided no specific 

locations to support their claim.  Finally, the problem of enforcement brings the non-municipal 

motivation question into sharp relief.  Smith was accused of “passing the buck” to the Navy 

regarding enforcement, which would seem to place the blame for degenerating conditions on 

the shoulders of the military.  Indeed, Dripps noted that Naval guards were singularly unsuited 

for this task, claiming that they warned enlisted men to avoid certain houses under 

surveillance, redirecting them to “safe” houses.  U.S. District Attorney Francis F. Kane provided 

perhaps the only reasonable, measured opinion when he said that “Secretary Daniels can, with 

the stroke of his pen, close all saloons in Philadelphia,” but added that such an order would be 

exceedingly difficult to enforce.42  But if Federal authority was unable to successfully eliminate 

the prostitute from the city, then why did Naval authorities believe that they could create a 

moral Philadelphia through sheer force of will?  The truth is that Daniels and his local allies 

were not truly working to eliminate prostitution from the city but rather to explain why their 

efforts had little effect; fundamentally, they utilized discourse on prostitution to reinforce the 

belief that prostitution would never be eliminated so long as local political (read Republican) 

machines continued to exert influence upon the Philadelphia’s police force. 

 Anti-prostitution enforcement in Philadelphia quickly deteriorated into a political 

argument with Secretary Daniels, the CTCA, and the Federal government arrayed against Smith, 
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Wilson, and the police.  Unfortunately, this was a battle that local Philadelphians could not win.  

The Federal government had a strong weapon in the form of public opinion.  In Philadelphia the 

average citizen believed that municipal corruption was endemic; merely by stating that 

prostitution was rampant and protected by police and municipal officials, Federal officials 

tapped into that opinion.  The Inquirer of April 2, 1918 contained an editorial that argued city 

law enforcement was under “political domination” and that the only cure was that “the police 

system must be torn up root and branch.  It is rotten.  It is demoralized.  It is dangerous.”43  In 

this atmosphere charges of political bossism and police corruption were easily believed.44  Thus 

began a discursive loop in which charge and counter-charge fed upon and reinforced one 

another.  Federal authorities could merely point towards the connection between political 

corruption and vice interests, and the public would believe the charges in spite of questionable 

motivations on the part of accusers and a distinct lack of proof. 

 Given the very public condemnation of the city, many Philadelphia organizations 

naturally viewed Federal accusations with alarm.  Some, such as the city council, came down on 

the side of Smith and Wilson, and passed a resolution calling upon congressmen representing 

Philadelphia in Washington “to investigate the ‘source and authenticity’ of the report dealing 

with vice conditions” while implying that Fosdick’s primary motivation was to defame the city.45  

Conversely, the Inter-Church Federation of Philadelphia (an informal alliance of religious 

institutions dedicated to a Progressive-style moral reform in the city) upheld the report as 
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gospel, and castigated the Smith administration as naïve and corrupt.  One member, Reverend 

Samuel Z. Batten went so far as to claim that “if Mayor Smith says he doesn’t know that vice 

exists here as charged by Mr. Fosdick, then Mayor Smith shows his utter unfitness for the office 

he now holds – he is either grossly ignorant or palpably false.”46  Most bodies attempted to 

steer something of a middle course, such as the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce who sent 

an ultimatum to Mayor Smith insisting that he either dispute Fosdick’s claims or, if unable to 

refute the charges, that he immediately move to “clean up” Philadelphia.47  Surprisingly, the 

Law and Order Society supported the Smith administration, and Gibboney sent a personal letter 

to Daniels that defended the city and criticized the Secretary for “giving publicity to the Fosdick 

report.”48  The varying opinions offered by these organizations indicate that the reaction to 

Federal charges were largely partisan in nature and based upon an organization’s relationship 

with both the Republican Machine and the Smith administration. 

 No matter the partisanship of opinion, Federal demands insisting upon action placed 

Smith in a no-win situation.  In Washington, Fosdick and Daniels continued to deny city 

representatives access to the data upon which the report was based while simultaneously 

insisting that the Smith administration eliminate vice in the city.  Public statements from the 

War Department continued to claim that they were giving the city every opportunity to comply; 

however, these statements were vague and contained the implication that the Smith 
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administration had no real desire to eliminate prostitution.49  For his part Smith attempted to 

comply with Federal demands while insisting that the city was not “honeycombed with vice.”  

Yet for all his good intentions, the reputation of the Republican Machine in the city virtually 

guaranteed that any move on Smith’s part would be seen as partisan.  It was rumored that 

policemen suspended for incompetency stemming from the wartime anti-vice campaign were 

targeted because of their association with anti-Machine forces.50  Indeed, the Inquirer 

abandoned all attempts at objectivity when it claimed that “while every sort of jugglery that 

could be devised by the Smith-Vare forces was used to ‘draw a herring across the trail’ of vice 

that Secretary Daniels asserts leads to the City Hall,” Smith still claimed progress against vice.51 

 Perhaps the Inquirer was too harsh in its indictment of Smith, especially considering the 

accusations flowing out of Washington.  On April 2, Daniel’s office issued a statement that 

“every opportunity will be given to municipal authorities in Philadelphia… to cleanse the 

Aegean stables.  If they do well, the full measure of approval will go forth and the strong arm of 

the government will be behind their efforts.”52  Yet Federal support turned out to be short-

lived; less than forty-eight hours later, Daniels threatened that “prompt action would be taken 

to insure law and order in the city, if the measures of the Mayor did not guarantee this result” 

in one week.53  Daniels and his allies continued to withhold the report’s evidence from city 
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officials, yet at the same time insisted that the Smith administration eliminate the vice that 

Federal officials refused to identify either publicly or in private.54  This refusal to provide 

evidence became particularly acute when it was claimed that though the police had indeed shut 

down the sixty-nine resorts detailed in the Fosdick Report, the CTCA claimed that “this could 

not be considered as an eradication of the evils complained of.”55  By consistently refusing to 

cooperate with municipal authorities and constantly refusing to assign a concrete goal to define 

success, Daniels and the CTCA set up the Smith administration for an inevitable failure. 

 Under increasing pressure, the Smith administration began to fracture.  On April 18, 

1918 the mayor “forced the resignation” of James Tate, Jr., captain of the city’s detectives, 

while simultaneously claiming that “he had made great progress in the elimination of vice.”  

This claim was refuted by an anonymous city official, who stated that “not the slightest 

impression has been made on the vice condition” in the Southern Wards abutting League 

Island.  “The business is being a little more carefully conducted,” he continued.  “There is a lull, 

but the same old conditions exist.  The houses are still there.  This system is ready to resume 

business in full blast at any moment.”  Rumors of disloyalty within Smith’s cabinet and the 

Department of Public Safety were aired in public, and the Chamber of Commerce demanded 

the resignation of Director Wilson as punishment for his perceived failure to improve 

conditions.  Ignoring objections from the Smith administration, Daniels threatened to impose 
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Federal oversight upon the city’s police if all vice was not immediately eliminated from 

Philadelphia.56 

 On Saturday, April 20, Daniels lost his patience, and acting through Colonel Hatch 

imposed what was described as “a virtual dictatorship over Philadelphia, so far as concerns all 

police affairs and the prerogatives of the Department of Public Safety.”  Superintendent of 

Police Robinson was ousted and William B. Mills, the former Assistant Superintendent, was 

promoted to the top slot, answerable only to the Hatch.  For his part, Smith relinquished all 

anti-vice activity in the city to the Federal government, stating that “from now on I will have 

nothing whatsoever to do with vice conditions in Philadelphia… The government is 

commandeering whatever it wants and in that spirit I bow before it.”  In a final act of 

humiliation, the mayor was not even allowed to announce the shakeup in the city’s police 

department; that honor was granted to Colonel Hatch.57  However, subsequent actions of 

Colonel Hatch, Secretary Daniels, and the CTCA indicates that the Federal takeover of the city’s 

police was based more upon Progressive desires to clean the city of perceived municipal 

corruption than upon any real threat posed by the prostitute against the sailors of League 

Island.  Ostensibly, Daniels based his takeover upon the fact that municipal authorities had 

failed to eliminate vice in the city; however, just one day after Colonel Hatch took over, Daniels 

claimed that “vice conditions in Philadelphia are satisfactory today” and that Philadelphia was 

finally a “wholesome” environment for sailors and marines.  Circumventing Smith, Daniels 

finally provided Mills with a complete list of all objectionable houses in Philadelphia, which (it 
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was implied) were immediately shuttered by the new Superintendent.  Seemingly overnight, 

Philadelphia was no longer a city awash in vice and immorality, but instead had become in the 

space of twenty-four hours a city in which the “police have waged an apparently effective 

campaign against the disorderly resorts and disreputable characters of the city,” in the words of 

the CTCA.58  Conversely, the Inquirer editorial board reveled in the embarrassment the takeover 

caused the city’s Republican Machine, noting that while the Federal government had dealt a 

severe blow to the Vare political machine and its representative Smith, unfortunately “the city 

charter prevents his eliminating the influence of the head and front of the gang in the [police] 

department, Director Wilson.”59   The lack of reports detailing the “vice problem” in 

Philadelphia indicates that Daniels and the CTCA were not truly concerned with prostitution but 

rather the political structure in the city; after the Federal takeover of the police, articles 

trumpeting the crisis completely vanished from public discourse. 

The experience of Philadelphia during the War indicates that, rather than concern over 

the fitness of the American soldier and sailor, the CTCA, Daniels, and Fosdick were more 

concerned with extending Progressive-Era anti-corruption work, using the exigency of the 

conflict to enforce their own particular viewpoint towards municipal governance.  While the 

Federal government might have used combat readiness as an excuse, they primarily moved to 

eliminate red-light districts throughout the nation regardless if said district had a direct impact 

or not.  Outside of Philadelphia Daniels and the CTCA strongly pressured the Governor of 

Louisiana to eliminate New Orleans’s tenderloin, Storyville, even though no army camps existed 
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nearby.  Using letters from irate citizens as leverage and anecdotal tales of military personnel 

donning civilian attire to visit the district, Daniels purportedly told Martin Behrman, the mayor 

of New Orleans, to “close the red-light district, or the armed forces will.”  With no other choice, 

on November 12, 1917, Behrman complied, and the last tenderloin in the South was 

eliminated.60  Indeed, after the takeover Philadelphia prostitution largely vanished from the 

consciousness of Daniels and the CTCA.  As part of a nationwide movement to further control 

the environments around Army and Navy training camps, in August Secretary of War Baker and 

Daniels announced that the “anti-vice” zone around the camps would be doubled to ten miles, 

thus placing most of Philadelphia under Federal control.61  The “federalization” of anti-vice 

reform was little more than an attempt to nationalize anti-prostitution efforts can be seen in 

the tactics the CTCA utilized to maintain control in the city.  In September 1918, Colonel Hatch 

claimed that while his efforts had “nearly eliminated” prostitutes and bootleggers in 

Philadelphia, “considerable vice still exists” and thus “there will be no let-up in the marines’ 

crusade against immorality.”62 Some CTCA officials did not even pretend that they wished 

anything less than complete control over the nation’s sexual mores, such as lawyer John 

Buchanan who bluntly (and with no trace of facetiousness) suggested, “why not make it a crime 

to commit fornication with a soldier or sailor anywhere?”63  Hatch and the CTCA never went so 

far, but still their control over public sexuality in Philadelphia was near total.  No evidence exists 
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that indicates the number of prostitution arrests increased or that conditions had materially 

changed in the city, other than public statements by Federal officials and local anti-vice activists 

who had a vested interests in claiming success.  At its very heart, the wartime actions of the 

Federal government and their allies in Philadelphia were more about power than vice. 

On November 11, 1918, the men fighting in Europe laid down their arms and the conflict 

was officially over.  Nonetheless, Daniels and the CTCA were not quite willing to cede control of 

the city’s police force back to the Smith administration.  Using the excuse of demobilization, 

Hatch declared that “the suppression of vice and of all conditions which menace the moral or 

physical welfare of our soldiers and sailors who happen to be in Philadelphia during 

demobilization, will be maintained as heretofore.”64  Rumors that former police Superintendent 

Robinson was to be given his old post back after he returned from Europe sparked a violent 

backlash from the Interchurch Federation, who vowed that they would “thwart Mayor Smith’s 

attempt, abetted by his political owner, Senator Edwin H. Vare, to repeat the debauchery of the 

police force.”65  Daniels went so far as to threaten that returning troops would not be 

disembarked in Philadelphia unless he was satisfied that they were returning to a city where 

conditions were “wholesome and moral.”66  But it is apparent that both local activists and the 

Federal government were using the threat of vice conditions to continue the marginalization of 

Republican power in Philadelphia.  Though Hatch was still in control of the city’s police and no 

administrative changes had been made by municipal authorities since Federal takeover, Dr. Carl 
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Grammer of the Interchurch Federation claimed on December 15 that “vice conditions in 

Philadelphia are worse now than they have been for months.”67  Given complete control by 

Federal authorities over anti-vice activities in the city this should indicate a loss of faith in the 

Colonel Hatch and the CTCA, yet Grammer utilized his statement to warn against returning 

control of the city’s law enforcement mechanisms to the Republicans.  During the War, anti-vice 

campaigns in Philadelphia were not directed against prostitutes in the city, but instead against 

an entrenched Republican Machine, and this is nowhere better illustrated than in the discursive 

shift in interpreting the success of anti-prostitution efforts. 

  

It is easy to blame the exigencies of the War as the catalyst for the deconstruction of the 

Progressive White Slave and Vice Syndicate, but the discursive strength of both the archetype 

and the trope were clearly on the wane long before 1917.  Both continued to evidence power in 

the public space; for example, investigators claimed that over 8,000 girls went missing from 

their homes in New York during the first six months of 1917, a development that police claimed 

was a result of an invisible, inchoate White Slave traffic.68  In August it was reported that two 

rescued “white slaves” accused a “vice organization” of holding approximately fifty women in 

sexual bondage; in January 1918 Marie Dugan, alleged white slave, was “rescued” by Secret 

Service agents who raided the cigar store of Tomasso Lussi at 1305 South Seventh Street in 

Philadelphia.69  But the White Slave did not carry the same discursive weight as it had only five 
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years previously as the press emphasized the slippery nature of the archetype and eyed such 

claims critically.  In regards to the Philadelphia case, it was hinted that Dugan may have claimed 

White Slavery as a defense against prostitution charges, especially as it was emphasized that 

she hid from her purported rescuers for over two hours and almost suffocated in her hiding 

place before surrendering.  Even the press seemed to tire of the archetype and the trope, as 

only sixty-four articles (including nearly twenty advertisements for white slave plays) appeared 

in the Inquirer during the entirety of 1917-18 as compared to the periods 1915-16 (eighty-nine) 

and 1913-14 (351).  However, it was not necessarily that the public was tiring of the campaign 

against prostitution during this period, but rather that the cultural zeitgeist was shifting against 

the idea of such simplistic interpretations of prostitution.  Of a greater threat to Progressives 

after 1915 was the apparent infection of immorality that seemed to sweep throughout the 

nation’s women. 

Nowhere is this more apparent than the public comments of the Inter-Church 

Federation; it seemed that it wasn’t necessarily prostitution that they objected to, but rather 

the perception of loosening of public morals in the city.  Though Grammer’s comments in 

December 1918 were ostensibly geared toward castigation of the city’s Republican Machine, he 

based his opinion of deteriorating conditions not upon instances of prostitution, but rather the 

mixing of servicemen with unmarried “girls of the street” in the public space.  “Women of my 

congregation have informed me that girls… congregate at Tenth and Market streets every night 

to wait for men from our service club,” Grammer stated.  “Last night women and men 

congregated at the corner and the police took no action.”70  Indeed, during the war the advice 
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given to American servicemen had subtly shifted; to avoid venereal disease they had to not only 

avoid prostitutes but also “charity girls, or private snaps.”71  While Daniels and the CTCA 

pursued and enforced municipal reform through the promotion of anti-vice work, their allies in 

public social health organizations such as the American Social Hygiene Association believed 

they were fighting a rearguard battle against the expanding role of the sexually self-actualized 

woman in the public space.  By connecting charity girls with both the prostitute and venereal 

disease, moral reformers attempted to impose Protestant, Victorian-Era concepts of virtue and 

sexual restraint upon a culture that seemed to flout moral conventions.  An examination of the 

shifting roles women played during the War indicates that, rather than merely fears over 

venereal disease infection rates among members of the AEF, many moral reformers viewed the 

freedoms generated by the conflict to women in the public space as a threat just as great as the 

Vice Syndicate toward American morality and, by extension, the very future of the nation 

itself.72 

Social scientists and hygienists noted alarming trends as far back as the Mexican 

campaign of 1916; as much as prostitutes flocked to the border in order to ply their trade, so 

too did working-class women and members of relief organizations.  It was noted that while 

women operating in military camps fell under the (theoretical) protective umbrella of military 

protocol and security, those who worked in civilian settings often found morally-questionable 

temptations difficult to resist.  Elizabeth Boies of the YWCA commented that in the cities “the 
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normal restraints of family and friends were weak.  One found all types of girls – girls whose 

homes were small and bare and who had no place to see their friends except on the streets.”73  

Social hygienists felt that under these conditions women in public spaces could not help but be 

exposed to the evils of liquor and sexual promiscuity.  The only defense against the slippery 

slope of immorality was to offer wholesome opportunities that would protect the virtue of 

men, which would by extension protect the virtue of women.  “One thing is fundamentally true 

and that is that boys will seek pleasures,” Boies argued, “and if good fun is not available they 

will turn to the unwholesome.”74  Yet at its very base this argument merely reinterpreted 

Victorian cultural conventions of morality in casting as Progressive-Era men as the 

instigator/predator and working women as the American/Endangered Maiden.  Of great 

concern to social hygienists was the emergence of the wartime “Charity Girl,” a new archetype 

that attempted to reconcile the alleged inherent chaste morality of women with a perceived 

increase in sexual promiscuity.  During their investigations of vice activities during the War, 

reformers noted the emergence of a type of woman who was willing to trade sexual favors for 

male attention, but who were quick to emphasize that they were not prostitutes.  The 

emergence of the term is nebulous; there is some evidence that the concept evolved through a 

combination of turn-of-the-century underworld slang, homosocial male interactions that 

emphasized spending money on others as a form of reinforcing masculine identity, and a desire 

on the part of working-class women to participate in the homosocial public space.  Investigating 

New York City dance halls, George Kneeland claimed that charity girls “offer themselves to 
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strangers, not for money, but for presents, attention and pleasure, and, most important, a 

yielding to sex desire.”75  As social hygienists were searching for evidence of prostitution rather 

than merely female sexual agency, concrete 

information regarding the true numbers of 

charity girls or their backgrounds, social 

status, or even their relationship to their 

families and communities remains inchoate, 

but their appearance in public spaces was 

significant enough for investigators to note 

their presence.  Social hygienists were also 

wise enough to differentiate the activities of 

these girls from their commercialized 

counterparts; Jane Rippen noted that 

though the “charity girl” (or “patriotic 

prostitute”) may have expected to receive 

presents, “the element of commercialism 

plays no part in the relationship.”76  Working-class women engaged in treating and charity 

activities not out of economic necessity, but rather the desire to participate in public leisure 

activities.  To one degree or another, working-class women during the Progressive Era 
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participated in a complicated negotiation that danced near the line dividing casual sexuality 

from outright prostitution.77 

Still, reformers viewed this development with alarm.  Rippen believed that such 

activities on the part of women put them on a slippery slope and claimed that though “the 

‘charity girl’ is not in the business of prostitution… she may become a professional in time.”78  

Others believed a direct link existed between charity girls and prostitutes, such as Walter Clarke 

of the American Social Hygiene Association who claimed that as soon as a girl recognized that 

she could profit from her immorality, “the step from ‘charity girl’ to common prostitute is a 

short one.”79  Some went so far as to claim no difference between the charity girl and the 

prostitute; writing in the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 

Henrietta S. Additon of the WCTCA stated that even though the charity girl received no money 

for her services, “she is usually promiscuous and, therefore, usually diseased.”80  Yet even 

though debates over the status of the charity girl existed among members of the nation’s social 

hygiene movement, a complete lack of information existed detailing the exact level of threat 

the “patriotic prostitute” evidenced toward America’s war effort.  Unsure of the exact 

relationship between the prostitute and the charity girl, social hygienists opted to err on the 
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side of caution, and lumped the charity girl with the prostitute as a threat to the American 

fighting man. 

The charity girl never truly emerged as a significant factor for concern in Philadelphia 

during the War.  However, a close reading of the evidence indicates that while local reformers 

opted not to emphasize the dangers of non-commercial immorality, they were still aware of 

such a danger lurking behind the city’s prostitutes.  As early as 1911 the Vice Commission noted 

that a nascent form of the charity girl existed in the city’s dance halls.81  During the War itself 

anti-vice activists frequently cited the indiscriminate mixing of prostitute and non-prostitute as 

illustrative of the dangers facing the city.  “I have reported to the Mayor that the seat of all the 

trouble along Market and Chestnut streets at night is the presence of so many giggling girls of 

tender years,” noted police Captain Souder.  “They take in the motion picture shows and then, 

instead of going home, parade Market and Chestnut streets.”  Selme March of the Travelers’ 

Aid Society claimed that “an influx of girls tempted… by their love of excitement and the 

fascination of the uniforms of soldiers and sailors” were contributing to the deteriorating moral 

condition of the city.82  Though the charity girl may have been seen a contributing factor (in a 

sense highlighting the moral dangers the public female represented), Philadelphia’s anti-vice 

reformers believed that the only way to properly “clean-up” the city was to oust the 

professional prostitute, an activity that could only be done by circumventing the corrupt 
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municipal administration and placing the task in the hands of those more ideologically 

compatible with their worldview. 

But the existence of the charity girl in Philadelphia anti-vice discourse and her perceived 

threat toward the moral fiber of the city hides the true concern of social hygienists, moral 

reformers and religious spokesmen.  In their minds the charity girl represented a danger far 

more insidious than venereal disease, namely the complete collapse of Protestant sexual mores 

and the establishment of a new, permissive moral culture.  After the end of the War anti-vice 

reformers would be forced to conduct their campaigns in the face of three factors that 

fundamentally reshaped the way prostitution was not only conducted but actually perceived in 

the Delaware Valley.  Indeed, women’s suffrage, personal mobility, and the disconnection of 

sex and morality would prove to be opponents far more difficult to combat than 

commercialized vice.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 

BACK TO BASICS: THE UNSEEN PROSTITUTE, 1919-1940 

 

 Based on a complaint filed with the Pennsylvania State Police, on a cool October night in 

1926 a force of state troopers, policemen, and constables from Norristown and Conshohocken 

swooped down upon the Fayette Country Club in Spring Mill, roughly ten miles outside of 

Philadelphia.  However, their targets were not prostitutes or their clients, but rather a 

burlesque show put on for the benefit of a Conshohocken fire company uniform fund.  After 

surrounding the facility and securing the audience, the raiders issued citations for 163 

attendees, arrested six “dancing girls,” and a male comedian/emcee, ostensibly for 

participating in an immoral show.  The evidence against the performers seemed to be direct 

and damning; one raider observed that “all that separated the dancing girls from nudity was 

two slender strips of ribbon tied about each,” and another undercover constable claimed that 

they moved through the audience “fondling” members.  The press reveled in the lewd, 

lascivious accusations against the girls, prominently reporting their costumes as “very scant,” 

each only wore “a narrow brassiere or band of pink ribbon and pink tights,” and the jokes the 

comedian told were “the kind told in a barroom or poolroom.”  Furthermore, none of the 

performers were actually from the suburban community, but hailed from Philadelphia proper.  

To Montgomery County readers vicariously living the raid and subsequent trials in the press, it 

appeared that the police had battled against the forces of immorality seeping into suburban 

Delaware Valley and succeeded in stemming the tide.1 
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 Yet the constables’ victory was short-lived, as after initial successes in defining the show 

as immoral the cases against the performers came apart.  From the onset of the proceedings it 

was clear that law enforcement was not interested in prosecuting the men viewing the show; 

Magistrate Frank J. Clark offered audience members who had been cited the opportunity to 

plead guilty to disorderly conduct and pay a fine of $8.60 to “get out” of more serious charges, 

an offer that 121 men leapt to take.2  But even though the dancers, the comedian, and four 

members of the committee who had arranged the burlesque were held over for trial, questions 

were raised as to the alleged immorality of the show and, indeed, the actual reason for the raid 

itself.  When questioned, a uniformed constable working crowd control at the “smoker” 

testified that he had not observed anything disorderly and that “there was no violation of the 

law.”  One dancer, Mary O’Brien, “rose to her feet and protested indignantly when Sergeant 

Lykens testified of her lack of clothing.”  The raiders were forced to acknowledge that, other 

than the performers, there were no women at the affair and that “there was no girl on the 

stage absolutely nude.”  Finally, rumors circulated that attributed the formal complaint to one 

Cornelius Desimone who had “figured in a long and bitter controversy with a faction of the fire 

company after he had torn down posters in the fire house advertising Ku Klux Klan meetings.”  

It quickly became clear that, rather than a simple case of an immoral show, the entire affair was 

not as cut-and-dried as the judiciary and law enforcement claimed.3 
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 When the actual trial of the defendants commenced five months later, the lascivious 

nature of the affair proved to be a grand public spectacle as “the case attracted a larger crowd 

at the court house than did the performance on the night of the smoker” and curious onlookers 

strained to catch a glimpse of the dancing girls “through the curtained doors” of the courtroom.  

Simultaneously playing to both the audience and the jury, the prosecution attempted to paint 

the performers as immoral degenerates threatening the public morals of Montgomery County.  

Sergeant Lykens testified as to the undress of the girls; Peggy McCombe appeared “on the stage 

in greet trunks and slippers” before proceeding into the audience as part of her show, and was 

quickly followed by Mary DeRose clad only in black tights and Mary O’Brien, who “was attired in 

a veil, which she later removed and was then covered with a very scanty garment.”  West 

Norriton Constable Charles Shearer elaborated on Lykens’ testimony, adding that at one point 

O’Brien only wore a ribbon “about an inch wide,” as she made her way through the crowd.  

Furthermore, one of the scantily-clad women kissed him on his head, and another had sat in 

Lykens’ lap.  However, implied public nudity was not the only immoral actions performed at the 

smoker, and comedian Howard McNabb came under fire for relating “jokes in which foul 

language was used.”  Other raiders could not add significantly to this testimony as they had 

been stationed outside to prevent escapes.4 

 Defense attorney William F. Dannehower quickly deflated the prosecution’s case.  The 

thrust of his defense was that the show was not immoral, and indeed it was the undercover 

policemen attending the show who had stepped over the line.  “We will show you that these 

girls were giving nothing but ordinary vaudeville acts, such as are seen in many places,” he 
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stated in his opening remarks.  “Their dances were modern, the black bottom, the Charleston, 

and some other feature stunts.”  He noted that the entire program was booked through a 

“responsible” talent agency, and that Lykens and Shearer “attempted to grab the girls as they 

passed.”  At least six defense witnesses, among them a marriage license clerk at the 

courthouse, testified that the defendants were all professionals, and a state inspector of 

licensed show producers said that he had never received any complaints.  Furthermore, the 

witnesses disputed the accounts of Lykens and Shearer; one claimed that Mary DeRose “wore a 

little dress over her tights,” and another claimed that Mary O’Brien’s act was “an excellent 

exhibition of Oriental dancing, such as he had seen in many theaters.”5 

 But the true stars of the defense were the defendants, and they quickly gave lie to the 

charges against them.  O’Brien denied that she had sat in anyone’s lap, and that it was the 

undercover policemen who were the aggressors as “constable Shearer had attempted to grab 

her.”  Peggy LaCombe testified that Lykens had pulled at the collar of her costume, and in 

response she turned around and pulled his hair.  “I was going to crack him on the face, too,” 

she declared, but left the scene before any escalation occurred.  McNabb denied telling “dirty 

stories,” and bluntly stated that he “depended upon humor to bring the laughs” and “not upon 

obscene remarks.”6  Indeed, McNabb did inject an element of levity to the trial; when Lykens 

testified that the comedian’s jokes were “the kind told in a barroom or poolroom,” McNabb 
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was overheard in a stage whisper to utter, “I was never in a saloon or poolroom in my life, so I 

must be a better man than he.”7 

 But as much as verbal, the trial brought visual representations of the immoral into the 

public space.  During the next day’s testimony, Mary O’Brien displayed her costume as a 

defense tactic, arguing that though the prosecution attempted to paint her actions and dress as 

immoral her performance was not.  Isolated on the stand and under questioning by the district 

attorney, O’Brien became the focus of public attention and the press became a willing 

accomplice in defining the trial itself as a sexualized event.  Described as “good looking, well 

spoken, and neatly attired,” the prosecution attempted to emphasize her sexuality as proof of 

her immorality: 

 The witness was handed a bundle and asked if it contained her costume 

on that night, and she answered in the affirmative. 

 “Show it to the jury,” said Attorney Ditter… “what and how you wore 

these articles, and also describe to them just what you removed.” 

  The dancer unfolded the bundle, and first removed what she called a 

black lace skirt.  There was also a veil, with which she draped a portion on her 

form.  A black sash also formed part of her costume.  Black trunks with pink 

bloomers formed the balance of the outfit.  She said that as an encore she 

appeared in the trunk, bloomers and sash.  She claimed her back was covered as 

completely as that of many women in evening dress.  When questioned by Judge 

Knight she admitted her legs and feet were bare. (“Costs on Clark,” Norristown 

Times Herald, February 11, 1927) 

 

Though the reporter was forced to acknowledge that O’Brien was fully clothed on the stand, 

the description of her costume was described in the press contributed to the sexualized nature 

of the trial.  By providing a description of the dancer’s costume, the Norristown Times Herald 

allowed readers who had never attended a burlesque show in their lives the opportunity to 
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experience such an event vicariously.  However, by emphasizing non-sexualized garb currently 

in vogue in the public space, the defense was granted the opportunity to deny the 

prosecution’s claims of immorality. 

Other witnesses supported the defense’s claims.  All denied that the show was immoral, 

and several supported the claim that Lykens had attempted to grab Peggy LaCombe.  There was 

even evidence that the raiders were not united in their cause, as one John McFarland testified 

that he was warned by a uniformed policeman moments to “get across the field as quick as he 

could for the place was going to be raided.”  Within hours the jury returned a verdict of not 

guilty, and in their view it was a case of prosecutorial misconduct; not only were the girls and 

McNabb not guilty, but in their opinion Magistrate Clark was the true “instigator of the raid.”  

Dannehower did not pull any punches when he bluntly claimed that “there is something behind 

this prosecution,” laying full blame for the incident at the feet of Clark.  Montgomery County 

Assistant District Attorney Holland seemed to agree with Dannehower’s assessment, as they did 

not press for conviction and indeed told the jury that “I will not attempt to thrust an opinion 

down your throats; as a matter of fact I have no opinion myself.”  Clearly, whatever the reasons 

the raid on the Fayette Country Club smoker was undertaken, it was not for the performance of 

an immoral show.8 

 But more than mere political or factional conflicts, the Fayette Country Club smoker raid 

illustrates the ambivalent, confused nature of immorality in the public space after the end of 

the First World War.  During the Interwar Period, American sexual mores were in a state of flux, 

and the public was fully aware of the confusion.  Reporters for the Norristown Times Herald 
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believed that the district attorney’s remarks to the jury were indeed “chiefly a dissertation on 

the changing standards of morality and the differences in races and nations that make one 

thing moral one place and immoral in another,” and noted that Judge Knight congratulated the 

jury at rendering a verdict in a case “made so difficult by indefinite standards of morals.”9  

Before 1900 reformers viewed prostitution and public vice as a vehicle to entice women into 

the immoral urban space, and based upon this interpretation they geared their anti-vice 

campaigns to eliminate the “urban threat” that Philadelphia’s Tenderloin posed toward the 

American Maiden.  To this end they were largely successful; however, in winning the battle to 

bring morality to the urban environment they ultimately lost the war as American social and 

sexual mores shifted.  The public freedoms granted to middle- and upper-class women through 

suffrage, expanding availability of personal transportation to the individual, and a rejection of 

Progressive Protestant morality by the general public led to a state of affairs where the 

prostitute was forced out of the public eye and back into the nation’s underworld. 

 

Throughout the Roaring Twenties and the Great Depression the prostitute was still pursued 

by both law enforcement and the Delaware Valley’s moral guardians, but she had lost most of 

her power as a discursive tool for reform and had instead lapsed back into relative obscurity.  

As a member of an underworld that was tacitly acknowledged it was argued that the prostitute 

still posed threat to the American Maiden, but the end of the War also brought radical shifts in 

American society that marginalized the threat.  Based upon their understandings of the link 

between prostitution and the urban political machine, Progressive reformers believed that the 

“problem of the ages” could only exist within an urban environment that could provide a 
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clientele for the prostitute while simultaneously granting her the anonymity of the crowd.  By 

eliminating Philadelphia’s “Tenderloin,” Philadelphia’s reformers believed that they had 

eliminated the prostitute and, by extension, eliminated the threat that “the city” posed towards 

the American Maiden.  However, the introduction of the automobile into American society 

forced a fundamental shift in the way people moved and, by extension, the way that prostitutes 

plied their trade. 

 Prior to 1900, transport between communities was difficult for all below the middle-

class white-collar worker; socially, the communities removed from the Philadelphian 

metropolitan core were largely homogeneous, frequently agrarian, and possessed of their own 

distinct governments; and culturally, the further one went from the urban core, the more the 

inhabitants had in common with the nation’s agrarian past than with the industrial cities of the 

future.  The Delaware Valley was a patchwork of communities bound together only by the most 

tenuous threads into relationship with one another.  Largely isolated through spatial distance 

and a substandard transportation infrastructure, the majority of the boroughs, municipalities, 

villages, and towns of the counties surrounding the Philadelphia urban core were only bound 

together through association with the county seat.  At the turn of the century the county stood 

as the highest organizational form of government that rural citizens of Pennsylvania and New 

Jersey ever encountered on a personal level both discursively and literally.   

The newspapers of this period reflect this isolation, and when they deigned to mention 

other communities outside of the county boundaries, the news was largely relegated to 

between four and eight short, single-sentence blurbs under headlines such as Happenings in 

Our Neighbors.  Legally, there was fundamentally no contact between law enforcement 
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personnel or political bodies between the counties; for all intents and purposes, the small 

communities of the Valley’s rural counties worked with the local sheriffs and judges in the 

county seats, who frequently were the final arbiters of disputes.  This isolation had a profound 

effect on the makeup of the residents; the people of the rural Delaware Valley at the turn of 

the twentieth century were a people who were hard-working, independent, and, above all else, 

moral.  The rural and suburban communities surrounding Philadelphia were considered much 

safer, both physically and morally, than the degenerate and degenerating metropolitan core. 

The further one traveled from the city, the more rural the landscape became and the 

more morally wholesome the communities therein appeared.  With notable exceptions such as 

Norristown in Montgomery County, West Chester in Chester County, Chester in Delaware 

County, and Camden across the Delaware River in New Jersey, most of the communities in the 

farthest reaches of the counties surrounding Philadelphia resembled nineteenth-century 

farming villages than the metropolis around which they orbited.  The culture of these 

communities shared in the values of farming communities of the previous centuries, protected 

as they were from social and moral troubles through a combination of their isolation of 

distance, a substandard infrastructure that restricted travel, and a distinct lack of anonymity.  

And given the perceived instability of the urban core, the inhabitants of these communities 

were determined to preserve these havens at all costs.10 

 It would be difficult to underestimate the impact that the poor infrastructure had upon 

travel between these communities.  During the last decades of the nineteenth century, 

companies worked to build a system of rail and trolley lines that, on paper at least, appeared to 
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facilitate travel.  However, these rail systems were constructed for specific purposes, namely to 

further the business interests of their owners.  For example turn-of-the-century Norristown in 

Montgomery County acted as both the industrial, retail, banking, and governmental center of 

the county, and subsequently rail service and trolley lines facilitated travel in these industries.11  

Yet passenger rail service was not originally designed in an egalitarian frame of mind; as the 

nature of work changed in the early twentieth century and affluence grew among a select 

group of white-collar workers, the “corporate elite” were primarily the ones to utilize the rail 

system connecting Philadelphia with the suburbs.12  The county developed an extensive trolley 

system linking many communities, but frequently the trolley companies came into conflict with 

the railroads over maintenance and rights-of-way, and conditions were not always conducive to 

travel.13  Besides travel delays and questionable safety, most trolley passengers were at the 

mercy of the climate; it was noted that “congeniality used to be encouraged among the 

passengers not by the comforts offered, but rather by the discomforts.  They felt they were 

companions in misfortune.”14  Finally, an extensive network of roads existed throughout the 

county, but their distinctly substandard quality limited urban/rural interaction.  The few high-

quality roads were turnpikes, which limited travel due to the financial cost to the user; outside 

of the cities macadam roads were few and far between, and the roads that remained were little 
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more than rutted dirt paths which became sodden quagmires in the fall and winter, and choked 

with dust the rest of the year.15  Indeed, roads in turn-of-the-century America were of such 

poor quality that it limited interaction between Philadelphia and its rural communities.16  Travel 

between the two was possible but only to those with the resources to undertake the journey, 

and because of this difficulty prostitution was interpreted by Progressive reformers as a 

sedentary crime existing only in urban spaces, specifically in the urban Tenderloin. 

 All of this changed with the introduction of the automobile.  At first, adoption of the 

machine by the American public was relatively slow.  In 1915, barely one household in thirteen 

possessed a personal automobile.  However, people quickly realized the utilitarian value of the 

internal combustion engine.  In rural communities, farmers could utilize the machine to lessen 

the workload on their farms and rural communities could initiate and maintain regular contact 

with their neighbors.  In the urban environment, moral arguments were utilized to promote the 

automobile as women ventured further into the public space; by providing personal 

transportation, the auto allowed “virtuous” women to avoid the crush of public transportation 

and the threats such conveniences posed.17  The War proved the utilitarian value of the auto as 

American troops gained a mobility independent of both railroad and horse, allowing for greater 

flexibility both on and behind the front lines.  By the end of 1918 the number of automobiles 
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owned by American households had increased to one in three.  As the interwar period 

progressed, personal ownership of motor vehicles increased at a rapid pace; by the end of the 

1920s, well over half the households in the United States owned an automobile.18  This rapid 

adoption of the auto forced a profound shift in American society, bringing rural and urban 

communities into contact as never before.  But more importantly, automobility granted women 

personal opportunities unheard of in previous decades.  By expanding the geographic range of 

women’s space, the auto stretched and warped traditional spheres of gender in American 

society.  Even in the interwar period, traditional culture may have argued that the woman’s 

place was in the home, but the automobile allowed an expansion of the domestic sphere.  

Indeed, women drivers contested gender assumptions and utilized the spatial and cultural 

innovations granted through automobility to pursue greater interaction with the public 

sphere.19 

 The widespread adoption of the automobile did not merely reshape the place of women 

in American society.  The automobile also had a profound impact in the way American youth, 

both rural and urban, conducted the mating dance.  In the decades prior to the War young 

women of the middle-class existed in a protected space; chaperoned by their parents and other 

authority figures, the relative lack of personal mobility ensured that couples would find few 

opportunities for sexual experimentation.  There existed little that resembled a “date,” and 

those that did were strictly controlled, officially or unofficially regulated, and above all local.  

Young women who ventured unescorted beyond the controlled space of their local 
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environment (say, for a trip by trolley into the city) were seen as naïve at best, morally 

degenerating at worst.  But the revolution in personal mobility had far-reaching consequences 

for more than work patterns and infrastructural development.  It also forced a fundamental 

shift in American attitudes towards sexuality and reshaped patters of dating and marriage.  

Once given the ability to escape from under the watchful eyes of parents and chaperones, 

courting youth in the 1920s were able to expand their possible entertainments, setting up pre-

arranged excursions away from the home parlor to theaters, soda shops, coffee houses, and 

restaurants.  Furthermore, America’s youth quickly discovered the level of privacy afforded to 

them by the automobile (whether in motion or not), allowing for both greater levels of intimacy 

and the possibility of sexual experimentation.20 

 After the Great War, the courtship dynamic underwent a rapid, radical shift.  Utilizing 

the independence granted by the automobile, young couples were no longer restricted by 

sociocultural systems of supervision.  In suburban and rural communities dating became a 

national practice, and the availability of closed-cab autos that protected both driver and 

passengers from the elements in the 1920s provided new opportunities for sexual 

experimentation.21  In the twentieth century, there was some debate as to the role the 

automobile played in the perceived degeneration of rural society; as John Keats remarked, “the 

total number of wenches tossed on back seats was at first probably no greater than that 

theretofore tossed in haylofts,” and Edward Eastman noted that “the ‘sowing of wild oats’ is an 

ancient custom, in which every generation has had its part, the variations not being in the 
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wildness but only in the methods.”22  Indeed, as the testimony in the 1910 case of Laura Travis 

indicates, young people could find other means of travel in order to engage in sexually 

questionable practices.  However, though opportunities for hanky-panky may have existed prior 

to the advent of the automobile, its introduction into the fabric of American life provided not 

only new opportunities but also new freedoms.  A horse and buggy in the 1890s, while 

providing some mobility, still only allowed for travel only a limited distance in a prescribed time 

frame, whereas the automobile allowed couples to “go to a city halfway across the state in the 

afternoon or evening.”23  But transport to specific locations was not the only advantage granted 

by the auto, as the vehicles themselves became sites of sexual experimentations.  The enclosed 

cabs of the motor car allowed for backseat petting that, in some instances, became causes for 

concern for authorities.24  When combined with women’s agency toward matters sexual (as 

evidenced by the wartime “Charity Girl”), automobility would prove to be a major threat to 

Progressive plans for a socio-sexual order.  

 By the onset of the Depression, widespread acceptance of the automobile had a 

profound impact on American society.  The independent mobility granted the individual also 

allowed the deviant greater access to areas previously out of reach.25  In 1933, a group known 

as the President’s Research Committee on Social Trends noted that by the end of the previous 
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decade most people assumed that an automobile was used in specific crimes such as murder, 

robbery, burglary, kidnapping, bootlegging and gang warfare, even when none was specifically 

mentioned.  Indeed, in their opinion, “along with good roads,” the automobile had “made the 

small town and the open country accessible to the criminal.”26  Still, in the eyes of many reform-

minded intellectuals the connection between prostitution and the automobile was 

underplayed, if acknowledged whatsoever.  Many continued to articulate a belief that 

prostitution remained an activity existing only in a static state, i.e. the prostitute positioned 

herself at a point in space and let her (local) customers come to her.  This served to reinforce 

the idea that prostitution was an “urban” concern; writing in the 1930’s, John Lewis Gillin 

concluded that commercialized vice required the support of fifteen to twenty men for a single 

prostitute, thus leading to his claim that “prostitution is largely a phenomenon of city life.”27  

But the radical change in America’s social and cultural systems had a profound effect on the 

way that prostitution in general and the prostitute in particular were interpreted during the 

interwar period.  Contrary to the argument of post-War intellectuals and reformers such as 

Gillan, prostitution was not merely limited to the urban space, but rather had evolved in 

response to Progressive-Era campaigns into a system that transcended nineteenth-century 

concepts such as the red-light district and the open, acknowledged brothel.   

However, debates over women’s sexual agency would quickly muddy the issue, 

rendering anti-prostitution discourse problematic for the Delaware Valley’s moral guardians.  

The automobile alone cannot be held responsible for the sharp break in traditional patterns of 
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intimacy and sexual experimentation.  Prior to the War, most unmarried, middle-class women 

represented themselves through a physical expression that emphasized female camaraderie 

and physical comforts outside of heterosexual intimacy.  Segregated by gender, collegiate 

women of the pre-War era were the Gibson Girls who, if they dared to interact with their male 

counterparts, did so in environments that were tightly controlled.  Theirs was a world that 

claimed equal intellectual rights for women while simultaneously reinforcing Victorian concepts 

of womanhood, female sexual agency, and gendered interactions.28   

Yet this image of the middle-class woman existed in a state that was highly dependent 

on class; a woman could enjoy/display her physicality, but only in specific, culturally-accepted 

formats.  Burlesque dancers definitely possessed physicality that was on par with that of the 

sport-playing Gibson Girl, but her highly sexualized performances ensured that she came down 

on the wrong side of America’s moral boundary.  Burlesque was not limited to the urban space 

of Philadelphia; communities outside the city that possessed a large enough population enjoyed 

such acts, albeit in a highly circumspect form.  Typical were the acts booked into the Norristown 

Opera House; whereas during the week the theater hosted such acts as comedians, choral 

groups, musicals and operas that were considered “high-brow,” on the weekends the 

entertainment took on a considerably more sexualized tone.  For example, on Saturday, March 

26, 1904 the Opera House hosted “The London Gaiety Girls,” a show that presented “10 

extravagantly funny comedy entertainers,” “20 magnificent bedecked burlesque beauties,” and 

featured the “original Seeley Dinner Dancer” Little Egypt, who was guaranteed to “do that 

dance.”  If that weren’t enough, the show also promised two burlesque dramas, “In a One Night 
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Stand Hotel” and “The Rival Tradesmen,” which promised that the audience would “see… a 

Bunch of Real Daisies.”  Unlike the regular, wholesome entertainment prices for these shows 

were lower (at most 75 cents, compared to a premium ticket price of $1.00 during the week), 

but there was a definite restriction, as the shows were “Positively for Men Only.”29  Others, 

such as the Garrick Theater, didn’t even pretend to present anything other than vaudeville and 

burlesque.  Their shows ran throughout the week, and their ads frequently advertised “pretty 

girls” in their miniature musical comedies, and under the rubric of “Beautiful Art Studies” the 

viewer could cast their gazes on “Leon’s Models;” all this for a price of 10 cents on the floor, 10 

cents for the balcony.30  Even after the achievement of suffrage in 1919, women still existed in a 

cultural framework that emphasized the sexualized nature of public performance. 

 Some women opted to reject traditional conceptions of femininity and to fully engage 

with both their own sexuality and the wider public culture.  It is nigh-impossible to emphasize a 

singular factor that led to the rise of the independent woman of the 1920s.  Rather, it is a 

combination of factors that included the waning of the Progressive impulse and 

disenchantment with its twin ideological streams of social control and utopianism, the 

successful campaign for women’s suffrage, and continuing technological innovations.  

Whatever the cause, the 1920s represented a revolution in personal expression for women, 

with an attending loosening of parental controls.  As the number of young people entering 

colleges doubled during the decade, America’s youth found themselves in the company of their 

peers, out from under their parent’s watchful eyes, with copious amounts of free time on their 
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hands, and (probably) with some discretionary spending money.  Rejecting their parent’s “old-

fashioned” ways, dating and sexual experimentation became one of their more preferred 

diversions.31   

 The social freedoms enjoyed by women were not only found among the collegiate set.  

It was not merely among the younger set that traditional mores began to fracture.  For perhaps 

the first time in American history, sexuality began to 

be discussed publically.  Sex was no longer merely 

for procreation, and intimacy for pleasure’s sake was 

no longer the deviant behavior of prostitutes.  The 

expanding availability of birth control stemmed the 

most serious risk of non-marital intercourse, 

pregnancy.  Both women and men acknowledged 

that women possessed desires, and intercourse 

should be an act from which both partners could 

derive pleasure.  What started among the Charity 

Girls of the War rapidly evolved into a state that 

John D’Emilio and Estelle Freedman have called “sexual liberalism.”32  By the end of the 1920s it 

appeared to social commentators that traditional constructs of femininity and female virtue 
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were disintegrating just as fast as new concepts entered the public consciousness.33  

Throughout the nation attitudes both towards women in general and the “New Woman” in 

particular were shifting as women found more ways to express themselves in public.  Women 

found independence and agency through the economic freedom that employment granted, 

thus giving them a gendered power in which they could choose to forego marriage if so desired.  

This freedom extended to matters sexual; because a woman was no longer dependent upon a 

man for survival, and because of shifting conceptions allowing that a woman may actually 

possess the capacity for intellectual activities, she became a whole individual in her own right, 

owning the sexual desires that in previous decades had been the exclusive purview of men.  

Though unsettling for many traditionalists, the drive to acknowledge and celebrate women’s 

agency gained speed throughout the 1920s, celebrated in periodicals, films, and novels of the 

decade.34 

 This revolution in women’s agency was represented by the figure of the Flapper.  Unlike 

the Innocent/Endangered Maiden or the Fallen Woman of the previous decades, the Flapper 

represented a woman fully engaged with both society and her own sexuality.  Summarized by 

James McGovern, the Flapper “smoked, drank, worked, and played side by side with men.  She 

became preoccupied with sex – shocking and simultaneously unshockable.  She danced close, 

became freer with her favors, kept her own latchkey, wore scantier attire which emphasized 
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her boyish, athletic form, just as she used makeup and bobbed and dyed her hair.”35  On one 

level, Flappers were seen to be the ultimate in degenerative women who existed only to shock 

their elders; as the punch line of a cartoon in Life on July 15, 1926 went, one “Aunt Martha” 

was willing to purchase a foul-mouthed parrot from a proprietor “just so you didn’t get it from  

one of those Flappers.”36  Yet this image of the “New Woman” of the 1920s was, much like the 

Gibson Girl two decades previously, largely a result of cultural conceptions of women and their 

place within the wider American society.  Reveling in her independence, the Flapper wore her 

sexuality as a badge of honor, invoking the impression that, if she were not actually guilty of 

sexual indiscretion, then she was at least capable of it.  But on a more basic level, the Flapper 

represented a rejection of traditional, pre-War ideals of the woman as America’s moral 

guardians; her lack of modesty, chastity, and indeed her perceived adoption of “masculine” 

attitudes toward sex reflected a complete repudiation of the Gibson Girl and everything that 

particular archetype stood for.  Indeed, while it may be argued that the Gibson Girl reinforced 

traditional perceptions of female maternity and submission, the archetype of the Flapper 

welded together female political, economic, and sexual independence.37 

 However, the image of the Flapper must come with a caveat, namely that the 

acceptance or rejection of the archetype in an individual’s body was highly dependent upon 

class.  The Flapper was largely a creation of white middle- and upper-class adolescents and 
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young women reveling in the freedoms granted them through shifting socio-culture mores.  

Conversely, non-white, working-class and immigrant women continued to battle against 

continuing Victorian ideals of propriety and sexuality.  Though not possessing anything near as 

draconian as New York’s Wayward Minor Act, working-class and immigrant girls in Philadelphia 

continued to face scrutiny, both familial and public, of their activities outside the home.  Many 

of the quasi-private reformatories such as the Midnight Mission continued operations through 

the decade, although legal bodies throughout the state were more inclined to remand girls 

deemed sexually deviant to prison.  Throughout 

the decade, female sexual agency would become 

dependent on the class of the individual.  

Working-class women, lacking significant 

resources to engage in the new urban youth 

culture of speakeasies, dating, and back-seat 

petting would frequently be tempted to trade 

her “favors” for inclusion into this world, 

whereas the middle-class woman, either drawing 

upon the resources of her family or her own 

employment, could engage with this world 

directly.  Furthermore, constrained by the 

discursive rhetoric that they had utilized to 

combat prostitution in the previous decade, both 

reformers and law enforcement officials could 

This Illustration, from the March 31, 1927 

issue of Life, is representative of the Flapper 

in both dress and demeanor.  Her defiant 

attitude is reflective of her adoption of male 

patterns of behavior. 
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not modify the standards governing their work, and continued to search for sexually deviant 

women in poor urban neighborhoods.  Sexual liberalism may have been on the rise in the 

American middle-class, but among the nation’s working class traditional mores and values 

continued to hold sway.38 

 Given the shifting interpretations of women in the 1920s, it is only natural that 

interpretations of prostitutes would similarly shift.  As the actions of local, state, and federal 

governments during the War illustrated, far from being a figure to be pitied and/or rescued the 

prostitute was once more a figure of degeneration and disease, a corrupting force that posed a 

serious threat to decent Americans in general and Doughboys in particular.  Socially, the idea of 

the prostitute had fallen back into pre-Progressive mindset that regarded them as a threat, and 

their treatment emphasized the necessity to protect society from them rather than a desire to 

reform.  Evidence can be found in the waning influence of the reformatories such as the Good 

Shepherd and the Midnight Mission; though still technically in operation, by 1930 most ceased 

to be options considered by judges, who instead preferred to sentence the prostitute to a 

growing number of women’s penitentiaries.39 

Yet in some cases the figure of the Fallen Woman was celebrated as a strong creature in 

full ownership of both her sexuality and her faculties.  1920s Broadway abounded in plays 

featuring prostitutes, such as The Shanghai Gesture, about one of the most successful madams 
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in China, and Lula Belle, the story of an unrepentant mulatto hooker seducing men of all races 

on both sides of the Atlantic.   Mae West herself scandalized the 1926-27 Broadway season in 

her self-written play SEX, in which she played Margy Lamont, a “tough, bitter, imperious 

prostitute who presides over the roughest brothel in all of Montreal.”  Unlike the White Slaves 

of the previous decade, West’s prostitute was fully engaged in the trade, going so far as to 

banter with her “sponging pimp.”  But more importantly, West’s prostitute goes far to 

transcend the archetypical Fallen Woman to become an object of lusty desire in her customers 

while simultaneously dismissing unwanted suitors with “derisive comments” on their lack of 

sexual ability.40 

 This “redemption” of the cultural prostitute, the reinterpretation of her identity from 

that of a degraded individual to be pitied, redeemed, and/or shunned to that of a sexually 

awakened figure fully on-par with men, was reflective of the sexual awakening of middle-class 

women in the interwar years.  After the War, centers of urban nightlife were no longer the 

bailiwick of the lower classes.  The rejection of the ideal of female moral guardianship and male 

“protectionism,” coupled with the freedom of movement allowed to the individual by the 

automobile, allowed middle-class women the ability to navigate urban leisure districts at will.  

The influx of these women into the sexualized urban space demanded that new cultural lines 

defining sexuality be drawn; a woman visiting a speakeasy or a Chinese restaurant, unescorted 

by a male authority figure, after dark, could no longer be simply written off as a prostitute.41 
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 It was quickly becoming apparent that morality was not merely as cut-and-dried as 

Progressive-Era reformers articulated.  After an editorial in the Inquirer that argued for tighter 

restrictions on motion pictures, W. A. Barrett, Review Secretary of the National Board of Review 

of Motion Pictures, wrote that “morality and immorality, good and bad, stand pretty much 

upon either side of a hair line.”42  Voices began to question the curious double-standard 

regarding male and female public morality, as Colonel Dinshah Ghadiali of India did when he 

pointed out the double standard on Atlantic City beaches where women were required to wear 

stockings while men were not so constrained.  “What is the difference,” he asked, “between a 

man’s foot and a woman’s foot?”  (For the record, the Inquirer condescendingly replied, “how 

little these foreigners understand the principles of American morality!” and sneeringly 

dismissed his question.)43  At a meeting of the Inter-Church Movement of North America in 

Atlantic City, Mrs. Helen Barrett Montgomery bluntly (if inarticulately) stated that “as a result of 

the war many women have come out in the open as regards sex relations.  Women who know 

of the undercurrent among women know today that women are not only going to smoke and 

drink with men, but do worse, and if a young man takes a wife he will have to expect as much 

latitude on her part as upon his.”44 

 Yet for every voice that argued for women’s sexual agency there was another 

attempting to uphold traditional Victorian mores and values.  At the same conference in which 

Helen Montgomery argued for an elimination of the sexual double standard, Reverend J. R. 
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Crowther argued for tighter restrictions, claiming that “the indecent dress of some of the 

women in our churches makes it tremendously hard for a young man to keep his thoughts clean 

and pure… in public these days you can scarcely tell the difference between a street woman 

and a church woman.”45  Organizations such as the Y.M.C.A. claimed that “the modern girl” 

sporting “‘white-washed noses,’ ‘painted cheeks,’ and the use of cigarettes and drugs, 

gossamer silk stockings and a general tendency toward immodesty in dress” were directly 

leading to a decline in public morality.46  Social scientists such as Howard Woolston linked the 

prostitute’s continued existence with the lack of a “sound social morality…  So long as personal 

indulgence is regarded merely as a matter of individual concern, we shall continue to develop 

prostitutes, their patrons, and panders.”47  The rearguard action to ensure the continued 

interpretation of public morality extended to police actions in the public space; in Baltimore, 

engaged couple Shirley Graver and Herbert Courtnay shared a kiss on the street, and an 

offended onlooker notified a policeman who promptly arrested the couple and charged them 

with disorderly conduct.  (The charges were summarily dismissed by the judge hearing the 

case.)48  During the interwar period, public morality was seen as in a state of flux in which 

contesting lines of discourse fought to identify both root causes and impact.49  “In the good old 

days when a woman had premarital contact, she was ‘ruined,’” wrote Ben L. Reitman, M.D.  
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“Today it takes more than a sex contact outside of marriage to ‘ruin’ a woman of character and 

intelligence.”50 

 Immorality was no longer seen as a degenerative flaw.  Speaking of the perceived 

openness among Flappers to discuss topics considered taboo or to comport themselves in ways 

considered “radical,” novelist Kathleen Norris acknowledged that they indeed took delight in 

flouting the conventions of society.  However, she quickly qualified her comment by noting that 

Flappers had a definite right to do so, stating that “these girls are saying to themselves: ‘If I do 

as good work as a man, why has a man a right to a whole half of his life which I must not even 

mention.  Bosh!’  And so she dashes on the forbidden territory – conversationally, at least.”  At 

the same time, Norris linked her opinion to that of a woman’s independence, adding that “the 

girl who is still the parasite, who is nothing on earth but a debutante, supported by her father, 

looking out for a husband that will support her in his turn, is the worst kind of a slacker…”  

Morality and the sexual double standard, in Norris’s world, was based on economics instead of 

strength of character, and the Flapper who was earning her own living had more of a right to 

her sexuality than the “kept” woman.51  Indeed, as much as the flapper utilized fashion and 

attitude to define herself in the public space, she utilized the same to attack the Victorian 

double-standard of female chastity/male sexual license and traditional interpretations of 

morality.52 
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 Social scientists of the interwar years had come to understand the complicated 

relationship between sexual immorality and all aspects of American society.  Far from being an 

isolated moral crime with little consequence outside of the producer/consumer relationship, 

they noted that uncontrolled sexual desire, which they directly labeled Vice, led to the 

breakdown of the family unit, birth defects, sterility, crime, and increased mortality.  The 

actions of reformers during the previous two decades had indeed brought this argument to the 

forefront of consciousness in American society, even if said reformers had fundamentally failed 

to solve the problem.  University of Wisconsin sociologist John Lewis Gillin summed up the 

prevailing attitude succinctly when he claimed that “whether it is true or not, it is widely 

believed that immorality and vice are more rampant today than before the rapid changes 

occurred in our society.”  The perception that sexual immorality and commercialized vice were 

closely-linked problems still in search of solutions had taken root.53 

 In their eyes of the Depression Era moral guardian, commercialized vice had not been 

eliminated as a result of the urban anti-vice campaigns twenty-years previously, but had 

instead drove prostitutes underground and dispersed them into communities outside of the 

vice districts.  But far more dangerous was what reformers saw as replacing open, 

commercialized sexuality; namely, that the apparent decline in prostitution was not a decrease 

in immorality, but instead a rise in non-commercial sexual encounters.  “Youth,” Gillin wrote, 

“confronted with the crumbling ruins of old institutional controls, and as yet not bound by the 

new, expresses its new-found freedom in sexual behavior which ranges all the way from high-

minded and serious experimentation to mercenary promiscuity which comes very close to 
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actual prostitution.”54  This shift in sexual mores was just as great a threat to marital 

institutions, social order, and public morality as the commercialized prostitute.  Far from being 

curbed, in the eyes of the nation’s moral guardians public immorality continued to exist as a 

significant threat to the social order.  So what were the solutions suggested by the interwar 

reformers?  Some such as Gillin suggested a five-pronged approach that included suppressing 

commercialized immorality to prevent “the incitement of the sexual instinct to undue activity,” 

sexual education of the nation’s youth and frank answers from adults on sexual questions, 

further scientific studies to determine why vice continued to be a problem, and a reformation 

of religious discourse to promote positive dialogue rather than negative proscriptions.  Indeed, 

he acknowledged that patchwork attacks on isolated problems were not the solution, but 

rather a total reworking of the social fabric of the United States.55 

 After the War, debate continued as to the proper status of the prostitute within the 

eyes of American jurisprudence.  The issue boiled down to a simple question; should women 

accused of sexual deviance be considered misguided, or in fact criminal?  Furthermore, how 

should the state deal with the prostitute in light of ongoing evolutions in society?  In 1919 the 

Representative Sowers in Harrisburg introduced a bill that, in part, would allow law 

enforcement to arrest prostitutes “plying their vocation on the highways” of the 

Commonwealth under charges of being “disorderly street walkers.”56  On its surface it would 

seem a simple measure designed to plug the “personal-mobility” hole generated by 

opportunities granted prostitutes through adoption of the automobile and to eliminate any 
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possible threat of prostitution infiltrating rural communities.  However, the bill also brought to 

light the subtle difference between the Moral’s Court system adopted by the city of 

Philadelphia and “criminal prosecution” plan proposed by anti-vice guardians in Harrisburg.  

Philadelphia’s moral reformers believed that the only way to ensure the continued suppression 

of prostitution in their local was to introduce summary convictions of the accused, deny them 

bail, and enforce a system of segregated containment that isolated the female “moral criminal” 

from the more common offender.  Conversely, the adoption of the proposed House bill would 

enforce the rule of law on prostitution cases, limiting the guilty to a fine of “not over $100 or 

imprisonment for not over sixty days.”57   Shifting the prostitute into criminal courts would, in 

the words of the Inquirer editorial board, “place these cases under the jurisdiction of the 

ordinary courts and subject them to the usual delays with many chances of getting off.  Every 

effort that the government is making to correct the infection would have to be abandoned.”58 

 However, a deep reading of the fears of Philadelphia anti-vice reformers indicates that 

they objected less to the violation of the accused rights as opposed to a loss of authority in the 

system they had designed to suppress vice in the city.  The introduction of the Moral’s Court 

allowed Philadelphia’s moral guardians to enforce their particular brand of ethics upon a rather 

unwilling public, but the Sowers bill would allow the police to circumvent the Court altogether.  

This would allow “lawyers working with magistrates” to corrupt the system and “accentuate 

conditions which friends of the city administration declare should not be tolerated.”59  An 

Inquirer reporter spun a dire prediction of what would happen if the bill became law; the 
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numbers of “criminals being left off on small bail” would increase “which they would ultimately 

forfeit rather than face a trial by jury” while “shyster lawyers and magistrates without regard 

for their oath of office would be in a position… to compound felonies and thwart the authorities 

in efforts to run down criminals of all sorts.”60  Post-War anti-vice guardians in Philadelphia 

believed in an inherent connection between prostitution and municipal corruption (even in the 

face of a complete lack of evidence linking the two), and as the former was an ongoing threat 

that required constant vigilance, continued suppression of the latter must be maintained.   By 

inducing arresting officers to bring accused prostitutes before “the nearest magistrate” as 

opposed to the hand-picked judiciary of the Morals Court, reformers believed that the 

Republican Machine would be invigorated and prostitution would again overwhelm the city.   

The Sowers bill represented a real threat to their continued efforts to end perceived 

bossism in Philadelphia.  But more than that, it illustrates the continued use of cultural 

conceptions of prostitution for political battles within both Philadelphian and Commonwealth 

politics.  Sowers, who represented Philadelphia’s Twentieth Ward in Harrisburg, claimed that 

the Mayor “had violated his oath of office in using the Police Department for the promotion of 

political interest,” asserting that “prisoners were taken far from their homes and ‘railroaded’ to 

jail to serve political interests.”61  Indeed, the mayor had campaigned on the promise to “get 

the police out of politics” and to completely eliminate bossism from Philadelphia’s government, 

and continued assignment of prostitution cases to the reformer-controlled Morals Courts was 
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the best way to eliminate the corrupt machine.62  Yet while Sowers may have had a legitimate 

argument, his complaints fell on deaf ears as pressure from the city’s civic organizations 

ensured that the bill was defeated.  Even though anti-vice reformers in Philadelphia had 

achieved all of their stated goals, after the elimination of the city’s Tenderloin and the 

institution of the Morals Court they continued to utilize cultural conceptions linking municipal 

corruption and prostitution in order to advance their agenda against the Republican Machine.  

Indeed, municipal corruption and prostitution existed in a reciprocal relationship, and 

evidence of one served to convince reformers that the other was gaining ground.  To the 

reading public the Tenderloin of the Tenth Ward had indeed been eliminated by the Federal 

wartime anti-vice campaign, but in its place emerged a “Submerged Tenderloin.”  Situated on 

the former’s site, reform politicians and anti-vice guardians claimed that a secretive cabal 

(rumored to exist with ties to the Vare/Republican Machine) had built a subterranean complex 

of rooms and tunnels which would allow prostitutes and their clients to escape police raids.  

Post-War anti-prostitution campaigns quickly fell into the same socio-cultural framework that 

had proven so effective during the War, and typical was the case against Annie Gray (aka Dora 

Jacobson).  Accused of running a disorderly house on Callowhill Street near Ninth, “with a store 

upon the street floor over which she presides,” Annie fit the profile of a brothel madam 

perfectly; an “undesirable alien” during the War who escaped deportation through legal 

maneuvering, police claimed that she actually owned a series of houses fitted with trap-doors 

and underground passages, all wired with buzzers.  Other accounts detailed houses with secret 

doors opened by clothes hooks, narrow passages inside of walls, and hidden stairways.  Both 
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the police and the city’s moral guardians used accounts such as these to claim a resurgence of 

the Vice Syndicate, with “spies, runners, bondsmen and lawyers” conspiring to corrupt judicial 

prosecutions and ensure the continued existence of vice in the city.63  However, even though 

they claimed extensive knowledge of the municipal/vice links (even down to the names of four 

particular magistrates responsible for a majority of releases), reformers never explicitly 

managed to gain any convictions.  The lack of convictions is more telling than the evidence 

cited; accounts of prostitution faded from the press in favor of accounts linking municipal 

corruption with rumors of vice. 

After the Federal government enacted the Volstead Act and Prohibition, most 

prosecutions for prostitution vanished in light of the other Progressive moral concern, alcohol.  

Yet prostitution did indeed exist in the interwar period, even if it vanished in the light of 

municipal anti-corruption campaigns and law enforcement’s war against bootleggers and 

smugglers.  Driven underground by almost twenty years of anti-vice work, the prostitute of the 

interwar period was forced to ply her trade in secret, out of view of the general public.  Utilizing 

technological innovations such as the telephone and the automobile the commercialized sex 

industry regained some small measure of stability as brothel owners adopted the methods of 

Prohibition violators to conceal their activities and low-key, rural roadhouses offered alcohol 

and sex in equal measures.  Obsessed with ensuring that America remained a “dry” society, 

most moral reformers opted to believe that they had eliminated prostitution as a cause for 

concern.  This attitude is reflected in the mainstream newspapers of the interwar period; after 

the suppression of the Tenderloin during the War, accounts of prostitution arrests 
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fundamentally vanished.  Furthermore, those accounts that actually mentioned prostitution 

tended to gloss over the actual crimes themselves in favor of emphasizing the heavy workload 

of the Morals Court, reinforcing the concept that the court indeed stood as a bulwark against a 

resurgent tide of commercialized sexuality.64  The city’s religious network certainly thought that 

they had finally succeeded in their war against prostitution.  Though it was a factor that was 

largely downplayed in public, Philadelphia’s religious organizations and authorities contributed 

greatly to the work of the Morals Court.  The most blatant public act occurred in 1923, when 

Episcopal Bishop Berry actually sat beside presiding Judge Gorman as the latter heard 

testimony in a particular case.65  By reinforcing the discursive intersection of Protestant, 

Progressive morality, municipal reform, and a zero-tolerance policy toward prostitution, 

Philadelphia’s moral reformers could claim success against commercialized vice in their city. 

Yet for the sport in the know, prostitutes could be found throughout the region.  For a 

brief two-year period (1932-1934), the Annenberg family published a series of tabloid 

newspapers in Baltimore, Washington D.C., Chicago, and New York City that featured scantily-

clad cover girls, titillating tales of sexual deviance, and other aspects of working-class culture 

such as boxing matches and saloons.  In Philadelphia, the Philadelphia Briefs provided readers 

with an underground view of the city that gave lie to the claims of the city’s moral guardians.  

On the one hand, these tabloids allow us to gain a view of Philadelphia that was largely invisible 

to the “mainstream” public.  However, a close reading of surviving issues indicates that 
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prostitution had survived Progressive anti-vice campaigns and the prostitute of the interwar 

period had adopted methods of operation that lessened the chance of official notice.66 

 It cannot be emphasized enough that these tabloid newspapers were not representative 

of the mainstream press of the interwar period; 

indeed, they are more closely related to the 

nineteenth century National Police Gazette in 

terms of style and content than to the 

Philadelphia Inquirer of the twentieth.  

Furthermore, there is no evidence that the 

mainstream press, law enforcement, or the 

city’s reform elements ever took the 

“evidence” presented within the pages of the 

tabloid seriously.  However, they do provide an 

outlet that gives lie to the claims of successful 

suppression of the prostitute by Philadelphia’s 

moral guardians.  But perhaps more 

importantly, the reporters of Briefs 

reconstructed the city as a site of sexual 

danger, and reinterpreted traditions archetypes and tropes of sexuality to reflect the modern 

landscape.  To the tabloid’s readers, the Tenderloin still existed in a decentralized form that 
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transcended traditional Wards, such as the operations of one “Madame Anna” who operated 

brothels at 465 North Ninth Street, 471 North Franklin Street, and 620 Spring Garden Street, or 

Dolores, a “purveyor of women” who worked out of an office at 1103 Master Street who 

operated an out-call service utilizing phone calls containing cryptic instructions to deliver 

prostitutes to hotel guests.67  None of the sites cited existed within the dimensions of the 

traditional “Tenderloin,” but in adopting the language of sexual corruption Briefs reporters 

reconstructed a framework of urban commercialized sexuality that had been largely eliminated 

in the previous decade. 

 However, issues of Briefs were not merely vehicles for tales of commercialized sexuality.  

One of the greatest strengths of the tabloid was the recreation of traditional nineteenth-

century conceptions of sexual danger and deviance in a manner that actually deconstructed 

middle- and upper-class claims of purity.  In some articles tales of abortion violations were 

related in ways that emphasized the class-transcendent nature of the crime, such as the 

abortionist whose clientele list “will read like a who’s who of Philadelphia, New York, Newport 

and a dozen other Eastern cities.”68  In other reports, predatory cabaret girls preyed on 

customers, threatening blackmail of “married men with money.”69  Accounts detailing 

encounters that transcended class lines emphasized the degenerate nature of both parties, 

such as the article warning “young fellows, tuxedo-clad, out for a convivial evening after a moist 

banquet” to beware because a group of “sepia maids” worked to lure them into dimly-lit rooms 
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where “thugs” would relieve them of their monies.  “In spite of every effort of the special vice 

squad,” intoned the reporter, “detectives have been unable to trap the thieves so far.  

However, they will continue relentless efforts to purge the neighborhood of the vultures who 

not only make their women sell themselves for money, but rob their customers as well.”70  (Of 

course, the article’s prominent location on the back cover of the tabloid, sandwiched between 

photos of two actresses clad only in their underwear probably ensured a greater draw than the 

article itself.)  These articles served as both an enticement and a warning for readers, 

reinforcing traditional concepts of the wages of sin while simultaneously illustrating the 

sexualized nature of the urban environment. 

 Still other articles adopted nineteenth century archetypes of the American Maiden and 

the trope of the Vice Syndicate to reflect interwar technological developments.  In February 

1933 a reporter utilized all aspects of the White Slave trope in an article sporting the screaming 

headline “Sin Girl Bares Degeneracy” which detailed the operations of Angelo Siconolfi.  

Described as the “35-year-old brain of the mob, whose aliases are legion,” it was alleged that 

Siconolfi utilized both the telephone and the automobile to link “numerous bawdy houses” 

throughout the state in a system that rotated prostitutes on a monthly basis to ensure fresh 

faces for his clientele.  “During the lengthy period in which the ring flourished,” claimed author 

“Dean MacArdle,” “branch houses of joy were established in all sections of the state, and 

recruits were lured from their homes and schools and forced into lives of slavery.”  Indeed, the 

account could have been written during the height of the White Slave scare twenty years 

previously; Siconolfi was a “wily Italian” who organized his network along “the modern chain 
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store system” and who preyed on innocent, virginal Pennsylvanian girls, and it was only through 

a concerted effort by state police that his operation was ruined.71  This article functioned on 

two separate levels to luridly paint an entertaining picture of sexual deviance while 

simultaneously giving lie to the claims of moral reformers that they had indeed completely 

eliminated predatory commercialized sexuality from the nation’s social space. 

 Finally, some articles served to re-infuse the urban space with an element of sexual 

danger, recreating the cultural environment of turn-of-the-century Philadelphia, introducing 

the archetype of the American Maiden back into the city discourse.  In May 1933, two articles 

(bracketing a reproduction of a French nude) detailed cases in which automobiles were use to 

prey on the virtue of innocent women.  “Philadelphia has long been noted for her universities 

and colleges,” began one, but “now comes another educational institution… this college, with 

an old automobile for a class-room, established itself on a lonely side-road off Roosevelt 

boulevard and opened its doors to teach love’s final consummation to an unwilling student, a 

girl not yet 15, with four burly ruffians as the faculty.”  The other contained just as much purple 

prose as the first, claiming that “two of Atlantic City’s most notorious racketeers… took two of 

the shore city’s fairest society daughters on a ride far different from the storied, lethal rides of 

gangdom – a ride of lust, depravity, and terror more pitiless than death, for the girls still live.”72  

In relating accounts of attempted rape (whether successful or not), the Briefs served to both 

titillate and warn readers of the threats facing innocent girls in the urban space.   
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Other articles served to reinforce socio-cultural conceptions of race and gender, such as 

the claim that a fifteen-year-old “negro” attempted to attack three “little girls” under the age of 

six after luring them into his home.  Even consensual relations between white and black fell into 

traditional ideas of race, emphasizing the bestial nature of non-whites while arguing 

degeneracy on the part of white participants.73   It was claimed that a new drug whose “effect 

was to excite the sexual sensibilities of the victim to a frenzied pitch,” commonly known on the 

street as “waffles,” was “first introduced into Philadelphia by negro ladies of the evening who 

were driven out of Newark.”74  Homosexuals were interpreted in a similar manner, such as the 

“sissy society butler” named Edward who kept a “love nest” at 17th and Brandywine Streets.  

Edward was interpreted as a sexual predator whose “racket” was to hire “footmen, and after 

palling up with them, and entertaining them lavishly… firing them by complaining to his 

mistress about their inefficiency after he has tired of them.”  How did the Briefs reporter know 

Edward was a homosexual?  It was claimed that he “was widely known in Scotland and England 

as a female impersonator before he came to this country,” and that was apparently proof 

enough for both author and reader.75  Though they fell into standardized interpretations of race 

and gender, articles detailing non-white, interracial, and homosexual sex acts served to 
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highlight the continuing rejection of Progressive-Era morality while simultaneously providing 

readers with views of an urban underworld that they could enjoy vicariously. 

Confirmation of the Briefs charges is nigh-upon impossible, especially given the lack of 

corroborating evidence in the city’s mainstream press.  However, the factual accuracy of the 

articles contained within the tabloid is actually secondary to the socio-cultural purpose that 

they served in Philadelphia’s discursive space.  Through the vehicle of titillation, the Briefs 

participated in an ongoing, post-War project to redefine the city.  As the primary thrust of the 

Progressive-Era campaign to eliminate prostitution from the urban space (and, by extension, to 

reform corrupt municipal governments in the process), Philadelphia was demystified through 

the use of cultural archetypes and tropes that first defined why the city was evil, the threat that 

the city posed toward orderly society, and the measures that reformers undertook to “clean 

up” the urban space.  To this end the mainstream press acted as a willing agent in the reform 

movement by interpreting anti-prostitution campaigns for the general public, defining both 

heroes and villains within the city, and by emphasizing the need for constant vigilance in order 

to create an orderly municipal space. 

The disillusionment with the promise of Progressivism after the War allowed the 

introduction of a countervailing discursive argument to emerge, one that utilized the traditional 

framework of anti-prostitution campaigns to interpret Philadelphia while simultaneously acting 

as a subversive agent attacking Progressive morality, all the while seeking to imbue the city 

with a new semblance of the social fantastic.76  Much like during the Gilded Age, the interwar 
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prostitute is largely subsumed within the larger debate over sexuality, morality, and the urban 

space, and actual details of her existence are likely lost to history.  However, the mere existence 

of a discursive stream running counter to the prevailing, mainstream, reform-oriented stream 

indicates that, between the First and Second World Wars, prostitution in general and the 

prostitute specifically had successfully resisted elimination, adapted to shifting socio-cultural 

systems that claimed uplift but ultimately only promised incarceration, and created a system by 

which commercialized sexuality could continue to exist.  Gone were the days of the organized, 

concentrated Tenderloin.  After 1920, prostitution was conducted discretely, behind closed 

doors and over whispered telephone conversations, so as not to gain the attention of 

authorities.  If viewed holistically, the Progressives had indeed reformed the city of 

Philadelphia; however, they had failed to eliminate the prostitute.  Yet as that was not their 

specific goal, perhaps we cannot hold them accountable for that failure. 
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EPILOGUE 

 The last great anti-prostitution campaign in the Delaware Valley occurred in 1939 when 

Clifford H. Peoples became the new mayor of Chester, Pennsylvania.  Responding to public 

discontent Peoples adopted a zero-tolerance policy against prostitution in the city, identifying 

Bethel Court as a site of sexual danger and prostitution in his city.  The mayor regarded it as a 

personal mission; according to press reports after the Second World War, “law-abiding families 

of the area” had demanded assistance from unresponsive municipal authorities and, 

eventually, the office of Pennsylvania Governor George Howard Earle III, neither of which 

offered much in the way of assistance or even moral support.  “They said it couldn’t be done,” 

Peoples said of the state government, “but I didn’t have to be a genius to close them up.”  In 

the eyes of government officials, conditions in the Court had continued to deteriorate over the 

decades since the controversies during the Denby trial to the point where the district’s African-

American inhabitants had begun to prey on any who strayed into their side alleys and small 

streets regardless of race.  The district had become so unsavory that “it was worth the life of 

the respectable Negro residents to pass by.  Their children were exposed to flagrant vice 

around the clock.”  Indeed, according to the opinion of a reporter commenting on the Court’s 

legacy in 1952, “the vices of the orient, found in such places as Singapore and Port Said” 

flourished there.”1 

 However, this attempt to finally deal with a district that was viewed as “a notorious boil 

on the face of this ancient shiretown for many generations” quickly fell into traditional tropes 
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of race, class, and gender within standardized archetypes regarding vice and prostitution.2  

Peoples initially undertook the simple and expedient step of placing the entire Court under 

quarantine, using the argument that the existence of the district was driven by white visitors.  

“Any white persons trying to get into the houses on the rim or the streets inside were arrested 

immediately,” retired city Detective Frank Toole commented in 1993.  “They were taken to the 

police station and required to post $10 bail for a hearing next day.  Naturally, they never 

showed their faces again.”3  Conversely, he believed that the inhabitants of the Court itself 

would experience a trickle-down benefit once sources of vice income were eliminated.  In 

theory, the plan worked; after 1943 it was believed that Bethel Court “was left to more 

respectable citizens.”4  “Our measures were effective,” boasted Peoples.  “We had cut off their 

revenue.  They left the area like flies.  Busloads of women were carted away.”5 

 Still, the elimination of vice and the “reformation” of the district could only be effective 

if the prostitutes remained marginalized, seen as something less than human.  No mention of 

the final disposition of the prostitutes was ever mentioned; as the court dockets for the period 

of the quarantine do not indicate an increase in arrests, Court prostitutes were not convicted 

for their crimes.  Likewise, nowhere do any accounts mention to where the “busloads” of 

inhabitants were exiled.  Indeed, other than general statements alluding to their presence no 

individual prostitute exists in either press accounts or court records.  By reducing the 
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prostitutes of Bethel Court to archetypical images within the trope of Interwar prostitution, 

Peoples and his supporters in Chester were able to circumvent any messy moral questions 

regarding urban vice that arose from their campaign to rid Chester of the “Negro tenderloin.” 

The narrative of the “clean-up” of Bethel Court reinforces the idea that anti-prostitution 

reformers viewed prostitutes as one step removed from society, a state in which their existence 

was tacitly acknowledged but not accepted.  Quite simply, their interpretation of prostitution 

had evolved to a point in which the trade was a disease of society and the prostitute herself an 

infection in the body politic.  In their opinion, the only remedy to the plague of prostitution in 

Chester was to excise the source of the disease.  But once the prostitute was removed, the 

narrative quickly reverted into one promoting urban renewal and the continued marginalization 

of black America.  Indeed, the 1939-1940 campaign to eliminate prostitution in the city was 

merely the first step to drive Chester’s African-American populace from the city.  Throughout 

the 1940’s and the early 1950’s, Bethel Court was seen as a blight-ridden slum even without the 

presence of prostitutes in the neighborhood.  The final blow to the Court’s existence came 

during a 1948 shooting rampage known locally as the Market Street Massacre in which eight 

people (including a police detective) were gunned down.  With the support of the federal 

government, in 1955 the city seized the land and razed every structure there (including the 

Union A.M.E. Church at Welsh and Fayette Streets, rumored to be the oldest black church in 

Delaware Valley) and drove the inhabitants from their homes.  Yet there are intimations that 

this action was driven more by power and greed than moral vigilance, especially seeing as the 

greatest beneficiary of the city’s action was the president of the Scott paper company, Thomas 
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B. McCabe, who encouraged municipal authorities to build an extension of the plant and an 

enclosed, 750-car parking garage for Scott employees on the seized land.6 

The destruction of the Court “tenderloin” represents the final organized campaign 

against the prostitute in the Delaware Valley’s public space.  But more importantly, the vague, 

inchoate nature of press reports illustrates that reform discourse regarding prostitution had 

lapsed into traditional tropes and archetypes, reflecting their nineteenth-century heritage.  In a 

manner similar to her Gilded-Age counterpart, the prostitute on the eve of the Second World 

War existed in a state in which she was an aspect of society but not a part of such; her 

existence was tolerated only as long as her actions did not impact the wider social fabric of the 

city.  Once Chester had eliminated the “negro tenderloin” as a site of concern, the public 

consciousness evidenced by press accounts held that commercialized sexuality in the city was 

an aberration rather than the rule. 

However, the wider discourse of sexuality in the United States in the decades after the 

Depression illustrates that the ultimate legacy of Progressive anti-vice campaigns was not the 

elimination of prostitution but rather the disconnection of the prostitute from the wider debate 

over female sexuality.  During the Second World War women engaged in extramarital relations 

with servicemen in a manner similar to the Charity Girl of the First World War, and in a like 

manner were feared not because of extramarital sexuality but because of their existence as a 

vector for venereal disease.7  But in a manner similar to the Charity Girl, the Victory Girls were 

seen as wayward sexual delinquents who were neither prostitutes nor moral women but rather 
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something in-between.  Their confused status was reflected in the discourse of World War II 

sexuality; while the Saturday Evening Post magazine commented on the vague VD threat posed 

by both the prostitute and Victory Girl by noting that both “solicit the soldier and the sailor” but 

not venturing beyond that point, the Richmond Times Dispatch in Virginia placed the two in 

closer discursive proximity by coining the term “patriotute.”8  Still, some social commentators 

such as Robert P. Lane of the Welfare Council of New York City attributed the continued 

existence of prostitution to public focus on non-professional sexual delinquents, claiming that 

“the furor over ‘Victory Girls’ has become a convenient smokescreen to hide the operations of 

commercialized vice rings.”9  Philadelphia too saw its share of the Victory Girl controversy.  

During the War police launched a concerted campaign to police the public morals of women 

seen in the company of military personnel and acting in a suspicious manner, but press 

accounts reinforce the idea that any arrests that occurred stemmed from a desire to maintain 

public order and eliminate any threat posed to servicemen by women carrying venereal disease 

rather than a desire to curb sexual delinquency.10  But ultimately public concern over the 

threatening Victory Girl lasted only as long as the War; after the defeat of Japan public concern 

over venereal disease, the prostitute, and the “patriotute” vanished, and once more 

prostitution sank back into a shadowy world separate from public society. 
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Indeed, after 1945 and until the sexual revolution of the 1960s prostitution became the 

discursive site of an intellectual exercise for social scientists, moral reformers, and political 

agents as they moved beyond suppression concerns and instead debated the trade’s continued 

existence.  In 1946 the Subcommission on the Status of Women in the United Nations released 

four recommendations designed to eliminate prostitution worldwide, yet their suggestions 

were based upon archetypes and tropes of prostitution popular during the Progressive Era and 

ostensibly designed to “export” ideas of Western morality to developing nations.11  On the 

intellectual front, psychologists and sociologists attempted to uncover the driving forces behind 

prostitution, and in the process reached conclusions that rejected Progressive conceptions of 

the trade.  Writing in The Institutions of Advanced Societies¸ Jessie Bernard claimed that 

prostitution was “on the decline” as the “nonprofessionally promiscuous have largely taken the 

place of the old-time prostitute,” a conclusion that disconnected the prostitute from economic 

necessity.12  Others linked prostitution with insanity, such as Alfred Korzybski who claimed that 

male patronage of the prostitute “appears as a substitute for onanism,” and that the 

prostitute’s “John” suffered from an infantile personality.13  Conversely, to moral reformers the 

prostitute’s continued existence reflected the inherent immorality in her soul.  “It is the buying 

and selling,” wrote Agnes Royden, “that makes her so vile: between such a sale and the free gift 

of lovers lies the whole difference between morality and immorality.”  To Royden, extramarital 

sexuality was bad enough, but for a woman to actually sell her virtue “is the lowest depth of 
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immorality, because it is the lowest and most brutal expression of such contempt.”  Still, she 

offered no suggestions as to a solution.14  The differing opinions regarding the nature of the 

prostitute, the prostitution trade, and the best way to eliminate the problem between 

politician, pundit, and professional illustrates that the Progressive-Era alliance between 

government, religion, and academia had fractured after 1945.  Each group internalized a 

different social and cultural understanding of the trade, and while individuals from one group 

sometimes worked with another, for the most part each stuck to their own particular discursive 

arc. 

 In Philadelphia, as the 1950s progressed prostitution sank further out of sight, seldom 

rising to levels where it was reported in the press.  The few cases that appear in newspapers 

were usually relegated to a generalized “vice” rubric that included gambling, liquor violations, 

burlesque and other indecent shows, extramarital sexuality, pedophilia/ephebophilia, 

”Faginism,” and public disorder.  Uncovering public reports of prostitution during this period is 

difficult; in each incident reporters claimed that police conducted a “vice raid,” but a close 

reading of news reports is required with an eye toward identifying instances of sexual 

delinquency.  However, prostitution in the 1950s was further obscured through the use of the 

vague, inchoate term of “disorderly house” which could mean anything from a loud, raucous 

party that disturbed the peace to a professional brothel.  The submersion of prostitutes under 

the generalized term of “vice” in the press allowed reporters to emphasize an aspect of mid-

twentieth century society that argued for conformity and conservative values while 

simultaneously serving to reinforce post-Progressive concepts of sexuality.  In their argument 
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the prostitute continued to exist in a seedy, marginalized “underworld” that stood in sharp 

contrast to the wholesome America of the Cold War.15 

 Still, the tropes and archetypes of prostitution developed during the Progressive Era 

were frequently resurrected to place particular raids, arrests, and convictions into a context 

that mid-twentieth century readers could understand.  In 1955, reporters utilized the archetype 

of the White Slave and the trope of the Vice Syndicate in their coverage of a “reputed vice 

ring.”  In March of that year, police and federal agents began to investigate reports that five 

girls, ages 15 to 20, had been transported from their homes in North Philadelphia to an Atlantic 

City convention for “immoral purposes.”16  Over the next two years the investigation quickly 

spiraled out of control as each arrest led to additional evidence, additional implications, and 

additional raids, reinforcing the idea that a vast White Slave network existed throughout the 

city.  By the time the controversy over the “vice ring” that had employed over 50 “teenage 

girls” as prostitutes ebbed in 1956, dozens of men and women had been arrested as members 

of the shadowy syndicate.  However, in a manner similar to the White Slave hysteria during the 

Progressive Era, once public interest began to wane many of the cases against the accused 

came apart.  Indeed, by 1957 many in the press and law enforcement held the opinion that the 

probe of the vice ring evidenced, in the words of Judge Curtis Bok, “more smoke than fire.”17  
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Most of the accused were fined for violating sexual propriety and non-sexual offenses such as 

liquor and/or gambling, and most of the “White Slaves” were released.  After this singular spike 

in concern, the prostitute seldom figured in subsequent Delaware Valley discourse outside of 

vague intimations behind other concerns such as liquor and gambling. 

 Still, a disconnect continued to exist between the urban core and suburban/exurban 

communities in regards to socio-cultural perceptions of morality.  Throughout the whole of the 

twentieth century, vice and immorality were largely seen as an “urban” problem, and any 

instances that were uncovered outside Philadelphia were considered to have originated in that 

city.  In the waning years of the 1970s it appeared that the fortress suburbia faced a serious 

threat from criminals originating within the urban space who crossed stylized “Maginot Lines” 

(unofficial borders between the city of Philadelphia proper and its outlying communities) to 

pursue criminal acts in the suburbs.  In 1979, James McCaughey, the superintendent of police 

for Lower Merion, claimed that as crime in the borough increased, “we find that more than half 

the criminals arrested live in Philadelphia.”18  A 1974 Evening Bulletin analysis of FBI statistics 

on suburban crime concluded that the Delaware Valley’s extensive transportation network 

contributed to sharp spikes in non-violent crimes such as prostitution.  Others opined that it 

was not merely ease of mobility but suburban attractions such as shopping malls that were 

luring Philadelphian criminals out past city limits to ply their trades.  Still others believed that 

smaller police forces with limited resources to prevent crimes were the major contributing 
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factor, as criminals fled the larger and better equipped urban police force.19  Yet perhaps it only 

appeared as though commercialized vice was a problem flowing from the city to infect the 

suburbs.  As populations increased in exurban communities and personal mobility became 

more widespread, many judiciaries (both urban and rural) dealt with spikes in crime and court 

backlogs by instituting pretrial probation programs for first-time offenders accused of minor, 

nonviolent crimes.20  As most exurban communities lacked the resources for extensive 

investigations, it is logical that they would be more inclined to deal with cases of prostitution, a 

relatively “victimless” crime, quickly and quietly.  The prostitute may have existed in both city 

and suburb, and prostitution may have been a significant problem in select communities, but 

shifting sexual mores during the 1960s and concerns over other violent crimes overshadowed 

the prostitute and her trade.  After 1965, police raids of exurban brothels were only 

noteworthy because of the prurient nature of the charges and the way they stood in sharp 

contrast to the purported “morality” of the communities in which they were discovered.  Given 

the expanded public roles and employment opportunities available to women after the sexual 

revolution, prostitution as a system of survival was articulated by members of the mainstream 

press as an aberration that stemmed largely from a mental or moral “defect” on the part of the 

prostitute. 

 Since the dawn of civilization, anywhere humans congregated into communities the 

prostitute has existed.  For the most part she existed unmolested unless her presence was seen 

as a corrupting moral influence.  However, during the Progressive Era a confluence of social and 
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urban reform coupled with a moral discourse of sin led activists to attempt to address the 

“problem of the ages” once and for all.  However, the slippery, inchoate nature of prostitution 

made anti-vice campaigns difficult to pursue; furthermore, evolving conceptions of the public 

role of women coupled with shifting sexual mores during the period 1900-1920 rendered a 

clear understanding of the trade impossible.  In order to combat the prostitute, Progressive 

were forced to constantly redefine both the cause for her downfall and her place within society, 

but once new archetypes and tropes of prostitution were applied to the public space they were 

revealed to be ephemeral, with little basis in reality.  The Progressives failed in their campaign 

to rid the American city of the prostitute, but were successful in utilizing conceptions of the 

prostitute to move other, non-sexual reforms forward.  Ultimately, the Progressive Era anti-

prostitution campaigns prove the adage that you cannot legislate morality; only a fundamental 

reshaping of American society and the abandonment of traditional religious and sexual mores 

would allow the prostitute to be eliminated from society. 
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